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Introduction
The South Carolina Department of Transportation oversees the management of
hundreds of highway, research, and training projects each federal fiscal year. These projects
are initiated across several different departments within the agency depending on funding
source, complexity of design, and regional significance. This makes it difficult to accurately and
consistently report on project information because there is no single, reliable source to house
this data. The need to be able to provide information regarding project type, location, funding
sources, projected letting date and cash payouts is essential to ensuring the Department is
effectively managing the limited resources it has been entrusted with by the state tax payers
and federal government.
Since projects are planned and programmed across multiple offices, it is also difficult to
determine when projects overlap. This occurs most often with the agency's Pavement &
Preservation program. These are short duration resurfacing projects that require little plan
development and therefore could potentially cross a planned highway widening or safety
project. For instance, surveys were completed for a major widening project on a primary route
which later is resurfaced adding a two foot shoulder to the existing lane. Since the footprint of
the roadway was changed, additional surveys are required to accurately reflect the changes in
the widening plans. This is inefficient and wasteful. By increasing the communication and
coordination efforts across all departments responsible for managing projects, this could
potentially be avoided. This CPM Project submittal revolves around the development and
implementation of a new Project Programming System (P2S) within the South Carolina
Department of Transportation. Specifically, the initial assessment of how the implementation
was handled and whether the system is alleviating the issues the Department identified with its
evaluation of the current project programming process.
Association & Agency Benefit
South Carolina Code of Law Section 57-1-301 states that "The goal of the department is
to provide adequate, safe, and efficient transportation services for the movement of people
and goods." ln striving to meet this mission the SCDOT recently adopted a new Strategic
Management Plan that identifies six critical management areas including Workforce, Customer
Service, Partnerships, Planning, Stewardship, and Transportation Systems & lnfrastructure. This
project will directly impact several of the goals outlined within four of these areas.' These
include:
CMA: Customer Service (Goal 2) Provide consistent, professionol ond timely service to all
customers.
CMA: Planning (Goal 2) Optimize time to deliver engineering projects to controct letting.
Stewordship (Goal 7) Optimize the management of financial operations.
CMA: Stewordship (Goal 2) Optimize the management of all SCDOT financial resources.
CMA: Transportation Systems & lnfrastructure (Gool 3) Ensure that federal resources
expended on preconstruction and other transportation infrastructure octivities are for
projects that ore highly likely to be taken to completion.
According to a recent report, "The SCDOT Construction Cost Index grew 9Io/o between January
1, 2OOO and December 31, 2OLI, while state motor fuel revenues grew only 15% during that
1 South Carolina Code of Laws 1976 (Supplement), Section 57-l-30
2 South Carolina Department of Transportation, 2014 Stratesic Management Plan pgs. 9-18
same time period..."3 This means that safeguarding against the duplicity of projects should
remain a top priority for the agency.
B a ckg r o u n cl I rtfo r rna t i o n
In 2009 a task force was formed to evaluate the current programming process. The
objectives of this evaluation were identified as:
o To prevent possible duplication and overlap of projects
o To establish consistent processes and mechanisms for project planning, initiation and tracking.
To establish a definitive source for accurate project information.
To provide the capability to distribute and disseminate project information in a clear, concise
manner.
Over the course of the next year, interviews were conducted with all responsible parties
involved in the project planning and programming process. The study reported three major
findingsa:
1. There was no single source for project planning and programming of highway
transportation projects. Projects are planned in several offices using various tracking
methods making it difficult for all participants to find planned or recently completed
work.
3 South Carolina Department of Transportation Commission, Transportation Infrastructure Task Force, pg. 3
a South Carolina Department of Transportation, Proiect Programming Report: Findings & Recommendations, pg.
t0-t2
There was no consistent or automatic notification of project overlap or redundancy.
The legacy programming software did not have the capability to capture or validate all
route information for a project and therefore could not detect overlapping projects.
It was difficult to report project information consistently across all departments due to
the fact that the programming process was lengthy and project identifiers were
inconsistent between different offices.
Based on the findings, the task force recommended that a new software solution be developed
to address the Agency's needs. After receiving approval to move forward with the design of a
new software system, a detailed Design Document was agreed upon by SCDOT and the
developer. A copy of this document is provided in Appendix A. lt is important to note here that
the final design document is a living document in that the Department is continuously making
modifications and enhancements to this application to increase efficiency and ease of use. The
initiaf development of the application was completed, and on October 4,2OI3, the new Project
Programming System (P2S) was implemented throughout the entire Agency.
Project Pt'ogramnting System BetreJits
To address issue #1 above, the application was developed to allow users to plan projects
in a single location. Previously, projects did not get programmed into a system until funding
was identified and preliminary engineering was about to begin. Now, users can plan projects
and input key items like Estimated Start, Project Type, Location, and Current Cost Estimate.
When users are searching the system, they can now see all projects being planned in another
area and make informative decisions based on the information found.
2.
3.
ln attempting to address issue #2 above, the new Project Programming System was to
allow Program Managers or those responsible for overseeing the financial and schedule health
of the project, to input all locations being worked on and to notify users when projects in
development and/or construction overlapped. With this in mind, the system was built to
integrate with the existing Roadway Information Management System (RIMS). This integration
allows users to validate routes within the existing road network and detect when multiple
projects are on-going within the same county, route, and mile points.
Also, in the evaluation it was discovered that the same project information was already
being entered multiple times by multiple groups into multiple systems. ln fact, the group
responsible for maintaining the data in the legacy project system (PPMS) had no direct
responsibility for the projects at all. Program Managers were required to fill out a Program
Action Request PDF form to program and make any modifications to a project. This form was
adopted in 20L0 and allowed for electronic submittal for the first time. PARs were routed
through emailto appropriate supervisors for approval and then to the Obligations Management
office for input into PPMS. The PAR Procedures Document found in Appendix B was fifteen
pages long and had step by step instructions for the input and processing of a one page form. lt
was difficult for Program Managers to get everything needed in a clear and concise form to
ensure the programming was set up correctly. Also, the Obligations Management office was
then taking the same data and entering it into PPMS and another form for authorization and
submittal to the Accounting Department. lt was decided to create P2S so that the Program
Managers could plan and program their own projects. This meant that the information only
needed to be entered once, by the person responsible for the project and the data could then
be passed to other systems, reducing the error rate within the data itself. All of the approval
processes are now handled electronically by submitting an email to the appropriate approver
with a link directly to the project in P2S. This improvement eliminated the need to enter all or
partial information in four different systems as seen in the below flow chart.
@@@
The implementation of this new system has allowed the Department to discontinue use
of the legacy project system (PPMS) which was housed on the CIO mainframe system at an
average cost per year of 5408,000 as well as the Director of Construction's CardFile application
that was housed on the Agency's internal SQL server. The elimination of both of these
applications should bring a cost savings to the Agency as well as reduce the number of








Lastly, to address issue #3 above, the Department had problems when it came to
reporting on project information because there was no single project identifier used across all
software platforms that could join the data together. Multiple identifiers existed such as
Project Control Number, Federal Aid Project Number, and File Number. During the
implementation of the new application, it was decided to combine these where possible. Upon
project creation, a project identifier (Project lD) is systematically provided and remains with the
project throughout its entire life cycle. This Project lD is transmitted along with all pertinent
project data and pay items into the WebTrnsport system used for advertisement and letting of
the contract to contractors. Once a contract is awarded, the information housed in
WebTrnsport is then exported to another application called SiteManager. This software is used
for the management of the contract during construction. Since the majority of the project data
is now transmitted electronically through the process, P2S is free to report on data housed in
both of these applications back to its users with little to no issues regarding linking of data.
Another added benefit of the P2S application is that it is deployed as a web application
that utilizes the network user logins to maintain security access, meaning that all users within
the Agency who have lntranet access can use the new application to search for information
without having to have another login and password combination. All project and contract
information stored within the system is available in read-only format for reporting purposes.
This feature is an essential benefit to the Department in that all users looking for project
information have a definitive and trusted source that they can access at any time.
Evaluotion of the lmplementation
To evaluate the current implementation of the new Project Programming System (P2S),
a survey was sent out to all agency employees with Intranet access to ascertain the level of
credibility with the data, the ease of use of the system, and any other information that may
have been overlooked in the initial rollout. Since the Agency has only been using the new
application for a few months, it should be noted that the feedback received thus far is
incomplete and should be re-evaluated at least once each year. The survey was done through
Survey Monkey and the recipients were given one week to respond. Participation was
encouraged but not required. A copy of the survey and results are included in this document as
Appendix E.
Despite the large population of users that the survey was sent to, the total number of
respondents was only 1-00 users and according to the results only 85% had actually used the
new system. Seventy percent (7O%l of those that did use the system however are using it more
than once a week or even daily to accomplish their tasks. The survey also questioned the
satisfaction of users with the simplicity of the application's interface, the speed of the
application and the accuracy of the data that they were finding. For simplicity of the interface,
users were split down the middle with 44% reporting that they were Very Satisfied and 52%
reporting they were Somewhat Satisfied. Seventy-one percent (7L%) of users were Very
Satisfied with the speed of the application, but accuracy was split again with 45% Very Satisfied
and 460/o Somewhat Satisfied. Less than 10% were dissatisfied in each category.
Knowing that the intent of the application was truly to detect project conflicts, the
survey clearly brought to light that the application is being used for far more than that. Users
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were asked to select all choices that they were currently using P2S to accomplish. The majority
of users were Searching for Project information or Searching for Charge Code information. The
Search Charge Code feature of P2S was not even added until three months prior to the
application's launch and surprisingly is the second most common use for the tool. lt was also
reported as the top response for Question 8 regarding what information or data in P2S is the
most useful.
The last portion of the survey focused on user responses for improvements that can be
made to the system to make it more useful and/or efficient. Responses varied from
grandfathering in all information from other applications to be made available in P2S to
providing more information regarding environmental and right of way data in the system. One
thing that was brought up consistently was that users felt there should have been or should be
more hands on training provided. Prior to implementation, only users who were responsible
for input or edit of information were given training. This included approximately 200 users in
Preconstruction, Traffic Engineering, Obligations Management, and representatives in each
District office. A copy of the P2S User's Manual and Training Guide can be found in Appendix C
and D respectively. However, the response received in the survey leads to the conclusion that
the work is not finished. On-going training for P2S must be made available for all users. Since a
large portion of our employees do not reside in a centralized location, on-site training is limited
and costly. lt is recommended to look into innovative training options such as elearning and
web demonstrations that would allow users to access training links on demand.
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To date, there have also been two known cases of project overlap that were detected
with the P2S application. One was an interstate safety improvement on l-20 that was identified
by the Traffic Engineering office. When the project was entered into P2S, the user was able to
see that there was an upcoming widening project being handled by Preconstruction that
encompassed the entire safety project. All safety improvements will now be incorporated into
the scope of the widening and it will result in a more efficient and cost effective project. The
same scenario occurred with a newly programmed bridge rehabilitation project that is in the
same location of a county sales tax funded widening project. Since the overlap was detected
early, the agency can leverage our funding by combining the projects in the most advantageous
way. Below is an example of the P2S Project Conflict report that was produced as a result of
the second example.
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In summary, the development and implementation of a new Project Programming
System (P2S) was a major accomplishment for the Department of Transportation in that we
migrated from a 20+ year legacy system with no overlap of the applications. The legacy PPMS
LL
system was shut down to users on September 20, 2013 and users were live in the new system
on October 4,20L3. All relevant data was successfully migrated over to the new system in a
matter of weeks and essential personnel were trained in a two week timeframe.
Overall, the application has been well received by users and seems to be accomplishing
many of the needs brought forth in the initial evaluation. As with all new systems and
processes, there have been bugs and workflow issues that need to be addressed. Moving
forward, it is recommended to continue development of on-going training using modified
methods such as web based demonstrations. lt is also imperative that the PAR Procedures
Document be revised and tailored to planning and programming projects in P2S. This will
alleviate many of the uncertainties that users have when entering data into the system. lt will
also address process workflow issues related to setting up charge codes for projects, adding
additional funding to projects, and requesting closure of projects.
Lastly, potential upgrades and enhancements of this application should include
evaluation of further integration with the Primavera CPM (critical path method) scheduling
software and a document management solution such as ProjectWise. Integration with these
types of applications will allow users to access all project related data and documents within
P2S which will further establish a definitive source for transportation project information.
12
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1. Overuiew
1.1 Document Purpose
The P2S Software Design document is a detailed and thorough compilation of the P2S software application. lt
contains in-depth descriptions and pictorials of each software component along with explanations of each
integration point. Due to its comprehensive nature, this document is beneficial in many ways, and it is
anticipated that it will serve the Department well, long after the software application is built and in production.
While this document has many uses, it serves two primary purposes:
1. Most importantly, it explains to users in detail what they can expect from the system.
2. lt is used by the project team as a blueprint for software development and system implementation.
1.2 Process
This document is the culmination of many conversations, meetings, discussions and conferences held with
stakeholders to understand existing project programming and tracking methods and to define and delineate
new, more efficient methods. lt began in the fall of 2009 when individuals gathered to understand current
processes, methods and data for tracking projects. The resulting report recommended a single, trusted source
for project programming information, and P2S was born.
Since that time countless conversations have taken place to address the multitude of issues necessary to
migrate PPMS project information into a new and improved system. There has been no silver bullet
methodology. The information in this document came from an enormous amount of hard work from all
involved. Meetings and discussions addressed each process step, issue by issue and detail by detail. There
simply is no substitute for this approach, and the benefits to the Department are many and far outweigh the
effort required.
It should be noted that while this document is very detailed and has been reviewed numerous times, it is, and
will be a "living document". In a project of this size and magnitude with so many variables, it is inevitable that
some issues have slipped through the cracks. We plan to manage these issues as they become evident during
the project lifecycle. While we anticipate these latent issues to be relatively minor, they may have an impact
on the system design.
2. Software Design
2.1 Mapping of Projects
PMG will provide the ability to map any project, or any set of projects as the results of a search or query.
Users will not be required to exit one system and enter another to view the map display. Projects must
contain route and milepoint location information in orderto be mapped.
2.1.1 Home Screen
A map will display upon entry to P2S. The first time user will see the map zoomed out to statewide coverage
with no projects yet showing. The user may select a set of projects to show on the map by clicking on the
Change Mop Disploy link located above the map. The following mockup shows the P2S starting screen after
some projects have been selected:
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Figure 1 - Map on P2S Home Screen
Google maps will be used as the backdrop. Projects will be highlighted on top of the Google roads. The Projects
layer will use the same symbology that is used to display projects in ITMS.
The tools associated with the map include:
Reset Map 
-This link will clear any mapped queries and put the display back to statewide zoom.
Change Map Display 
- 
This link will open an interface that allows selection of projects by RPG, District, County,
MPO or COG. See section 3.4.2for more information about this interface.
Print Map 
- 
This link will print the map and any open map bubbles.
2.1.2 Change Map Display
This group of options applies a filter that will display all of the projects in a particular RPG, District, County,
MPO, or COG. Alternatively, the user may select from a unique list of projects that are associated with the
detected userid. The following mockup shows the Change Map Display interface:
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Figure 2 - Change Map Display lnterface
The options for map display include:
Regions 
- 
The user may expand any of this group of drop down boxes and select a region from the list. The
region categories include Regional Production Group (RPG), District, County, Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO), and Council of Governments (COG). lf the radio button next to a drop down box is
selected, all of the projects in that area will be displayed on the map.
My Projects 
- 
This additional radio button will be available if the application detects that the current user is a
user with the ability to plan or program projects. The list box below it will be populated with all of the projects
in the use/s area of responsibility. Multiple projects may be selected from the list.
Save for Initial Display 
- 
lf desired, the user may check this box before applying the map display filter. lf the
box is checked, P2S will save the current selections and will display them on the map each time the application
is opened in the future.
Map Projects 
- 
This button will dismiss the Change Map Display interface and add the selected projects to the
map.
2.1.3 Map Bubble
When the user hovers over a project with the mouse, a Google pop-up bubble will appear with additional
information about the project. The bubble will list the project name, project lD and project description. Links
will be shown below the project information that allow the user to open the project Summary Report in a
separate window, or to show the project within ITMS. The following image is an example of the pop-up display:
FsNI@
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Figure 3 - Project Pop-Up Bubble
This bubble will disappear if the mouse is moved away. Clicking on the bubble will cause it to remain open and
to be printed along with the map if the print button is pressed.
2.'1.4 Distinct Map Window
The user will have the ability to initiate a map that looks like the one on the home screen from other pages
internal to P2S. This map will have the same tools associated with the home screen map, but will open in its
own separate window.
For example, there will be a Map Project link on the project's General Information tab. The following mockup
shows the location of this link on the lower portion of the page:
*Propscd stort W fifl r*e"r"o
'rsl{or*Qcllcol? F;n lTHvc-r I
* Thcsc flclds arc r.guirc-d.
View Su,nnrary Repori I Mao Proiecr
Figure 4 - Map Project link on project General Information tab
The user may click on the Map Project link to see the project that is described on the General Information tab
shown on a map.
The user will also have the ability to display the results of an ad-hoc query on a map. The ad-hoc query tool,
located under the Reports menu, will allow the user to search for a project using a complex query constructed
from any combination of database fields and Boolean logical operators. At the bottom of the search results
page will be an option to open a map showing all of the projects returned.
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Any map that is initiated from a page within P2S will open in a new window that operates independently of the
map on the home screen. The three map tools: Reset Map, Change Map Display, and Print Map will be
available in all map windows.
2.2 Search
The Search section of P2S allows users quick access to view project, contract and proposal information.
Information accessed through this section is "view only". No modifications or edits are permitted.
2.2.1 Projects
The Search Project section of P2S allows all users to view P2S project information. No modifications are
allowed while in view mode, even for system administrators. When the Search tab is selected in P2S, the user
is presented with a screen providing criteria options to search for projects. Once a project is selected from the
search results, the project information is displayed in the appropriate tabs. Each tab contains particular
information about the selected project, and is described in later sections of this document.
The Search Project screen is shown here:
Figure5-SearchMenu
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Figure 6 - Search Projects
The following fields are available for entering information to be used as criteria for the project search:
Project lD - This is a drop down list of Project lDs associated with the user.
Version 
- 
This is a system generated field which represents the version of the project. The project
version begins at O and is automatically incremented by 1 each time it is relet.
Project Name 
- 
This is a drop down list of project names associated with the user.
Description 
- 
This is a free form key-in field. A wild card search will be executed on whatever text is
entered. Forexample,iftheuserentersonlythetext"Rehabilitation,"anyprojectwiththeword
"Rehabilitation" will be shown in the results.
Project Phase 
- 
This is a drop down list containing three options:
o All 
- 
This option selects projects in any P2S phase
o Planned 
- 
This option selects only projects in the Plan phase of P2S
o Program 
- 
This option selects only projects in the Program phase of P2S
Funding Type 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the funding types available for selection.
Project Type 
- 
This is a drop down list containing a list of available Project Types.
Cost Estimate Less Than 
- 
This is a free form key-in field to set a search threshold to locate projects
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Cost Estimate Greater Than 
- 
This is a free form key-in field to set a search threshold to locate projects
with values greater than the amount entered.
District 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the names of the Engineering Districts.
County 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the names and numbers of all counties in South Carolina.
Route Type 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the list of available route types for selection.




o Local Public Agency (LPA)
Consultant or LPA 
- 
This is a drop down list containing names for the consultant or LPA. A wild card
search will be conducted for this information similar to the Description field discussed previously.
Obligation Date Between 
- 
These are two key-in date fields for locating projects between them.
Program Manager 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the names of program managers.
a
a
Once criteria are entered, the Search button is selected and the results of the search are displayed in the lower
half of the interface as shown in the mockup above. The user can then highlight one of the projects found in
the search for viewing.
2.2.2 Contracts/ Proposals
The Search Contracts/Proposals section in P2S allows users to search and view previously created contracts or
proposals. Similar to the Search Projects section described previously, no modifications are allowed to
contracts or proposals from the Search mode.
The Search Contracts/Proposals section is accessed by a tab found in the menu below:
Once the menu item
August 4,2OLL
Figure 7 - Contracts/Proposals Menu
is selected, the following search interface will display:
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Figure 8 - Search Proposals/Contracts
From this interface, the user is able to enter various criteria to create the desired filter for locating and viewing
contracts and proposals. Tabs containing specific information about the selected contract or proposal are
described in a later section of this document,
The following search fields are available for defining criteria for the filter:
Contract No. 
- 
This drop-down box is a list of all of the contract lD numbers in the system.
Project Type 
- 
This drop-down box is a list of project types.
Description 
- 
This text box allows the user to type in a contract description. A "wildcard" search is performed
on the entered text.
Let Date Between- This is a date range locating contracts or proposals having a proposed or actual let between
the dates entered. lf only the first date is entered, all records having the let date greater than or equal to this
date will be returned.
District 
- 
This drop down box is a list of Districts 1-7.
County 
- 
This drop down box is a list of counties in South Carolina.
Route System 
- 
This drop down box contains the route systems of Interstate, Primary, and Secondary.
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Route Type 
- 




This numeric entry field allows the user to type in a route number.
RCE 
- 
This drop down box is a list of each Resident Construction Engineer (RCE) in the system.
Contractor 
- 
This drop down box contains a list of all of the contractors in the system.
Once the desired criteria has been entered, the user will select the Search button. Once search results are
returned, the user may highlight a record and choose the View button. When selected, the View button will
bring the General tab to the front, populated with the information for the selected contract or proposal.
2.3 Projects
Fundamental to P2S is the ability to plan and program projects. The following sections of this document
describe in detail how these critical functions are addressed by the system, and how users interact with the
system to achieve the desired results.
2.3.1 Plan New Project
P2S provides the capability for users to plan new projects. When a project is planned, particulars regarding the
project are captured and logged into the system. For example, the project name and description are required
while the entry of other project information is left to the discretion of the user. Other information that may be
entered at this time is funding type, engineering rank, and location among others. A complete list of all project
information available for entry into the system is detailed in a later section. While in the planning stage,
project information may be added or modified at willwith no approvals necessary. An important aspect of
planning a project in P2S is that the Project lD is created at this time. The Project lD is the unique identifier for
the project, and is associated with the project throughout its lifecycle.
Project lD - The Project lD is creoted and assigned during project plonning. The Project ID is a seven (7)
digit system generoted number thot is assigned automaticolly upon P2S project creation.
The Plan section of P2S exists for the purpose of encouraging users to enter project information into the
system at an early stage. This increases situational awareness in that other users of the system have the ability
to understand what is being planned at a particular location. In this way, discrepancies may be identified and
avoided. Several P2S reports that are discussed in a later section will aid in the identification of conflicting
projects. The point at which a project is first entered into P25 is a decision to be made by those in authority,
but early entry is encouraged. lt is understood that not all projects that are planned in P2S will be
programmed. P2S then becomes the holder for all project information.
It is recommended that a project remain in the Plan section of P2S until the program manager is ready to
obligate funds. When a project is saved in the Program section of P2S, additional information is required
which the user may not be prepared to enter until an obligation request is needed. While some projects that
are planned in P2S will not be programmed, be aware that any project that is programmed must be planned
first. The project programming process is explained in a later section.
PIan First - A project must be planned in P2S before it is programmed.
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Several options exist for defining a project's location. Defining a project location is very important and is
required by P2S. lt is advised and highly recommended to enter specific route information including specific




lt is important to accurately define the project's locotion in terms of routes ond
milepoints.
When the Plan tab is selected in P2S, the user is presented with a screen that allows options to search existing
plannedprojectsortoplananewproject. ltshouldbenotedthatonlyprojectsintheplanningstage(those
not yet programmed) will be located by this search. Since projects in this section of P2S are available for
editing, only projects for which the user owns responsibility (i.e. creator of project, program manager and
anyone in the creator's hierarchy)shall be located and displayed. lf a user wishes to see all projects that are
owned by that user, simply select the Search button without entering any criteria.
The mockup below shows the search screen.
The following fields are available for entering information to be used as criteria for the project search:
o Project lD - This is a drop down list of Project lDs associated with the user.
o Project Name 
- 
This is a drop down list of project names associated with the user.
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Description 
- 
This is a free form key-in field. A wild card search will be executed on whatever text is
entered. Forexample,iftheuserentersonlythetext"Rehabilitation",anyprojectwiththeword
"Rehabilitation" will be shown in the results.




o Local Public Agency (LPA)
Consultant or LPA 
- 
This is a drop down list containing names for the consultant or LPA.
District 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the names of the Engineering Districts.
County 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the names and numbers of all counties in South Carolina.
Route Type 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the list of available route types for selection.
Funding Type 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the funding types available for selection.
Project Type 
- 
This is a drop down list containing a list of available Project Types.
Project Phase 
- 
This field is set to Planned, and is unable to be changed by the user.
Program Manager 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the names of all program managers.
Proposed Start Date Between- This is a date range locating projects between the dates entered.
Once criteria are entered, the Search button is selected and the results of the search are displayed in the lower
half of the interface as shown below. The user can then highlight one of the projects found in the search for
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Figure 10 - Search Results
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Each row of information in the search results represents a project that has met the entered criteria. For each
project listed in the results, the Project lD, Project Name, and Project Description are shown. The user is then
able to highlight a project and select a link to view a report or a button to view or modify project information.
The following links and buttons are available for a selected project:
View Selected Project - This is a button that will display the highlighted project in the General tab for
viewing and/ or editing.
View Summary Report 
- 




This is a link that will map the projects resulting from the search.
lf the user opts to create a new project, the Plan New Project button is selected which causes the Plan New
Project screen to be presented for user input.
When a new project is created and planned, the user is able to enter pertinent information about the project
on the General tab as shown above. lt is recommended that enough identifying information is entered to
allow the user to easily locate the project in the system as the result of a search. lf a previously planned similar
project exists, the user has the option to choose the Start with Existing Project link which will allow the user to
begin the new project with duplicate information copied from another. The Project lD for the new project will
be unique and assigned by the system as discussed previously.
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Figure 11 - Plan New Project initial screen
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When the project is saved for the first time, the system generates the unique Project lD and displays the lD in
the top left of the General tab as shown in the mockup below.
Figure 12 - Plan Project screen with Project lD assigned and displayed
The following fields and options are available for entry and selection when planning a project:
o Project Name 
- 
This is a free form key-in field for the project name. This field is required.
o Project Description 
- 
This is a free form key-in field for the project description. This field is required.
o STIP ltem 
- 
This field is disabled as newly planned projects may not have a STIP entry. This field,
however, is required when the project is programmed.
o Funding Type 
- 
This is a group box listing four funding types available for selection. Only one type can
be selected. The funding types are:
o Federal 
- 
Select this funding type for Federal Aid projects.
o State-Select this fundingtype forstate funded projects.
o CTC 
- 
Select this funding type for C Programs and select the appropriate county from the drop
down list. lf this funding type is selected, the Work By field is automatically set to either
SCDOT or LPA.
o Project Type 
- 
This drop-down box is a list that identifies the type of project.
o Full Oversight 
- 
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Work By 
- 
This is a drop down list that identifies the party performing the work. The three options are:
o SCDOT
o Consultant Firm
o Local Public Agency (LPA)
Consultant or LPA 
- 
This is a drop down list containing names for the consultant or LPA. An "Add
New..." option will exist for users to create a new item for the list. This field becomes enabled when
Consultant or LPA is selected from the Work By drop down list.
Engineering Rank 
- 
This is a free form key-in field to display the project's engineering rank. lf
engineering rank is not applicable for this project, the user can select the Not Applicable check box.
Engineering Rank Month/Year 
- 
This indicates the month and year that the engineering rank was
determined.
Current Cost Estimate 
- 
This is a free form key-in field for the cost estimate of the project.
Proposed Start Date 
- 
This is a field to hold the proposed project start date. The date helper tool will
aid in selecting the date and will fill in the date field.
Proposed Duration 
- 
This shows the proposed project duration and can be shown in years and/or
months.
ls Work Cyclical 
- 
This is a drop down list to tell the system whether the project is cyclical along with
the cycle time frame. Signing projects are an example. When the cycle for a new project draws near,
the system will send a notification via emailto the program manager.
Location 
- 
The location group box contains several options for users to define the project location.
o Specific Roads and Counties ldentified on Roads Tab 
- 
This option allows the user to enter the
project counties and routes on the Routes tab. The process for defining routes via the Routes
tab is described in a later section.
o Statewide 
- 
This option is available for defining the general area of a project when parts of it
lie in different areas of the state. lf this option is chosen, the Routes tab in P2S will be disabled.
As mentioned earlier, routes and milepoints should be used if this information is known. lf this
location option is chosen, there is no way for the system to use this project to detect overlaps
or conflicts.
o Engineering Districts 
- 
This option allows the user to define one or more engineering districts
as the project location. lf this option is chosen, the Routes tab in P2S will be disabled. As
mentioned earlier, routes and milepoints should be used if this information is known. lf this




This option allows the user to define one or more counties as the project location.
lf this option is chosen, the Routes tab in P2S will be disabled. As mentioned earlier, routes
and milepoints should be used if this information is known. lf this location option is chosen,
there is no way for the system to use this project to detect overlaps or conflicts.
o Counties List 
-This box will display a list of all counties where the project exists. The list of
counties is obtained from the Routes tab or the other location options discussed above. The




This is a group box containing system generated information pertaining to the user who




This field displays the Office of the program manager.
FsNI@
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o Program Manager 
- 
This field displays the program manager for the project.
o More... - This is a link which displays a screen with additional ownership information as shown.
Figure 13 - Additional ownership information displayed from the More... link
o Division 
- 
This field lists the division of the program manager.
o Created By 
- 
This field lists the user who created the project.
o Updated By 
- 
This field lists the user who last updated the project.
o Updated On 
- 
This field lists the date of the last update to the project.
The General tab interface contains the following buttons and links:
o Start With Existing Project 
- 
This link enables the user to use an existing project as a template to
create a new one. All information on the General Info, Roads, Bridges/RR Xings and Pay ltems tabs will
be copied to the new project with the exception of the Project lD, the Project Name and the Project
Description. The link will display a project search interface to aid the user in project selection for
duplication.
o Save Changes 
- 
When selected, this button will save all changes on the tab to the database.
. Cancel Changes 
- 
When selected, this button will not save any changes made on the tab and will
revert the values back to the pre-modified state.
o Program Project 
- 
This button is used to begin the programming process for the active project. lt is
suggested that a project remain in the planning section of P2S until the program manager is ready to
request funding through an obligation. This button when selected will save all information including
changes and will exit the user from the planning section of P2S and display the active project in the
programming section of P2S. From this point, the user can enter additional required information and
submit a request to obligate funds for the project. The description of this section follows.
2.3.2 Program Project
P2S provides the ability to program a project. A project is said to be programmed when a request to obligate
funding has been approved. A project must first be planned in P2S before it is eligible to be programmed as
previously mentioned and described in section 3.2.1 Plan New Project. When a user chooses to program a
project, the project to be programmed must first be chosen from a list of previously planned projects. Once a
project is chosen, all information existing in P2S for the selected project is carried over from the Plan section of
ITMS Task Order 8 
- 
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P2S into the Program section of P2S where additional information is required. At this point, work phase and
funding information is appropriately entered, necessary approvals are obtained and funding is authorized.
This process may occur any number of times at the request of the program manager. P2S is updated
accordingly and gives a detailed account of the project funding history.
Within the Program section of P2S there are 9 tabs containing different types of information pertaining to the
selected project. These tabs are:
o General- This tab contains high level but very important information pertaining to the project.
o Roads 
- 
This tab describes the routes included in the project.
o Bridges/RR Xings 
- 
This tab describes the bridges and/or railroad crossings included in the project.
o Work Phases 
- 
This tab contains all project work phases with funding information for each.
o Schedule 
- 
This tab contains schedule information obtained from Primavera.
. Pay ltems 
- 
This tab contains the project Pay ltems used for letting.
o Remarks 
- 
This tab contains comments about the project.
. Approvals 
-This tab contains information to manage the approval processes.
o PPMS 
- 
This tab contains information from PPMS necessary to maintain the project in P2S. This
information will not exist for new projects created in P2S. The PPMS tab will only be visible for
projects which once existed in PPMS.
When a user first enters the Program section of P2S, a search screen appears enabling the user to search for
and select a project to be programmed, modified or viewed. lt may be that this project is ready for its first
funding obligation, or perhaps the user simply wishes to change or view previously entered information.
Therefore, the project search in the Program section of P2S allows users to search and locate projects in any
stage (i.e. Planned or Programmed). This is in contrast to the search in the Plan section which only locates
projects in the planning phase. Because project modifications are allowed, only those projects owned by the
user will be displayed in the search results for selection.
Project Modification - Once a project has been programmed, the user must locate the project in the
Program section of P2S in order to change or modify any project information.
The mockup below shows the search screen:
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The following fields are available for entering information to be used as criteria for the project search:
o Project lD - This is a drop down list of Project lDs associated with the user.
o Project Name 
- 
This is a drop down list of project names associated with the user.
o Description 
- 
This is a free form key-in field. A wild card search will be executed on whatever text is
entered. Forexample,iftheuserentersonlythetext"Rehabilitation,"anyprojectwiththeword
"Rehabilitation" will be shown in the results.
o Project Phase 
- 
This is a drop down list containing three options:
o All 
- 
This option selects projects in any P2S phase
o Planned 
- 
This option selects only projects in the Plan phase of P2S
o Program 
- 
This option selects only projects in the Program phase of P2S
o Funding Type 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the funding types available for selection.
o Project Type 
- 
This is a drop down list containing a list of available Project Types.
o Cost Estimate Less Than 
- 
This is a free form key-in field to set a search threshold to locate projects
with values less than the amount entered.
o Cost Estimate Greater Than 
- 
This is a free form key-in field to set a search threshold to locate projects
with values greater than the amount entered.
o District 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the names of the Engineering Districts.
o County 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the names and numbers of all counties in South Carolina.
o Route Type 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the list of available route types for selection.
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Figure 14 - Entry search screen for project programming
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o SCDOT
o Consultant Firm
o Local Public Agency (LPA)
Consultant or LPA 
- 
This is a drop down list containing names for the consultant or LPA. A wild card
search will be conducted for this information similar to the Description field discussed previously.
Obligation Date Between 
- 
These are two key-in date fields for locating projects between them.
Program Manager 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the names of program managers.
Once criteria are entered, the Search button is selected and the results of the search are displayed in the lower
half of the interface as shown below. The user can then highlight one of the projects found in the search for
editing, viewing or reporting.
Figure 15 - Entry search screen for project programming with results
Each row of information in the search results represents a project that has met the entered criteria. For each
project listed in the results, the Project lD, Project Name, and Project Description are shown. The user is then
able to highlight a project and select a link to view a report or a button to view or modify project information.
The following links and buttons are available for a selected project:
o View Selected Project - This is a button which will display the highlighted project in the General tab
for viewing and/or editing.
o View Summary Report 
- 
This is a link which will display a report containing summary information for
the selected project.
. Map Projects 
- 
This is a link which will map the projects resulting from the search.
a
a
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2.3.2.7 General Tah
Once a project is highlighted and the View Selected Project button is selected, the project is displayed with the
General tab active. This tab was described in the Planning section of this document. However, additional
fields are available for edit once the project is in the Programming phase. All fields on this tab are described
below.
Figure 15 - General Information for project programming
The following fields and options are available for entry and selection on the General tab when programming a
project:
o Project Name 
- 
This is a free form key-in field for the project name. This field is required.
o Version 
- 
This is a system generated field which represents the version of the project. The project
version begins at 0 and is automatically incremented by 1 each time it is relet. For instance, the
version will be set to 1 the first time the project is relet. Only the latest version of the project can be
modified. This field is read-only, Use the View tab to search and view previous project versions.
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. Project Description 
- 
This is a free form key-in field for the project description. This field is required.
e STIP ltem 
- 
This is a drop down list displaying active STIP items to associate with the project. This field
Funding Type 
- 
This is a group box listing four general funding sources available for selection. Only
one type can be selected. The Funding Type definition is required. The funding types are:
o Federal 
- 
Select this funding type for Federal Aid projects.
o State 
- 
Select this funding type for 100% state funded projects.
o CTC 
- 
Select this funding type for C Programs and select the appropriate county from the drop




This is a drop down list which identifies the type of project.
Full Oversight 
- 




This is a drop down list which identifies the party performing the work. The Work By
definition is required. The three options are:
o SCDOT
o Consultant Firm
o Local Public Agency (LPA)
Consultant or LPA 
- 
This is a drop down list containing names for the consultant or LPA. An "Add
New..." option will exist for users to create a new item for the list. This field becomes enabled when
Consultant or LPA is selected from the Work By drop down list.
Engineering Rank 
- 
This is a free form key-in field to display the project's engineering rank. lf
engineeringrankisnotapplicableforthisproject,theusercanselecttheNotApplicablecheckbox. lf
the Not Applicable check box is not selected, this field is required.
Engineering Rank Month/Year 
- 
The month and year that the engineering rank was determined.
Current Cost Estimate 
- 
This is a free form key-in field for the cost estimate of the project. This field is
required.
Proposed Start Date 
- 
This is a display field to hold the proposed project start date. The date helper
tool will aid in selecting the date and will fill in the date field. The Proposed Start Date is required.
Proposed Duration 
- 
The proposed project duration can be shown in years and/or months.
ls Work Cyclical 
- 
This is a drop down list to tell the system whether the project is cyclical along with
the cycle time frame. Signing projects are an example. When the cycle for a new project draws near,
the system will send a notification via email to the program manager. The ls Work Cyclical definition is
required.
Project State in P2S 
- 
This is system generated information notifying users as to the current P2S
Approval and Funding state along with the date the project entered the state. A more thorough
description of this information is detailed in section 2.3.2.4.5.
Location 
- 
The location group box contains several options for users to define the project location.
The Location is required.
o Specific Routes and Counties ldentified on Routes Tab 
- 
This option allows the user to enter
the project counties and routes on the Routes tab. The process for defining routes via the
Routes tab is described in a later section.
o Statewide 
- 
This option is available for defining the general area of a project when parts of it
lie in different areas of the state. lf this option is chosen, the Routes tab in P2S will be disabled.
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As mentioned earlier, routes and milepoints should be used if this information is known. lf this
location option is chosen, there is no way for the system to use this project to detect overlaps
or conflicts.
o Engineering Districts 
- 
This option allows the user to define one or more engineering districts
as the project location. lf this option is chosen, the Routes tab in P2S will be disabled. As
mentioned earlier, routes and milepoints should be used if this information is known. lf this




This option allows the user to define one or more counties as the project location.
lf this option is chosen, the Routes tab in P2S will be disabled. As mentioned earlier, routes
and milepoints should be used if this information is known. lf this location option is chosen,
there is no way for the system to use this project to detect overlaps or conflicts.
o Counties List 
- 
This box will display a list of all counties where the project exists. The list of
counties is obtained from the Routes tab or the other location options discussed above. The
list box is view only and exists for users to quickly see in which county or counties the project
falls.
Proposed Letting Date 
- 
This is a key-in field displaying the proposed letting date. This field is
important in that the monthly let list will be created using this date. The user may optionally select the
calendar "helpe/'from which to select the date.
Actual Letting Date 
- 
This is a read-only field showing the date of the actual letting. This field will be
populated with information from LAS after the letting has occurred.
Contract lD 
- 
This is the contract lD to which this project has been assigned. lf this field is empty, this
project has not been assigned to a contract.
Substantial Work Complete 
- 
This is a read-only field showing information from SiteManager.
Ownership 
- 
This is a group box containing system generated information pertaining to the user who




This field displays the Office of the program manager.
o Program Manager 
- 
This field displays the program manager for the project.
o More... - This is a link which displays a screen with additional ownership information as shown.
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Figure 17 - Additional ownership information displayed from the More... link
o Division 
- 
This field lists the division of the program manager.
o Created By 
- 
This field lists the user who created the project.
o Updated By 
- 
This field lists the user who last updated the project.
o Updated On 
- 
This field lists the date of the last update to the project.
The Generaltab interface contains the following buttons and links:
Save Changes 
- 
When selected, this button will save all changes on the tab to the database.
Cancel Changes 
- 
When selected, this button will not save any changes made on the tab and will
revert the values back to the pre-modified state.
Request Approval 
- 
This link displays the Request Approval interface where the user can initiate the
approval workflow. This link will be enabled only when applicable.
Cancel Approval 
- 
This link displays the Cancel Approval interface where the user can cancel the
current approval workflow. This link will be enabled only when applicable.
Notify 
- 
This link will display the Notification interface where the user can send various notifications to
different groups.
The Request Approval, CancelApprovaland Notify links are described in detail in the section2.3.2.8 of this
document.
2.3.2.7.7 ProjectStote
As mentioned briefly above, information pertaining to the current state of the project for approvals and
funding is displayed on the General tab. The values displayed are generated by the system depending on






Some of the project's planning fields have been entered
but no fundine has been reouested.
In Planning Phase
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Table 2 - Funding
A significant portion of P2S is dedicated to managing approvals, approval workflows and associated
information which constitutes the need for the approval. The General tab in the Program section of P2S
contains severalvalues that require approval if changed. Changes to these values only require approval once
the project has been programmed (i.e. a funding request has been approved). Prior to funding being approved
for the project, no changes to particular data fields require approval.
Required approvalfields on the Generaltab in the Program section of P2S are listed here and are outlined in






o Proposed Letting Date
o Project Status
User Action Aooroval Value
All of the required programming fields have been
successfully entered, or a change has been made to an
"approval required field," but the actual approval
process has not been initiated.
Approval Required
The approval process has been initiated, but is not
complete.
Pending Approval
One of the approvers has denied approval of the
request.
Approval Denied
All users that are part of the approval cycle have
approved the project. The approval cycle is complete.
Approved
Table 1- Approval
Still in planning phase
Proposed ObligationAt least one Obligation Status for a fund transaction is
set to "Proposed" and none are marked as "Pending."
At least one Obligation Status for a fund transaction is
set to "Pendinq."
Pending Authorization
All Obligation Status fields for every fund transaction
are marked as "Authorized."
All Authorized
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Figure 18 - Approval Required Fields
Once again, the information outlined in red above requires approval if changed once any amount of funding
has been approved for the project. Upon entering the General tab, all approval required fields will be visually
marked for easy identification. Should the user modify information in one of the approval required fields, the
modified field and its data will change color to denote the modification. Should the user choose to initiate the
approval process, this can be accomplished by selecting the Request Approval link at the bottom of the page.
Refer to section2.3.2.4.5.2 for more information on when changes to a field require approval.
Note that while information pending approval is shown to those allowed to edit the project (i.e. project owner),
only approved data and values are shown to other users through reports and searches. The project owner can
hover over any approval required field in the General tab to see its previous value.
2.3.2.2 Roads
After entering general information about a new project, the user has the option to enter specific location
information about that project on the Roads tab. Once the locations have been entered, the system will
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o Road Name
o System Code




o Hurricane Evacuation Route
. Study Area Boundary
The following mockup shows the Roads tab as the user would see it before any location information has been
entered:
Figure 19 - Initial Roads Tab
To add a new road, the user would begin entering information into the first (enabled) row of the table. At any
point after filling in the first 6 columns (County, Route Type, Route Number, Auxiliary, BMP and EMP), the user
may press the Update button to see details about the road section in the table at the bottom of the screen. To
add a second road, the user would begin entering information in to the second row of the Roads table, which
poads 
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will now be enabled. Every time the user enters a new row, the row below it (the last row in the table) will be
enabled to allow for the entry of additional routes.
Detoils of Hiahliohted Route
The table at the bottom of the screen displays the System Code, National Highway System 
- 
(NHS, Yes/No),
Functional Class, City, Commission District, Hurricane Evacuation Route (Yes/No), and Study Boundary (MPO or
COG) for all distinct segments of the highlighted route. The information in this table is system-generated and
is not editable. lf the highlighted record is being edited and has not yet been saved, the user must press the
Update button to see its details displayed.




This drop down box is a list of all valid Counties. lt is a required field.
Route Type 
- 
This drop down box is a list of all valid Route Types. lt is a required field.
Route Number 
- 
This drop down box is a list of all Route Numbers that exist in RIMS for the selected
County and Route Type. The user may select from the list, or if the desired route number is not found in
the list, the user may type in an alternate route number. See section 2.3.2.2.2 for more information about
adding routes that are not found in RIMS.
Route Auxiliary 
- 




This field is available for the user to type in the beginning milepoint for roads. lt is a required field.
EMP 
- 
This field is available for the user to type in the ending milepoint for roads. lt is a required field.
Termini From 
- 
This text field is available for the user to type in a description of the project starting
location on a road
Termini To 
- 




This drop down box is a list of all valid Work Types. This field is required.
Treatment Type 
- 
This drop down box is a list of all Treatment Types that are applicable for the selected





This button will query RIMS to retrieve details about the route that is currently being edited and
display those details in the table at the bottom of the screen. The Update button will only be enabled if the
county, route type, route number, route auxiliary, BMP and EMP have been entered. Note thotthis button
does not save route informotion to the project. Also note thot if o route has previously been soved to the
project, its details will disploy automaticolly whenever the route is highlighted by clicking on its row. The
updote button is only needed to show detoils of o route that has not yet been soved.




This button will remove from the project any checked routes in the table above it.
Save Changes 
- 
This button will save all new or modified route information to the project.
Cancel Changes 
- 
This button will revert any modified fields to their original state. lt will only be enabled
when the user has changed the text in a field and has not yet clicked the Save button.
NOTE: lf the project has the General Funding Type of "Federal" (General tab) and the user attempts to
add a road on a Non-FederalAid route, they will be required to enter a justification. This justification
will go on the project's Remarks tab. The justification will also be part of the email sent when the
project goes through the approval cycle.
2.3.2.2.7 Road Selection Helpers
Two Road Selection Helpers will be available from the Roads tab. They are the "Route Helper" (there are two
versions of this helper) and the "lntersection Helper." Both will open in a new window that will allow the user
to search for roads or intersections and have the selected results automatically added to the road table. The
Road Selection Helpers are offered as an alternative to entering route information manually.
Route Helper for Non-Maintenance Users
Users who are not from the maintenance office will have the query options shown below in the Route Helper:
The query options are as follows:
Region 
- 
The user must select one out of this group of four radio buttons. The region categories include
Statewide, Engineering District, Congressional District, and County. lf anything but Statewide is chosen, the
user must also select from the associated drop-down box.
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Figure 20 - Route Helper Query Fields
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lf the user selects the County radio button, the three drop-down boxes below it will become available. The
user will have the option, but is not required, to specify additional search criteria by selecting from the route
type, route number, and auxiliary lists.
Route Type 
- 
The user may select any of out of this group of three checkboxes. The available route types
include Interstate, Primary (US or SC), and Secondary. The checkboxes will be disabled if the user has chosen a
route type from the drop-down box associated with the County search.
Federal Aid 
- 
The user must select either the Federal Aid or Non-Federal Aid radio button.
Do not include routes that are part of a programmed project 
- 
lf this box is checked, routes that are part of a
programmed project will be excluded from the search results.
Search 
- 
This button will display a table of search results in the lower portion of the screen. The user will have
the option to select routes from the table to include in the project.
Reset 
- 
This button will clear all of the query fields, returning them to their default state.
The following mockup shows a list of search results after a query has been performed:
5caruh Ro&
Figure 21 - Route Helper Search Results
The user may check the box next to any ofthe returned routes and press the Add Selected Routes button to
add them to the project. Checking the box at the top of the table will select all of the routes in the list.
The functions shown below the results table include:
Cancel 
- 
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Add Selected Routes 
- 
This button will close the Route Helper and return the user to the Roads tab with the
checked routes added to the table.
Print 
- 
This link will print the table of search results.
Export 
- 
This link will export the table of search results to Excel 20IO or a comma separated text file.
This version of the Route Helper performs its query against all existing routes in RIMS. There is another version
of the Route Helper available to some users in the maintenance office that performs a query against three
pavement management tables instead. The other Route Helper is explained below.
Route Helper for Maintenance Users
P2S will detect each user's domain login account and will do a lookup in an internal database table to
determine the office of the user. lf the user is from the Maintenance office and the Director of Maintenance
has given approval to show the list of pavement maintenance routes, then the user will see a different
interface when the Route Helper icon is activated.
The following mockup shows the results of a query performed in the Maintenance Office version of the Route
Helper:
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Figure 22 - Route Helper Search Results (Maintenance Office)
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Most of the same functions are available in the maintenance version of the Route Helper that are available in
the non- maintenance version. Only the differences are highlighted below:
County 
- 
This radio button is only associated with one drop down box for selecting from a list of counties.
Additional route type, route number, and auxiliary drop-downs are not provided.
Do not include routes that are part of a programmed maintenance project 
- 
lf this box is checked,
programmed maintenance projects will be excluded from the results. lf this box is unchecked, programmed
maintenance projects will be marked by an asterisks and their project number will be displayed as a hyperlink.
The user may click on the hyperlink to pop-up a window for the selected project with information from that
project's Route tab page.
Click to view the work types used in the filter 
- 
This link will open a small box that lists the criteria used to
determine which work types are considered maintenance projects. Currently, work types that are considered
maintenance are Reconstruction, Rehabilitation and Preservation. The system administrator can add to or
delete from this list, when necessary.
The following mockup shows the results of selecting the three routes shown in Figure 4 and pressing the Add
Selected Routes button:
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Figure 23 - Roads tab after use of Route Helper
The user is returned to the Roads tab with the selected routes added. The first six fields are populated by the
Route Helper. The Termini From, Termini To, Work Type and Treatment Type fields are left empty for the user
to fill in manually (example text is shown).
The results on this screen will be the same whether the routes have been added to the table by the Route
Helper, the Maintenance version of the Route Helper, orthe Intersection Helper (note that if the lntersection
Helper is used, BMP and EMP will be the same number because intersections are stored as point features).
Intersection Helper
The Intersection Helper will assist the user in finding all the intersections along a selected route. The following
mockup shows the Intersection Helper after a query has been performed:
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Figure 24 - Intersection Helper Search Results
The query options are as follows:
County 
- 
This drop-down list of counties is required.
Route 
- 
This set of two down-down lists: route types and route numbers, are both required.
Auxif iary 
- 
This drop-down list of auxiliary types is required. lt will defaultto Moinline.
BMP 
- 
This field will accept a beginning milepoint value. lt is not required.
EMP 
- 
This field will accept an ending milepoint value. lt is not required.
Search 
- 
This button will display a table of search results in the lower portion of the screen.
Two checkboxes will be displayed in the table of search results. The first checkbox refers to the location of the
route that was used as the query input. The second checkbox refers to the location of the crossing route.
The functions shown below the results table include:
Add Selected Routes 
- 
This button will close the Intersection Helper and return the user to the Roads tab with
the checked routes added to the list.
Cancel 
- 
This button will close the Intersection Helper and return the user to the Roads tab with the list of
roads unchanged.
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Print 
- 
This link will print the table of search results.
Export 
- 
This link will export the table of search results to Excel 201-0.
2.3.2.2.2 RIMS Integration
PMG will provide validation for the routes entered for a project. Route validation is essential to project
overlap detection and reporting. This validation will be accomplished using RIMS information and will occur
automatically when a route entry is saved or when the Update button is selected. Route validation items will
include:
o Route existence
o Location milepoint termini confirmation
o Route dominant/subordinate identification and management
P2S will update the RIMS Route Modification module to allow for the update of project locations and
milepoints in the project programming database. These updates will occur as a result of a RIMS modification
to reflect milepoint changes on routes. Examples of route changes that cause milepoints to change are the
lengthening or shortening of a road from any point on that road. An example of the entire location changing is
when a route is re-designated. lt is imperative that the project programming database be kept current with
RIMS routes and milepoints.
lf a certain route is unable to be validated by RIMS, the user will still be allowed to include the route in the
project. For example, the RIMS database does not have a complete collection of local roads, so if the user
selects "L-" as the route type, the route number may not be found in the database. Or, for example, the
project might be to build an entirely new road. To accommodate situations such as these, the Route Number
drop-down box will be configured so that the user can select a number from the list, or key-in their own
number.
lf the user attempts to add a route that does not exist in RIMS, a warning message will pop up stating that this
is the case, and asking if they want to continue. lf the user decides to go ahead and save the route to the
project, the route's row will be marked with an asterisk. The asterisk indicates that "this route does not
currently exist."
Note: ff a road is added, modified or deleted ofter the Let Date, the user will be required to enter a
justification. This justification will go on the project's Remarks tab. The justification will also be part of
the email sent when the project goes through the approval cycle.
2.3.2.3 Bridges/RR Xings Tab
The Bridges/RR Xings tab allows the user to select bridges and/or railroad crossings to include in the project.
They will be entered one at a time with the ability to view high level route information if desired. The
following mockup shows the Bridge/RR Xings tab as the user would see it before any information has been
entered:
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Figure 25 - lnitial Bridges/RR Xings Tab
To add a new record, the user would begin entering information into the first (enabled) row of the table. At
any point after selecting a structure or railroad crossing number, the user may click the Update button to see
details in the table at the bottom of the screen. To add a second row, the user would begin entering
information in to the second row of the table, which will now be enabled. Every time the user enters a new
row, the row below it (the last row in the table) will be enabled to allow for the entry of additional bridges
and / or railroad crossings.
Details of Hiohliohted Bridoe --l Xina
The table at the bottom of the screen displays the System Code, National Highway System 
- 
(NHS, Yes/No),
Functional Class, City, Commission District, Hurricane Evacuation Route (Yes/No), and Study Boundary (MPO or
COG) for the selected bridge or railroad crossing. The information in this table is system-generated and is not
editable. The user may highlight one row at a time by clicking on it. lf the highlighted record is being edited




This drop down box is a list of all valid Counties. lt is a required field.
Route Type 
- 
This drop down box is a list of all valid Route Types. lt is a required field.
Route Number 
- 
This drop down box is a list of all Route Numbers that exist in RIMS for the selected
County and Route Type. The user may select from the list, or if the desired route number is not found in
the list, the user may type in an alternate route number. See section 2.3.2.2.2 for more information about
adding routes that are not found in RIMS.
Route Auxiliary 
- 
This drop down box is a list of all valid Route Auxiliary types. lt is a required field. lt will
default to Mainline.
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Milepoint 
- 




This drop down box is used when entering bridge information. lt is a list of all of the
structurenumbersthatexistalongtheselectedroute. ltisfilteredbyCountyandfurtherfilteredbyRoute
Type and Route Number. The user may also key-in a structure number for new bridges.
Railroad Crossing Number 
- 
This drop down box is a list of all of the railroad crossing numbers that exist
along the selected route. lt is filtered by County and further filtered by Route Type and Route Number.
The user may also key-in a railroad crossing number for new railroad crossings.
Description 
- 
This field will contain the Bridge Crossing Name when a Bridge is selected. lt will contain the
Railroad Crossing Line and Railroad Crossing milepost when a railroad is selected. This field is read-only
unless the bridge or railroad is new.
Work Type 
- 




This button will query RIMS to retrieve details about the row that is currently being edited and
display those details in the table at the bottom of the screen. The Update button will only be enabled if a
structure or railroad crossing number have been selected. Note that this button does not sove information
to the project. Also note thot if o record hos previously been soved to the project, its details will display
automaticolly whenever the record is highlighted by clicking on its row. The update button is only needed to
show detoils of a record that hos not yet been saved.
Delete Selected 
- 
This button will remove from the project any checked bridges or railroad crossings.
Save Changes 
- 
This button will save all new or modified information to the project.
Cancel Changes 
- 
This button will revert any modified fields to their original state. lt will only be enabled
when the user has changed the text in a field and has not yet selected the Save button.
NOTE: lf the project has the General Funding Type of "Federal" (General tab) and the user attempts to
add a bridge or railroad crossing on a Non-Federal Aid route, they will be required to enter a
justification. This justification will go on the project's Remarks tab. The justification will also be part of
the email sent when the project goes through the approval cycle.
2.3.2.3.7 Location Selection Helpers
Two location selection helpers will be available from the Bridges/RR Xings tab. They are the "Bridge Helper"
and the "Railroad Crossing Helper." Their purpose is to aid the user in choosing bridges or railroad crossings to
include in a project as opposed to having to manually key them in. The location selection helpers appear in a
group at the top of the Bridges/RR Xings tab.
Bridee Helper
The Bridge Helper will assist the user in finding all bridges along a selected route. The following mockup shows
the Bridge Helper after a query has been performed:
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Figure 26 - Bridge Helper Search Results
Similar to the Intersection Helper, the checkbox displayed by the Bridge Helper allows the user to select the
location of the bridge for that row. The county is the only required search input. lf the Add Selected Bridges
button is pressed, the bridges will be added to the Bridges and Railroads table.
Railroad Helper
The Railroad Helper will assist the user in finding all the railroad crossings along a selected route. The following
mockup shows the Railroad Helper after a query has been performed:
Srarch Eridgcs
|ffitu-nlzi-n
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Figure 27- Railroad Helper Search Results
Like the Bridge Helper, the county is the only required search input. lf the Add Selected Crossings button is
pressed, the information from the checked rows will be added to the first eight columns of the Bridges and
Railroads table.
The following mockup shows the Bridges/RR Xings tab after use of the Bridge Helper and the Railroad Helper:
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All columns, with the exception of the Work Type, are automatically populated by the Bridge and Railroad
Helpers. Note that the Bridge helper puts the Crossing Name into the Description field, and it does not use the
Railroad Crossing Number field. Note also that the Railroad helper puts the Line/Milepost into the Description
field, and it does not use the Structure Number field.
Note: lf a bridge or railroad crossing is added, modified or deleted ofter the Let Date, the user will be
required to enter a justification. This justification will go on the project's Remarks tab. The justification will
also be part of the emailsent when the oroi the
2.3.2.4 Work Phoses
The Work Phases and Funding tab within P2S will provide the ability to view a summary of the work phases
and funding for a given project. Additionally, for certain users it will also provide access to the Edit Work Phase
and Funding interface from which the user has the ability to define the work phases, define their associated
fundingtransactionsandauthorizefundingforeachtransaction. Inorderforausertobeabletoassociatea
work phase with a project and to define a funding transaction for the work phase the user must be granted the
"Ability to Program Projects" user permission from within the User Maintenance System Admin interface. In
order for a user to be able to authorize funding for a work phase transaction the user must be granted the
"Ability to Obligate Funds" user permission.
The Work Phases tab provides a summary view of all work phases and funding associated with a project. The
following is a mockup of the Work Phases and Funding tab for a project that has already had multiple work
phases and funding transactions assigned to it:
















































































Figure 28 - Roads tab after use of Bridge Helper and Railroad Helper
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Figure 29 - Work Phase Funding
Within the Work Phases and Funding tab the funding transactions are grouped by the Work Phase. The order
in which the Work Phases are displayed in this interface is based on the work phase display order as defined in
the Work Phases code list. Next to each Work Phase header record is the Total Obligation Amount and the
earliest Authorization Date. lf no funding has been authorized for the Work Phase, then the earliest Proposed
Obligation Date is specified. Within each Work Phase summation entries are displayed for each funding source.
A user may expand a Work Phase Funding Source entry to see the individual funding transactions within the
entry by clicking on the "+" located at the left of each entry. The following mockup shows the funding details
for the first Funding Source entry in the Bridge Work Phase.
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An Environmental Document Approval group box is located at the top of the interface. The fields in this group
box are as follows.
. Document Type 
- 
This is the type of Environmental document needed on the project.
o Anticipated Date 
- 
This is the anticipated date of approval for the project's Environmental Document.
This date is display only.
. Approved Date 
- 
This is the approval date of the project's Environmental Document. This date is
display only.
A nightly process will be created as part of the P2S system that will query the Primavera database. Information
obtained by this nightly process will include the Document Type, and the Anticipated Date and End Date for
each project's Environmental Document approval. Brief details on this process can be found in the 3.2.9
section of this design document.
The following defines the fields shown for each Work Phase Funding Source entry.
o Action 
- 
This is the action associated with the work phase funding transaction. This field has an
associated code list as defined in the LUAction code list table. Since this field applies to the funding
transaction level records, it will be empty at the summary level.
. Program- This is the Program for the funding transaction. This field has an associated code list as
defined in the LUProgram code list table. Since this field applies to the funding transaction level
records, it will be empty at the summary level.
. Proposed Obligation Date 
- 
This is the month and year of the proposed date when funding is to be
obf igated for the transaction. This field will display using the format "mm/yyyy". This field applies to
the funding transaction level records.
At the transaction level, once funds have been obligated for the transaction and an authorization date
has been assigned, the Proposed Obligation Date will display as empty for the transaction.
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At the summary level, if there are one or more funding transactions with an Obligation Status of
Proposed, OM Notified or Pending then the Proposed Obligation Date will display the earliest date
from these transactions. lf no transactions exist with an Obligation Status of Proposed, OM Notified or
Pending then the Proposed Obligation Date will display as empty. A date in the Proposed Obligation
Date field in the summary row will thus signal the user that there are one or more Proposed or
Pending funding transactions for the funding source.
Obligation Amount 
- 
At the transaction level, this is the amount of money to be obligated for the work
phase funding transaction. At the summary level, this is the total amount of money to be obligated for
all of the work phase's funding transactions. lf the user is granted the "Ability to Program Projects" or
the "Ability to Obligate Funds" user permission, then the Obligation Amount will display as a hyperlink.
When the hyperlink is clicked, the Edit Work Phase and Funding Interface will be displayed to allow the
user to edit the work phase funding information.
Obligation Status 
- 
This is the status of the obligation process for the funding transaction. This field
has an associated code list as defined in the LUObligationStatus code list table. Since this field applies
to the funding transaction level records, it will be empty at the summary level. The values for this field
are defined by user actions as follows:
User Action Oblisation Status Value
The PM has created a new transaction or modified an existing
proposed transaction.
Proposed
The project is approved and the system has automatically
sent a notification to OM, but OM has not reviewed the
transaction.
OM Notified
OM has been notified and is reviewing the transactions
marked as "OM Notified". OM manually changes the
obligation status to "Pending".
Pending
OM has received authorization and manually changes the
oblieation status to "Authorized".
Authorized
Table 3 - Workphase Funding Obligation Status Values
When a project is approved the system will check to see if any "current" proposed funding
transactions need authorization. A "current" proposed fundingtransaction is defined to be any
funding transaction with an Obligation Status of "Proposed" and a Proposed Obligation Date within a
defined time period from the current computer system date. This defined time period will be
configurable and will be stored in the P2S configuration table. lf the project has at least one "current"
proposed funding transaction which requires authorization then the system will automatically notify
OM. At this point the Obligation Status will be set to "OM Notified" for all "current" proposed funding
transactions. The Obligation Status will remain as "Proposed" for all proposed funding transactions
which have Proposed Obligation Dates in the future.
To account for the fact that there may be one or more funding transactions with a Proposed Obligation
Date that is in the future, P2S will run a nightly process that will review each project and look for the
following criteria:
o Project is Approved
o Funding Source Transaction has an Obligation Status of Proposed
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o Funding Source Transaction has a Proposed Obligation Date within the defined time period
from the current computer system date
The nightly process will send out automatic notification messages to OM for each project that meets
the above criteria. In addition, the Obligation Status for each funding transaction meeting the above
criteria will have its Obligation Status set to "OM Notified."
As an example, a PM sets up PE, RW and CON proposed funding source transactions, where the PE has
a date within the current month; RW has a date a year in the future and CON has a date two years in
the future. When the project is approved all three of these funding sources are also approved,
however OM will only be notified that PE funding requires authorization. The nightly process will a
year later notify OM for the RW funding transaction and will two years later notify OM for the CON
funding transaction.
o Authorization Date 
- 
At the transaction level, this is the date when the funding is authorized. At the
summary level, if funds have been authorized for at least one of the transactions then the date
displayed is the earliest Authorization Date from the transactions.
o Funding 
- 
This is the funding source for the work phase. lt is comprised of both the Funding Category
and the Funding Code, using the format: <Funding Code> - <Funding Category>. This field will only
contain a value at the summary level.
o Federal $ - fnis is the amount of money authorized for the work phase that comes from Federal
sources. At the summary level, this will be the sum of the Federal funding for all transactions.
. State $ - This is the amount of money authorized for the work phase that comes from State sources.
At the summary level, this will be the sum of the State funding for all transactions.
o Other 5 
- 
fnis is the amount of money authorized for the work phase that comes from Other sources.
At the summary level, this will be the sum of the Other funding for all transactions.
o Expenditures 
- 
This is the amount of expenditures to date for the work phase. At the summary level,
this will be the sum of the expenditures for all transactions. This value will be displayed as a hyperlink.
When the user clicks on the hyperlink a detailed expenditures report will be displayed. Details on this
report are defined in the Detailed Expenditures Report section of this document.
o Variance 
- 
This is the amount of authorized funds not spent. At the transaction level, this value is
calculated as: <Authorized Amount> - <Expenditures>. At the summary level, this value is the sum of
the Variance values for all transactions.
o Charge Code 
- 
This is the charge code for the work phase. This field will only contain a value at the
summary level.
Three buttons are located at the top of the interface. These buttons will only be available for users who have
been given the permission to Program a project. For all other users these buttons will not be displayed.
o Add New Work Phase/Funding 
- 
This button allows a new work phase funding source to be added.
When this button is selected, the Edit Work Phase and Funding Interface will be displayed with all
fields in the interface blank to allow the user to define the new work phase funding source. This
button will only be available if the user has been granted the "Program a Project" permission.
o Link toPlE Project or Unlink fromPlE Project-This button willonly be available in the interface if
there is currently no P/E work phase defined for the project and there is one or more construction
type work phases defined for the project. lf either of these conditions is not met, the button will be
disabled. This button will contain either the text "Link to Pf E Project" or the text "Unlink from P/E
Project." When the button contains the text "Link to P/E Project" then the button allows the user to
link a P/E work phase from another project to the current project. lf aP/E work phase from another
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project is already linked to the project then the button will contain the text "Unlink from P/E Project"
and allows the user to remove the link.
When a P/E work phase from another project is linked to the current project then a link will be
displayed next to the P/E button. This link will be available for all users and the text of the link will be
of the format "P/E done under Project lD #1234557." When the link is selected, the Detailed Report
for the linked P/E work phase project will be displayed.
o Link to ROW Project or Unlink from ROW Project 
- 
This button will only be available in the interface if
there is currently no ROW work phase defined for the project and there is one or more construction
type work phases defined for the project. lf either of these conditions is not met, then the button will
be disabled. This button will contain either the text "Link to ROW Project" or the text "Unlink from
ROW Project." When the button contains the text "Link to ROW Project" then the button allows the
user to link a ROW work phase from another project to the current project. lf a ROW work phase from
another project is already linked to the project then the button will contain the text "Unlink from ROW
Project" and allows the user to remove the link.
When a ROW work phase from another project is linked to the current project then a link will be
displayed next to the ROW button. This link will be available for all users and the text of the link will be
of the format "ROW done under Project lD #1234567." When the link is selected, the Detailed Report
for the linked ROW work phase project will be displayed.
The following is a mockup that shows the interface displayed if the user selects the Link to P/E Work Phase
button.
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Figure 30 - Link to P/E or ROW Work Phase Interface
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The following fields are available for filtering the P/E (or ROW) projects to be returned:
a
a
Project lD - This is a drop down list of Project lDs.
Project Name 
- 




This is a free form key-in field. A wild card search will be executed on whatever text is
entered. For example, if the user enters only the text "Rehab," any project with the word Rehab will
be shown in the results (example given in mockup above).
Funding Type 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the funding types available for selection.
Engineering District 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the names of the Engineering Districts.
County-This is a drop down list containing the names and numbers of allcounties in South Carolina.
The following defines the buttons on this interface:
Link 
- 
This button allows the user to link a P /E or ROW work phase from the selected project with the
current project. When selected, the highlighted project from the interface is linked as the P/E or ROW
work phase for the current project.
Cancel 
- 
This button allows the user to cancel out of the interface without associating a P/E or ROW
work phase from another project to the current project.
lf a user has been granted the "Ability to Program Projects" permission and there are no work phase funding
sources assigned to a project, then upon selection of the Work Phases tab the user will be presented initially
with an empty version of the Edit Work Phase interface. From this interface, the user will define the first work
phase and the associated funding source to the project. The following is a mockup of this interface. Details on
this interface are provided in the Edit Work Phase and Funding Interface section of this document.
Figure 31 - Edit Work Phase and Funding Interface - lnitial Work Phase and Funding Definition
lf a user has been granted the "Ability to Obligate Funds" permission then the user will be notified via email
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the email that when selected, will take the user to the Work Phases tab for the referenced project. Within the
Work Phases tab each work phase funding source which requires attention by the Obligations Manager will be
color coded with red text so that the user can visually distinguish which work phase funding sources require
attention. Work phase funding sources requiring OM attention are those where one of the following
conditions apply:
o One or more funding transactions have an Obligation Status of "Pending"
. One or more funding transactions have an Obligation Status of "OM Notified"
The following is a mockup of the Work Phases tab for a project where OM attention is need for two Road
Construction fu nding sources:
Figure 32 - Work Phases and Funding Tab - Obligations Management
2.3.2.4.7 Edit Work Phase and Funding lnterfoce
The Edit Work Phase and Funding interface allows the user to assign work phase funding sources to a project
and allocate funding to each work phase funding source. This interface is only available for those users who
have been granted either the "Ability to Program Projects" or "Ability to Obligate Funds" permission. The
following is a mockup of this interface:
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Figure 33 - Edit Work Phase and Funding Interface
The Edit Work Phase and Funding interface is divided into two sections.
. Header fields 
- 
These fields are located at the top of the interface and define the work phase and
funding source.
o Funding transaction level fields - This area provides details on each funding transaction for the work
phase funding source defined in the header fields.
The following defines the header fields:
o Phase 
- 
This is the work phase for the funding and is required. This field will have an associated drop
down list. This drop down list will be populated with all available work phases as defined in the
LUWorkPhase code list table. Example Phases are Road, Utilities, Bridge, Other, and ROW. Phases
that fall into the category of "Construction Phases" are Road, Utilities, Bridge, and Other. The
following rules will be applied to the Phase field:
o The Bridge phase may not be selected if the user has not selected any bridges from the Routes
interface for the project.
o The P/E phase may not be selected if the project has a P/E Work Phase from another project
linked to it.
o The ROW phase may not be selected if the project has a ROW Work Phase from another
project linked to it.
o Structure Number 
- 
This is the Structure Number associated with the work phase funding source
when the Phase is set to Bridge. This field will have an associated drop down list. This drop down list
will be populated with all Structure Numbers for the bridges selected from the Routes interface for the
project. This field is only enabled when the Phase is set to Bridge.
. Funding Category 
- 
This is the funding category associated with the work phase. This field will have
an associated drop down list. This drop down list will be populated with allfunding categories as
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defined in the LUFundingCategory code list table. This field is required. A user with the "Ability to
Program Projects" permission will be allowed to enter the Funding Category for a work phase only
when creating the initial funding source transaction. A user with the "Ability to Obligate Funds"
permission will be allowed to modify the Funding Category.
Funding source transactions should be created in a manner such that obligations are separated by
funding sources. That is, if federal funds are used in a funding source, then only "matching" state or
other funds should be combined with these federal funds into a funding source transaction. lf
additional state or other funds are required then these must be specified under another funding
transaction for the work phase with a different funding source. These obligations must be separated




This is the funding code associated with the work phase. This field will have an
associated drop down list. This drop down list will be populated with funding codes as defined in the
LUFundingCode code list table and will be filtered based upon the Funding Category selected. This
field is required. A user with the "Ability to Obligate Funds" permission will be required to enter the
funding code for the work phase and may later modify the funding code values. A user with
Programming permission may not edit this field.
Funding Split 
- 
This group box defines the funding split for the work phase from Federal, State and
Other sources. The funding split values are entered as percentages and must sum to a total of LOO%.
An OM user will be required to enter the funding split percentages. A user with Programming
permission may not edit these fields.
o Federal 
- 








This field denotes the percentage of the funding for the work phase that comes from
Other sources.
Include in Letting 
- 
This checkbox denotes if the work phase is to be included in the letting of the
project. This field is associated with the work phase directly such that the checked state applies to all
work phase funding sources for the work phase. This check box will be unchecked and disabled for the
following work phase types which are never let: Utilities, ROW, and PE.
Charge Code 
- 
This is the charge code associated with the work phase. This is a display only field. The
charge code value will be system generated once an authorization date has been assigned.
Expenditures 
- 
This is the total expenditures to date for the work phase. This field is display-only and
is calculated internally by the system using data imported from Projects in Progress files created by the
General Ledger application. Details on the Projects in Progress import process can be found in the
2.3.2.4.3 section of this design document.
The following defines the funding transaction level fields:
o Delete Checkbox 
- 
Functionality is provided to allow one or more existing funding transactions to be
removed from a work phase of a project. A transaction may only be deleted if its Obligation Status is
set to "Proposed." The exception to this rule is that an OM Superuser may delete a funding
transaction regardless of the Obligation Status value. In order to remove one or more proposed
funding transactions, the user simply checks the checkbox to the left of each funding entry in the
transaction table. Once all funding transactions to be removed have been checked, the "Delete
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Selected" link at the bottom of the table is selected. All identified funding transactions are removed
from the system and the contents ofthe transaction table are updated to reflect the removed records.
The entire Work Phase/Funding header may be deleted if all funding transactions have their Obligation
Status set to "Proposed." In this case the "Delete Work Phase" link at the bottom of the table is
available and when selected, will delete the Work Phase/Funding header along with all of the funding
transactions. After the delete is successfully completed the user is taken back to the Work Phases and
Funding tab which has been updated to remove the deleted Work Phase.
Only users who have been granted the "Ability to Program Projects" permission or who are denoted as
being an OM Superuser may delete either a Proposed Transaction or a Work Phase.
Action 
- 
This is the action associated with the work phase funding transaction. This field will have an
associated drop down list. This drop down list will be populated with action codes as defined in the
LUAction code list table (i.e. l, M, R and F). This field is required. Action will default to a value of
"1"(lnitial) for the first funding transaction for a work phase funding source, and will default to a value
of "M"(Modify) for all subsequent funding transaction entries. Only a user with the "Ability to Obligate
Funds" permission will be allowed to edit this field.
Program 
- 
This is the Program for the funding transaction. This field will have an associated drop
down list. This drop down list will be populated with program values as defined in the LUProgram
code list table. This field is required. Only a user authorized to Program a Project will be allowed to
edit this field. For allfunding transactions after the initial transaction is defined, the Program value
willdefault to the value from the initialtransaction.
lmprovement Type 
- 
This is the type of improvement. This field will have an associated drop down list.
This drop down list will be populated with all improvement types as defined in the
LUlmprovementType code list table. This field is required for all work phases related to a federal aid
project.
Proposed Obligation Date 
- 
This is the month and year of the proposed date when funding should be
obligated for the transaction. This field will display using the format "mm/yyyy." Only a user
authorized to Program a Project may enter a value in the field. Once funds have been obligated for the
transaction and an authorization date has been assigned the Proposed Obligation Date will display as
empty for the transaction.
Obligation Amount 
- 
This is the amount of money to be obligated for the work phase funding
transaction. This amount is entered by a user authorized to Program a Project and may be updated by
a user authorized to Obligate Funds.
Contract 
- 
This checkbox denotes if the funds are to be obligated for contract work or for SCDOT labor.
When checked, the funds are to be used for contract work.
Obligation Status 
- 
This is the status of the obligation process for the funding transaction. This field
will have an associated drop down list. This drop down list will be populated with obligation status
codes as defined in the LUObligationStatus code list table. This field is required. Only a user
authorized to Obligate Funds will be allowed to edit this field.
The values for this field will be determined by actions from the user. The possible actions and values for
the "obligation status" field are as follows:
User Action Oblieation Status Value
The PM has created a new transaction or modified an existing
proposed transaction.
Proposed
The oroiect is aoproved and the svstem has automaticallv OM Notified
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User Action Oblieation Status Value
sent a notification to OM, but OM has not reviewed the
transaction.
OM has been notified and is reviewing the transactions
marked as "OM Notified." OM manually changes the
oblieation status to "Pendinq."
Pending
OM has received authorization and manually changes the
oblieation status to "Authorized."
Authorized
Table 4 - Work Phase and Funding Obligation Status Values
Authorization Date 
- 
This is the date when the funding has been authorized. This field will be
automatically set to the current date when Obligation Status is set to "Authorized." Only a user
authorized to Obligate Funds will be allowed to edit this field. This field may only be modified when
the Obligation Status field is set to a value of "Authorized."
Demo lD 
- 
This is a free-form text field. This field is not required to contain a value.
Federal $ - This is the amount of money authorized for the work phase transaction that comes from
Federal sources. This field is display only and is calculated internally and is set using the formula,
Federol S = Obligation Amount * Federol Percentoge
lf the transaction has not been authorized, then this field will display a value of 50.00.
State S - This is the amount of money authorized for the work phase transaction that comes from State
sources. This field is display only and is calculated internally and is set using the formula,
Sfote 5 = Obligotion Amount * State Percentage
lf the transaction has not been authorized, then this field willdisplay a value of 50.00.
Other $ - This is the amount of money authorized for the work phase transaction that comes from
Other sources. This field is display only and is calculated internally and is set using the formula,
Other 5 = Obligation Amount * Other Percentage
lf the transaction has not been authorized, then this field will display a value of 50.00.
Buttons and links located on this interface are as follows:
Add New Work Phase/Funding 
- 
This button allows a user to add a new work phase/funding record.
All fields will initially be empty. This button will only be available to user who have been given the
"Ability to Program Projects" permission or who are an OM Superuser.
Once a new work phase/funding record has been defined, the system will automatically insert a blank
row in the funding transaction table. All fields will be initially empty with the exception of Action
which will default to "lnitial" and Obligation Status which will default to "Proposed." To add
subsequent transactions, the user simply begins keying in data into the empty row that is directly
beneath the last transaction record.
Save & Close 
- 
This button saves all changes to the database. After the save is complete, the Edit
Work Phase and Funding interface is closed.
Save 
- 
This button saves all changes to the database. After the save is complete, the user remains in
the Edit Work Phase and Funding interface.
Cancel 
- 
This button closes the Edit Work Phase and Funding interface without saving any changes
made by the user.
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. Request Approval 
- 
This link opens up the Request Approval interface. This link is only available for a
user authorized to Program a Project. ln addition, this link will only be enabled when the project
requires initial approval, or when one or more fields which require approval have been changed since
the project was previously approved. The Request Approval interface allows a user to initiate the
approval request workflow. Once all Approval Recipients have approved the project then OM will
automatically get notified that the project is ready to have funding obligated to it. Details on the
Request Approval interface are located in the Approvals section of this document.
o Cancel Approval 
- 
This link opens up the Cancel Approval interface. This link is only available for a
user authorized to Program a Project. In addition, this link will only be enabled when the project is
currentlyinanapproval process. TheCancel Approval interfaceallowsausertocancel thecurrent




This link opens up the Notification interface. This interface allows the user to send a
notification message to a list of users. By default, this list of users will be those users in the current
users Notification Group, as assigned in the User Maintenance interface. From the Notification
interface the user will also be able to include the PR2 report as part of the notification email message.
Details on the PR2 report are located in the Reports section of this document. Details on the
Notification interface are located in the Approvals section of this document.
2.3.2.4.2 Edit Work Phose ond Funding Access
Only users who have been granted either the "Ability to Program Projects" or the "Ability to Obligate Funds"
permission will be able to access the Edit Work Phase and Funding interface. The following mockup depicts
the editable status of each field in the interface based upon these two permissions:
Figure 34 - Edit Work Phase and Funding Editable Fields by User Type
The following rules also are applied to determine the editable status for the work phase funding source header
fields based on user access privileges:
o lf the Project is currently within an approval process, then no work phase funding source headerfields
may be modified.
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A user with the "Ability to Program Projects" permission may modify the header fields if all funding
transactions have an Obligation Status of "Proposed" or "OM Notified."
A user with the "Ability to Obligate Funds" permission may modify the header fields if any one of the
following conditions is true:
o All funding transactions have an Obligation Status of "Proposed" or "OM Notified"
o At least one funding transaction has an Obligation Status of "Pending" and no funding
transaction has an Obligation Status of "Authorized"
An OM Superuser may modify the headers fields at any time regardless of the Obligation Status for the
funding transactions. The only time an OM Superuser may not modify the header fields is when the
project is within an approval process.
The following rules also are applied to determine the editable status for each funding transaction based on
user access privileges:
o lf the Project is currently within an approval process, then no funding transaction records may be
modified.
r A user with the "Ability to Obligate Funds" permission may only modify a funding transaction if one of
the following conditions is true:
o The funding transaction has an Obligation Status of "Pending"
o The funding transaction has an Obligation Status of "OM Notified"
o I user with the "Ability to Program Projects" permission may modify a funding transaction if one of
the following conditions is true:
o The funding transaction has an Obligation Status of "Proposed" and OM has not been notified
through the approval process.
o The funding transaction has an Obligation Status of "OM Notified." lf the PM user modifies this
transaction then the system will automatically reset the funding transaction to denote that OM
has not been notified.
o An OM Superuser may modify a funding transaction regardless of the Obligation Status value. The
only time an OM Superuser may not modify a funding transaction is when the project is within an
approval process.
2.3.2.4.3 Expenditures Import from Projects in Progress Files
All expenditure data reported in the P2S system will originate from the General Ledger application. A process
will be created as part of the P2S system which will import expenditures data from Projects in Progress files
created by the General Ledger application. The following defines the basics of this import process:
The Projects in Progress file will be placed in a network share location. The share location and file
name will be stored in a P2S configuration table.
The P2S import process will run nightly and will check for the existence of the Projects in Progress file
in the network share location.
lf a Projects in Progress file exists, then the import process will load the expenditures data into the P2S
database. NOTE: The system date of the Projects in Progress file will be captured and saved in the P2S
database for reporting purposes.
After the data has been imported, the Projects in Progress file will be deleted from the network share.
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The initial data port process will not migrate any expenditure data from the PPMS system. Instead, all
expenditure data will get loaded into the P2S database using this import process from a general ledger file.
The following defines the column positions of the Projects in Progress file and denotes how each field is stored
in the P25 database:
Column Description P25 Column{sl
t General Ledger Number ProjectExpenditu re.Genera I LedgerCode. This
code is also the first 4 characters of the
ProjectFunding.ChargeCode value associated
with this record.
2 Project Code ProjectExpend itu re. ProjectCode. This code is
also the fifth through the lastcharacters of the







ProjectExpenditu re.Tra nsaction Description
5 Activity Code P rojectExpenditu re.ActivityCode
6 Obiective Code ProiectExpend itu re.ObiectiveCode
7 Expenditure Amount P rojectExpenditu re. Expenditu reAmou nt
Table 5 - Column Positions of the Projects in Progress File
2.3.2.4.4 Detailed Expenditures Report
The Expenditures value for each work phase funding source shown on the Work Phases tab will be displayed as
a hyperlink. This value represents the "expenditures to date" for the current work phase/funding source.
When the hyper-link is selected, a detailed expenditures report for that work phase funding source will be
displayed. The date the Projects in Progress file was uploaded to the server will be displayed in the title
header of the report. The following is an example of this report.
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Figure 35- Detailed Expenditures Report
2.3.2.4.5 Stotus Fields and Authorizotion Workflows
This section details the Approval and Funding Authorization workflows and the supporting status fields
necessarytotrackthem. Eachtypeofworkflowrequiresoneormorestatusfieldstokeeptrackofthecurrent
workflow step. Several database fields will be maintained at various levels of the project for the purpose of
tracking project workflow. These status fields are explained below.
2.3.2.4.5.L Status Fields
Approvol Stotus
The approval status will track where the project is in the Approvolworkflow. This field is shown on the General
Information tab within the "Project State" area. The values for this field will be determined by actions from
the user and will be set automatically by the system. The possible actions and values for the approval status
field are as follows:
User Action Approval Status Value
Some of the project's planning fields have been entered
but no funding has been requested.
In Planning Phase
At least one funding request has been entered but the
PM has not requested approval.
Approval Required
The PM has selected the button "Request Approval." Pending Approval
All users that are part ofthe approval cycle have
approved the proiect.
Approved
Table 6 - Approval Status Field Values
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Fundina Status
The approval status is necessary so that each step of the Approval workflow can be tracked. Another
important process to track isthe Funding Authorizotion workflow. This process will be tracked using the
funding sfotus field. This field is shown on the General Information tab within the "Project State" area. The
values for this field will be set automatically by the system based on actions from the user. The possible
actions and values for the field are as follows:
User Action Fundine Status Value
Still in planning phase. N/A
At least one Obligation Status for a fund transaction is
set to "Proposed" and none are marked as "OM
Notified" or "Pending."
Proposed Obligation
At least one Obligation Status for a fund transaction is
set to "OM Notified" or "Pending."
Pending Authorization
All Obligation Status fields for every fund transaction
are marked as "Authorized."
All Authorized
Table 7 - Funding Status Field Values
Obliaotion Status
The approval and funding status fields are stored atthe project level. However, there are other status fields
that will be stored atthe Funding Tronsaction level. One of the Funding Transaction status fields is named
"Obligation Status" as shown in the mockup below:
The values for this field will be determined by actions from the user. The possible actions and values for the
obligotion stotus field are as follows:
Project TD 1234567 - Work Phase and Funding
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User Action Oblieation Status Value
The PM has created a new or modified a transaction. Proposed
The project is approved and the system has
automatically sent a notification to OM, but OM has not
reviewed the transaction.
OM Notified
OM has been notified and is reviewing the transactions
marked as "Proposed." OM manually changes the
obligation status to "Pending."
Pending
OM has received authorization and manually changes
the oblieation status to "Authorized."
Authorized
Table 8 - Obligation Status Values
OM Notified Stotus
Another status field stored for each transaction but hidden from the user is used to store whether or not OM
has been notified that a transaction has been "Proposed." Values forthis field are 0 (has not been notified)
and 1- (has been notified). This will prevent OM from being notified more than once about the same
transaction. lf OM has been notified for a funding transaction and the funding transaction is modified by the
PM prior to the OM starting the funding request for the transaction, then the OM Notified Status will be reset
to 0 for the funding transaction. This is because the change to the funding transaction must first be approved
before OM can initiate the allocation of funds for the transaction.
2.3.2.4.5.2 Authorization Workflows
As mentioned earlier, the two main processes within P2S are the Approval and Funding Authorizotion
workflows. Although both workflows are integral to the life cycle of a project, the manner in which they are
executed is very different. The Approvalworkflow requires an action from a specific user or users, before it
can be marked as approved or before it can be further modified. The Funding Authorization workflow is
actually a sub-step of the Approval workflow. The Funding Authorization workflow occurs after a project has
been approved. This workflow is triggered not by a request for opprovolbut instead by a notificotion to
Obligations Management to review proposed obligations and to obtain federal funding, if applicable. Once the
funds have been authorized, the ability for OM to notify other users will be provided. However, unlike the
Approval workflow, it is not necessary for the Funding Authorization workflow to complete before the project
can be further modified (with the exception of the actual transactions being authorized).
To summarize:
An opprovol is required when:
A project is initially programmed. A project is defined to be initially programmed when one work
phase funding source transaction has been created for the project.
One or more fields of a project requiring approval have been modified.
A notification will be sent to Obligations Management when:
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A notification may be sent to others when:
1. Obligations Management generates a PR2 and requests that it be sent to specific users.
2. Sometimes a project may not need approval or funding authorization but a notification needs to be
sent to one or more users. This capability will be provided on all project data view and data entry tabs.
Approval Workflow
A link allowing the creator/editor of a project to "Request Approval" will be available on every project data
entry screen. This link will not be enabled until either a project has been newly programmed or at least one
field has been modified that requires approval. When this link is selected a popup window will display the
Request Approval interface. This interface is described later in this section. In this interface the user enters an
email subject and message and is shown the list of recipients that will be required to approve the project. This
list cannot be altered at this time as it is set based upon the Approval Workflow assigned to the user by the
System Administrator. The user may then select the appropriate button on the Request Approval interface to
begin the approval process.
Once an approval process is initiated for a project, the following steps take place:
Recipients will be notified by email in order based on the list associated with the use/s assigned
Approval Workflow. Approval Workflows are created by a System Administrator using the Approval
and Notification Maintenance interface, defined in the System Administration section of this
document.
Each project approval recipient receives an email regardingthe project. The emailwill include the
message from the sender; system generated information on either the initial programmed state of the
project, or changes made to the project that require approval; and a link to the P2S application, that
when clicked, will take the recipient directly to the Approvals tab for the project.
The recipient verifies that the new project is as expected orthat changes are acceptable. To do this,
the recipient may look at project information across the tab pages. lf modifications were made on a
Projects tab, the changes requiring approval will be indicated by a distinctive color.
Once the recipient is ready to approve the project, the recipient selects the Approve button located on
the Approval tab.
A popup window will be displayed in which the recipient must key-in the user-defined PIN to finalize
the approval. This interface is described in the Approval Recipient Accept Interface section of this
document.
The above process is repeated for each recipient. Once the final recipient in the approval list has approved the
project, the following steps take place:
1. The system will change the project's Approval Status to "Approved."
2. The system will change the project's initial approval field (this is a hidden field)to a value of 1to
denote the project has been initially approved.
3. The system will move any project changes stored in the "Working" tables into the actual Project tables.
The contents of the "Working" tables will be emptied for the project.
4. The system will then check to see if any funding transactions have the status of "Proposed" and a
Proposed Obligation Date within a defined time period from the current computer system date. lf so,
a notification is sent to Obligations Management users with a system generated email detailing the
specifics regarding the funding transactions requesting authorization. The system will set the "OM
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these transactions to "OM Notified." This defined time period will be configurable and will be stored
in the P2S configuration table.
5. OM will click the link provided in the email which will open P2S and display the Work Phase Funding
tab for the project requiring authorization.
5. OM will click on one or more funding sources on the Work Phase Funding screen requiring
authorization. These records will be distinctly indicated by a text color of red.
7. Once a funding source is clicked, the edit interface for that Work Phase Funding source will be
displayed.
8. OM will manually change the status of each transaction currently set to "OM Notified" to "Pending."
9. At this point, OM may choose to create a PR2 report so that data is readily available to enter into FMIS.
10. Once OM obtains authorization from FMIS for each transaction, they will manually change the
corresponding status fields to "Authorized."
11. OM can choose to send out a PR2 report with a notification to specific users (default list will be
provided which can be deleted from or added to).
To account for the fact that there may be one or more funding transactions with a Proposed Obligation
Date that is in the future, P2S will run a nightly process that will review each project and look for the
following criteria:
o Project is Approved
o Funding Source Transaction has an Obligation Status of Proposed
o Funding Source Transaction has a Proposed Obligation Date within the defined time period from
the current computer system date
The nightly process will send out automatic notification messages to OM for each project that meets the
above criteria. In addition, the Obligation Status for each funding transaction meeting the above criteria
will have its Obligation Status set to "OM Notified."
As an example, a PM sets up PE, RW and CON proposed funding source transactions, where the PE has a
date within the current month; RW has a date a year in the future and CON has a date two years in the
future. When the project is approved all three of these funding sources are also approved, however OM
will only be notified that PE funding requires authorization. The nightly process will a year later notify OM
for the RW funding transaction and will two years later notify OM for the CON funding transaction.
Each recipient also has the opportunity to deny an approval request for a project. lf a recipient denies
approval of a project then the following steps take place:
1. The recipient selects the "Deny" button located on the Approval tab.
2. A popup window will be displayed in which the recipient must enter a message explaining why the
project is denied and must also key-in the user-defined PIN to finalize process. This interface is
described in the Approval Recipient Denv Interface section of this document.
3. The approval process initiator and each recipient who has already approved the project request will be
notified by email that approval of the project has been denied. This email will contain the message
supplied by the recipient who denied approval of the project.
4. The system will change the project's Approval Status to "Approval Required."
Also, at any time during the approval process the initiator of the approval process or a System Administrator
may decide to cancel the approval process. lf this occurs, then the following steps take place:
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The user selects either the "Cancel Approval" link on one of the interfaces or selects the "Cancel
Approval" button located on the Approvaltab.
A popup window will be displayed in which the user must enter a message explaining why the project
approval process is being canceled and must also key-in the user-defined PIN to finalize the process.
This interface is described in the 2.3.2.8.3 section of this document.
The approval process initiator and each recipient who has already approved the project request will be
notified by email that approval process for this project has been cancelled.
The system will change the project's Approval Status to "Approval Required."
Proiect Re-Approval
Once a project has been initially approved, changes may be made to the project that requires the project to be
re-approved. The following defines the project fields which when changed require project approval. Changes
to these values only require approval once the project has been programmed (i.e. a funding request has been
approved). Prior to funding being approved for the project, no changes to any particular data fields require
approval.






o Proposed Letting Date
o Project Status
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lf an approval required field has been changed, only users having edit or approval privileges will see the new
values when editing the project. All query, report and view interfaces will show the previously approved
project data and will not show the any ofthese changes which have not been approved.
In order to maintain the approved values and the modified values which require approval for these fields,
"working" tables and columns will be created in the P2S database. lf a change is made to any of the above
listed approval required fields, then the system will automatically save the change to the "working" database
table and column. The "real" project table and column will not be updated with these values. Once the
approval process is initiated again for the project and the project is approved by all approvers, the system will
automatically move the updated values from the "working" tables into the "real" project table. At this point
these new approved values will be available from all query, report and view interfaces.
2.3.2.5 Schedule
The Schedule tab will contain schedule information for the activities associated with the project. The data on
this tab will be retrieved from the Primavera P6 database based on the given Project lD. The information will
be obtained using an API provided by Primavera, and will be displayed in read-only format.
The following mockup shows the Schedule tab with some example data:
The project lD and project description will be displayed at the top of the page, followed by a table that lists
activity details, ordered by start date. The fields in the table include:
Activity Name 
- 
A short descriptive name for each activity that will be conducted under the contract.
Schedule - Project ID 1234567





























































Figure 37 - Schedule Tab
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Activity Status 
- 
The current status of the activity: Completed, In Progress, or Not Started.
Start 
- 
The date that work on the activity has started, or is planned to start.
Finish 
- 
The date that work on the activity was finished, or is planned to be finished.
Physical % 
-The percent of time that has been spent on the activity, with respect to the total amount of time
allotted to it.
The user may print or export the contents of the Schedule from this interface.
2.3.2.6 Poy ltems
P2S will provide the ability to allow the input and modification of quantities and items required for a given
project. The system will calculate the cost of each item given this information. The P2S database will be
modified to include an item and cost table to support this task. The pay item information will be stored in
these tables, and will be editable by the user from the Pay ltems tab.
The Pay ltems tab provides a summary view of all items and quantities associated with the project. The
following is a mockup of the Pay ltems tab for a project that has already had one pay item assigned to it:
Figure 38 - Pay ltems Tab
The upper part of the screen holds information about the pay item category. The table below it holds
individual pay items that are associated with that category. Multiple pay items may be entered per category.
To insert a new pay item, the user will select an ltem Number from the drop down box in the last table row.
Each time a new pay item number is selected, a new empty row will be added to the table. The ltem
Description, Units and Supplemental Agreement (SA) fields will be automatically filled in based on the selected
Item Number. The user will need to fill in the Estimated Qty and SA Description fields (if applicable) manually.
Pay Items - Project ID 1234567
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To insert a new pay item category, the user will press the Add New Category button. This will clear the fields in
the Pay ltem Categories Group Box, allowing for the entry of new information. lt will also clear the Pay ltem
table, allowing for the entry of new pay items associated with that category.
The fields on the Pay ltems tab include:
Counties/Districts 
- 
This drop-down box will be populated with a list of the counties from which the routes are
associated or with a list of the counties or districts to which the project has been associated if it's not a "route
based" project (radio button on first Gen Info Tab).
Percent of Project Length 
- 
This field will be calculated from the lengths of road segments when the project is
madeupofspecificroutes. ltisthepercentofthetotalprojectroadlengththatislocatedintheselected
county. lf the project is not "route based" then this field will not be populated and the user may enter a value.
Category Number 
- 
This read-only field is a unique lD number that will be generated by the system based on
the selected County, Category Type, and Bridge lD (if the Category Type is Bridge).
Category Type 
- 
This drop down box lists the available category types: Road, Bridge or Other.
Bridge lD 
- 
This drop down box lists Bridge lD numbers as specified on the Routes tab for the selected county.
It is only active if the Category Type has been set to Bridge.
Category Length 
- 
lf the Category Type has been set to Road or Other, this field will be calculated based on the
total length of all of the road segments included in the project in the selected county. The user may change the
value that has been entered. lf the Category Type has been set to Bridge, the field will be left empty for the
user to fill in.
Bridge Length 
- 
This field will be set to the length of the selected bridge. RIMS will be queried for this value. lf
it is a new bridge, the user will enter the length in feet. lt is only enabled if the Category Type has been set to
Bridge.
Federal Construction Class 
- 
This drop down box is a list of Federal Construction Class numbers and
descriptions.
lr' -n"search icon will bring up a window allowing the user to filter the list of items based on user-defined
criteria. The user will also be able to sort each column by selecting on the column header. An example of this
mockup follows:
F]NI@
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Figure 39 - Pay ltems Tab - Search
From this interface, the user will enter the desired criteria (the ttem Number and ltem Description fields will
perform wildcard searches) and then select the Search button. Once the desired item has been located, the
user will select it and then click on the Use Selected ltem button. This will pre-fill the currently selected Pay
Item row with the selected item.
ItemNumber-Thisdropdownboxallowstheusertoselectanitemnumberforeachnewpayitem. Theitem
description will be automatically filled in based on the selected item number
Item Description 
- 
This drop down box allows the user to select an item description for each new pay item.
The item number will be automatically filled in based on the selected item description.
Units 
- 
This text box will be automatically fif led in based on the selected item number. lt is the unit of measure
for the Estimated Quantity field.
Estimated Qty (Estimated Quantity)- This field is available for the user to enter an estimated amount of pay
item to be used.
SA 
- 
This box will automatically be checked or unchecked based on whether the selected item number is
part of a supplemental agreement.
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SA Description 
- 
This field is available for the user to enter a supplemental agreement description. lt is only
enabled if the SA checkbox is selected.
The available functions on the Pay ltems tab include:
Add New Category 
- 
This button will create a new record, allowing the user to enter new category information
and to insert pay items associated with the new category.
Save Changes 
- 
lf this button is selected, any changes made to the fields will be written to the database.
Cancel Changes 
- 
This button will not save changes and will revert any modified fields back to the previous
values.
2.3.2.7 Remarks
Within the P2S application, multiple remarks may be associated with individual projects. The Remarks tab
provides a user with the ability to view all remarks previously entered by P2S system users for a project. The
Remarks tab also provides a user with the ability to associate a remark to a project. The following is a mockup
of the Remarks tab.
The Remarks tab contains the following sections:
. Remarks 
- 
This section lists all existing remarks associated with the project. The remarks are sorted in
descending date order so that the latest remark is displayed at the top of the list. Information
provided for each remark will be the name of the P2S user who entered the remark, the date the
remark was entered and the actual remark text.
o New Remark - This section allows a user to enter a new remark for the project. Only a user who has a
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Figure 40 - Remarks Tab
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Save Changes 
- 
The Save Changes button will apply the newly entered Remark text to the
project. The Remark will be displayed at the top of the Remarks list and the contents of the
New Remark entry text box will be cleared.
Cancel Changes 
- 
When selected, this button will not save changes and the new Remark area
will be cleared.
During the initial data load of the P2S database, remarks for existing projects will be imported from the
Remarks table in the PPMS database into the ProjectRemark table in the P2S system. These imported remarks
will all be available for review on the Remarks tab.
2.3.2.8 Approvols
During the life of a project in P2S, many changes will occur that require approval by DOT personnel having
direct or indirect responsibility for the project. This section describes how approvals are requested and what
happens during and after an approval cycle. This section also describes the "Approvals" tab which is used to
display the history of approvals for a project. For detailed information regarding what constitutes the need for
an approval, please refer to the section Workflow Events in this document.
2.3.2.8.7 Request Approval Interface
When a project field changes requiring approval by one or more DOT personnel, the "Request Approval" link
will become enabled. These links are provided from alltabs where changing data would require approval.
Examples of where this link is provided include the Generol lnformation, Roads and Edit Work Phose and
Funding tabs. When this link is selected, the Request Approval interface will be displayed. The following is a
mockup of this interface.
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Figure 41 - Request Approval Interface
The following defines the fields on the Request Approval Interface.
Subject 
- 
This is the text to use as the subject of the system generated approval email message. The
contents of this field will be initially set using the text "Approval Request for Project <Project lD>." The
user may modify the contents of this field.
Message 
- 
This is a free form text field in which the current user may enter text to be included at the
start of the system generated approval email message.
Body 
- 
This is the portion of the message that is automatically generated by the system. This text will
include details on the project information changed that requires an approval and a link that will take




This list box displays the P2S users who are the recipients of the approval email message.
This list is populated with the P2S users who are members of the current user's assigned Approval
Workflow. The information displayed for each recipient is:
o Name 
- 
The name of the user
o Division 
- 
The division of the user
o Office 
- 
The office of the user
o Order 
- 
This field contains the order in which each user is notified. For example, a user with
an order of 2 will not be notified until the user with an order of l- has approved the project.
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Two buttons are located at the bottom ofthe Request Approval Interface:
Send 
- 
This button will initiate the Approval Workflow. A project approval email will be sent to the
P2S users identified in the recipients list with a priority of 1-. After the approval workflow process is
started, the Request Approval interface is closed. Details on the approval process may be found in the
Approval and Funding Authorization Workflows section of this document.
Close 
- 
This button will close the Request Approval interface without initiating the approval process.
The following is a mockup example of the system generated message contents for a project requiring initial
approval.
&$tiol opprovol is rcquircd for Pnojcct ID 035tt7&t
To rcvicr this proJcct for ryprovol plcosc click sr thc link bclor
h.tlp :1/ps2rerver/P?9/,{ pproval/Pro jcc tI D :0354 780
Figure 42 - Example Request lnitial Approval System Generated Message
The following is a mockup example of the system generated message contents for a project which has
previously been approved, but requires approval again because of changes made to the project.
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2.3.2.8.2 Approval RecipientAccept Interface
The recipient of a P2S approval email will have the ability to click on the link in the email and be taken directly
into the P2S application. By doing so, the system will automatically place the user on the Approval tab for the
given project. The approver may go to other tabs to review the project and once it is determined that the
project is acceptable, they may select the Approve button on the Approvals tab. When the Approve button is
selected, the Accept Approval interface will be displayed. The following is a mockup of the Accept Approval
interface:
Approvol ir rcguincd for Pr.ojcct ID 0354780
To rtvicw this pmJcct for opprtvol plcosc click sr thc lir* bclow
hftp://ss?rerwr/P2$/Approvcl/ProjcctID: 035478O













































































Figure 43 - Example Request Approval System Generated Message Content
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Accept Approval - Project Ib 035478A
4 Dieh Pin t-f
Figure 44 - Accept Approval Interface
The following defines the fields on the Accept Approval Interface:
o 4 Digit Pin 
- 
This is the unique PIN value assigned to the user. The user must enter their PIN value
before selecting the Accept Approval button. lf no value or an incorrect value is entered the approval
process will not take place.
Two buttons are located at the bottom ofthe Accept Approval Interface:
o Accept Approval 
- 
This button will approve the project. When selected, the system will first verify
that the user has supplied their correct 4 digit PIN value. lf the user has entered an incorrect PIN value
then the system will display a message to the user and will not continue with the approval workflow.
lf the user has supplied the correct PIN value then a project will be marked as approved by the
approver and a request approval will be set to the next approver in the project's approval workflow.
o Cancel 
- 
This button will close the Accept Approval interface. The current approver must still either
accept or deny approval ofthe project.
2.3.2.8,3 CancelApprovallnterfoce
Once an approval process is initiated for a project the need may arise for the creator of the project or a System
Administrator to cancel the approval process before it has completed. A user may initiate the cancel approval
process for a project from various locations within the P2S system. Examples are from the "Cancel Approval"
link located on the Edit Work Phase and Funding interface, or the Cancel Approval button located on the
Approval tab. When any of these are selected, the Cancel Approval interface will be displayed. The Cancel
Approval interface allows a user to cancel an approval request workflow for a project prior to its completion.
The following is a mockup of the Cancel Approval interface:
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Figure 45 - Cancel Approval Interface
The following defines the fields on the Cancel Approval Interface:
. Subject 
- 
This is the text to use as the subject of the system generated cancel approval email message.
The contents of this field will be initially set using the text "Approval Canceled for Project <ProjectlD>."
The user may modify the contents of this field.
. Message 
- 
This is a free form text field in which the current user must enter text to be included at the
start of the system generated cancel approval email message.
. Body 
- 
This is the portion of the message that is automatically generated by the system and will
contain the text "User <P2S User> has canceled the approval process for Project lD <ProjectlD>." The
contents of this field may not be modified by the user.
o Recipients 
- 
This list box displays the P2S users who are the recipients of the cancel approval email
message. This list is populated with the members of the project's approval workflow who have already
approved the project along with the user who is currently reviewing the project for approval. The
information displayed for each recipient is:
o Name 
- 
The name of the user
o Division 
- 
The division of the user
o Office 
- 
The office of the user
o 4 Digit Pin 
- 
This is the unique PIN value assigned to the user. The user must enter their PIN value
before selecting the Cancel Approval button. lf no value or an incorrect value is entered, the cancel
approval process will not take place.
Two buttons are located at the bottom ofthe Cancel Approval Interface:
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. Cancel Approval 
- 
This button will cancel the Approval Workflow process for the project. When
selected, the system will first verify that the user has entered text in the Message field and has
supplied their correct 4 digit PIN value. lf either of these is not done, then the system will display a
message to the user and will not cancelthe approval process. lf the user has supplied allthe necessary




This button will close the Cancel Approval interface. The approval process for the project will
continue without interru ption.
2.3.2.8.4 Approval Recipient Deny lnterface
A project approver may decide after reviewing the project that something is incorrect with the project. In this
case, the approver may specify to deny approval of the project. The approver must deny approval of the
project by selecting the Deny button on the Approvals tab. When the Deny button is selected, the Deny
Approval interface will be displayed. The following is a mockup of the Deny Approval interface:
Deny Approval - Praject ID 0354780
Subjcct
*lcrsogc
Dcnicd for Projcct fD 035,1780
Uscr Entcr.cd Tcxi 6ocs Hcrc...
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Figure 45 - Deny Approval Interface
The following defines the fields on the Deny Approval Interface:
. Subject 
- 
This is the text to use as the subject of the system generated deny approval email message.
The contents of this field will be initially set using the text "Approval Denied for Project <ProjectlD>."
The user may modify the contents of this field.




This is a free form text field in which the current user must enter text to be included at the
start of the system generated deny approvalemail message.
Body 
- 
This is the portion of the message that is automatically generated by the system and will
contain the text "User <P2S User> has denied approval for Project lD <ProjectlD>." The contents of
this field may not be modified by the user.
Recipients 
- 
This list box displays the P2S users who are the recipients of the deny approval email
message. This list is populated with the members of the project's approval workflow who have already
approved the project along with the user who initiated the approval process. The information
displayed for each recipient is:
o Name 
- 
The name of the user
o Division 
- 
The division of the user
o Office 
- 
The office of the user
4 Digit Pin 
- 
This is the unique PIN value assigned to the user. The user must enter their PIN value
before selecting the Deny Approval button. lf no value or an incorrect value is entered the deny
approval process will not take place.
Two buttons are located at the bottom of the Deny Approval Interface:
. Deny Approval 
- 
This button will deny approval for the project. When selected, the system will first
verify that the user has entered text in the Message field and has supplied their correct 4 digit PIN
value. lf either of these is not done, then the system will display a message to the user and will not
continue with the deny approval workflow. lf the user has supplied all the necessary information then
a project deny approval email will be sent to the P2S users identified in the recipients list.
o Cancel 
- 
This button will close the Deny Approval interface. The current approver must still either
accept or deny approval of the project.
2,3.2.8.5 Notification lnterface
A user may decide at any time to initiate a notification process in which the user sends a notification message
to one or more P2S users. A Notification process may be initiated from most screens within P2S by selecting
the "Notify" link at the bottom right of the screen. When the "Notify" link is selected, the Notification
interface will be displayed. This interface allows the user to send a notification message to a list of users. By
default, this list of users will be those users in the current users Notification Group, as assigned in the User
Maintenance interface. The following is a mockup of the Notification interface:
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Figure4T - Notification lnterface





This is the text to use as the subject of the system generated notification email message.
Message 
- 
This is a free form text field in which the current user may enter text to be included at the
start of the system generated notification email message.
Body 
- 
This is the portion of the message that is automatically generated by the system. This text will
include a link that will take the user directly to the given project in the P2S application.
Include PR2 Report 
- 
This checkbox will only be included in the Notification interface if it was accessed
from the Edit Work Phase and Funding interface by a user who has been given the "Ability to Obligate
Funds" permission or is an OM Superuser. When checked, the system will generate the PR2 report
and include it in the system generated notification email message. Details on the PR2 report can be
found in the Reports section of this design document.
Available 
- 
This list box displays the P2S users that are available for selection to be added to the list of
notification recipients. The information displayed is:
o Name 
- 
The name of the user
o Division 
- 
The division of the user
o Office 
- 
The office of the user
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o Recipients 
- 
This list box displays the P2S users who are currently selected to receive the notification
message. This list is initially populated with the P2S users who are members of the current users
Notification Group.
Four buttons are located at the bottom of the Notification Interface:
. Add >> - This button will add the selected user from the Available list to the Recipients list.
. << Remove 




This button will send the email notification message to all P2S users identified in the Recipients
list box. After all notification messages are sent, the Notification interface is closed.
o Cancel 
- 
This button will close the Notification interface without sending the notification message.
2.3.2.8.6 ApprovalsTab
The Approvals tab provides the user with a view of the approval history for the current project. From this tab a
user can see the complete approval history for the project and also if there are any outstanding changes to the
project that require approval.
The following is an example of the Approvals tab for a project currently in its initial approval process:
rpD.otild l{rfory
No pmviars oppmwl prcccss:s.xist fr thb proj.cf
Figure 48 - Approvals Tab - Project in an Approval Process
The following is an example of the Approvals tab for a project to which changes have been made that require
approval:
Appravals - Project ID 1234567
Grra|t Apprunl Pros$
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The Approvals tab contains the following sections:
o Current Approval Process - This section provides details on the status of the current approval process.
This section is only included on the Approvals tab when the project is in the approval process. When
shown, it is always located at the top of the Approvals tab. The following defines the fields within this
section.
lsco.th\ealnO\roo*\S"id9"s f r[ XA'{r\Workeh0r.r\$crnd,Jh\ndr ftcrr,iln rr.Lr\ rpp..rot\eeg\_
Appravals - Praject ID 1234567
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Figure 49 - Approvals Tab - Project Requiring Approval
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Cancel Approval Button 
- 
This button is only available for the P2S user who initiated the approval
process and for System Administrators. This button allows a user to cancel the approval process.
When selected, the CancelApproval interface is displayed. Details on the Cancel Approval interface
are located later in this section.
Initiated By 
- 
This is the name of the P2S user who initiated the approval process.
Initiated On 
- 
This is the date and time at which the approval process was initiated.
Email Request Text 
- 




This section lists all the approvers for the project, the date/time when each was sent the
approval request, the status oftheir approval and the date/time the user either approved or denied
the approval of the project. The status values are Waiting Notification, In Review, Approved and
Denied. lf the status for a user is In Review, then two buttons will be displayed next to the user.
o Approve Button 
- 
When selected, the user is denoting their approval of the project. The
Approval Recipient Approve interface is displayed requiring the user to enter their 4-digit PIN
value to verify the approval.
o Deny Button 
- 
When selected, the user is denoting their denial of the project. The Approval
Recipient Deny interface is displayed requiring the user to enter an explanation of why the
project is denied along with the use/s  -digit PIN value.
These two buttons will only be available for the current user who is reviewing the project for approval
and also all system administrators. A system administrator will be allowed to select either of these
buttons to approve or deny the project as proxy for the approver.
Changes Requiring Approval. This section provides details on the changes made to the current project
that require approval. This section is only included on the Approvals tab if the project is not currently
in an approval process and is always located at the top of the Approvals tab. lf no changes have been
made that require approvalthen this section will state "No changes requiring approval have been
made." Details will be included in this section for each change made to the project which requires
approval. Work Phases which require approval are those where one or more funding transactions
have an Obligation Status set to Proposed and Obligations Management has not been notified.
o Request Approval Button 
- 
This button is only available for the P2S user who created the project
and for system administrators. This button allows a user to initiate the approval process for the
project. When selected, the Request Approval interface is displayed.
Note that the Changes Requiring Approval section and the Current Approval Process section are
mutually exclusive. That is, only one of these sections will be included on the Approvals table at any
given time for a project.
A Project may have its first approval process initiated only when it has one or more work phase
funding sources defined. lf a project has no work phase funding sources defined, then this will be
denoted in the Changes Requiring Approval section and the Request Approval button will be disabled.
Subsequent approval processes may be initiated at any time a change has been made to any of the
fields denoted as requiring approval.
Approval History- This section provides a chronological history of the prior approvals for the project.
Approvals are sorted in this section so that the most recent approval process is shown at the top. lf no
?|vr@
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approval processes have been initiated for the project then this section will state "No previous
approval processes exist for this project." The following defines the fields within this section.
o Approval Requestor 
- 
This is the P2S user who initiated the approval process.
Approval Status 
- 




lf the project status is set to "Approved," then this is the date that the project
was approved. lf the project status is set to "Denied," then this is the date that the project
approval was denied.
Each approval process entry may be expanded to see the details of the approval by selecting the "+"
icon to the left of the approval process entry. When expanded, the following additional information
will be displayed about the approval process:
o Initiated By 
- 
This is the name of the P2S user who initiated the approval process.
o Initiated On 
- 
This is the date and time at which the approval process was initiated.
o Email Request Text 
- 




This section lists all the approvers for the project, the date/time when each was sent
the approval request, the status oftheir approval and the date/time the user either approved or
denied approval of the project. The valid status values in this section are Approved and Denied.
2.3.2.9 PPMS
The PPMS tab contains legacy identifying information about projects originating from PPMS. Whereas the
PPMS system was "work phase" driven, the P2S system is "project" driven. As such, P2S no longer creates the
same identifying information such as project suffix, file number, etc. However, so that users of the P2S system
can still query and locate information by the legacy lD information, much of this data has been retained for
viewing purposes only. The PPMS tab will only be visible for projects which once existed in PPMS. Below is a
mockup of the PPMS tab:
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The highest level PCN to which multiple work phase PCN's have been associated.
PCN 
- 
The PCN assigned to this location and phase of work.
Suffix 
- 
The suffix is an additional identifying attribute assigned to the PCN. Most records will have "X"
as the suffix but newer projects in PPMS may values in the suffix that refer to the phase of work and
the number of times the project has been let (i.e. RD01, 8R02, CP01, etc.).
Termini From 
- 
The PPMS Termini From field for this PCN/Suffix pair.
Termini To 
- 
The PPMS Termini To field for this PCN/Suffix pair.
o Length 
- 
The PPMS specified length for this project.
o Work Phase 
- 
The work phase for this project.
o File Number 
-The first PPMS assigned file number for this project. More than one file number may
have been assigned to this PCN but only the first one is shown in P2S.
o FederalProject Number-They'rsf federalproject numberused bythis project. Morethan one may
have been used but only the first one is shown in P2S.
2.4 Proposals
2.4.1 Overview
P2S provides the capability to build proposals for letting. The proposal will consist of a Proposal lD, an
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Figure 50 - PPMS Interface
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estimate data. A proposal exists in P2S from its creation (i.e. when projects are associated with it) until
contract award. The proposalsection of P2S exists to aid in letting preparation and to facilitate the integration
of this data with Web Trns*port where the letting actually occurs. The proposal section of P2S helps to collate
and manage information in P2S for a letting prior to its transmission and subsequent manipulation in Web
Trns*port. Proposals can be created and modified in P2S by associatingand/or disassociating projects from it.
The menu for the proposal section is shown below:
Figure 51 - Menu Options for Proposals
2.4.2 Build Proposal
The Build Proposalcapability in P2S facilitates proposalcreation and the association of projects to a proposal.
Users will search P2Sfor existing projects using defined criteria. From the search results, users can select one
or more projects to become part of the new proposal. Projects that have been previously assigned to a
proposal will be automatically filtered from the results. Projects without an assigned Proposed Let Date will
also be filtered from the search results. Once the project selection is complete, a proposal description is
entered and the Build Proposal button is selected to generate the proposal. At this time a Proposal lD is
generated by the system.
o Proposal lD - The Proposal lD is created and assigned at proposal creation. This lD will become the
Contract lD once the proposal has been awarded. lt is a system generated seven (7) digit number
created according to the following naming convention:
Proposol lD: ccuuuur
cc = two digit county
ttuuu = 4 digit unique identifier
r = 1. digit revision (begins ot 0)
Special rules are followed for the first 2 digits. These rules are:
1. lf only one county is involved, the first 2 digits are the county number.
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lf more than one county is part of the proposal, and all counties are from the same district, the
following rules apply: District 1 is denoted as 51, district 2 is denoted as 52, district 3 is denoted as 53,
etc.
lf more than one county is part of the proposal and they are not in the same district, the statewide
designation of 50 is used.
Please take note of the following regarding projects and proposals:
Projects that have been previously assigned to a proposal will be automatically filtered from the
Build Proposal search results and therefore will not be displayed in the Available Projects list.
Projects without an assigned Proposed Let Date will also be filtered from the search results and
therefore will not be displayed in the Available Projects list.
lf multiple projects are assigned to the same proposal, all must be assigned the same Proposed Let
Date. The system will make this validation when projects are added to the list, and the user will
be alerted. A project's Let Date can be modified on the GeneralTab.
A specific user permission for "Build Proposal" will be added to the system, and can be assigned
through System Admin procedures.
The mockup below shows the Build Proposal screen:
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Figure 52 - Build Proposal Interface
The following fields are available for entering information to be used as criteria for the project search:
Project lD - This is a drop down list of all Project lDs.
Project Name 
- 
This is a drop down list of project names.
Description 
- 
This is a free form key-in field. A wild card search will be executed on whatever text is
entered. For example, if the user enters only the text "Rehabilitation," any project with the word
Rehabilitation will be shown in the results.
Funding Type 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the funding types available for selection.
Cost Estimate Greater Than 
- 
This is a free form key-in field to set a search threshold to locate projects
with values greater than the amount entered.
o Cost Estimate Less Than 
- 
This is a free form key-in field to set a search threshold to locate projects
with values less than the amount entered.
o District 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the names of the Engineering Districts.
o County 
- 
This is a drop down list containing all counties in South Carolina.
o Route Type 
- 
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o Local Public Agency (LPA)
o Consultant or LPA 
- 
This is a drop down list containing names for the consultant or LPA.
o Obligation Date Between 
- 
These are two key-in date fields for locating projects between them.
o Proposed Let Date 
- 
This is a month/year key-in date field for the proposed let date.
Once criteria are entered, the Search button is selected and the results of the search are displayed in the
"Available Projects from Search" window in the lower left half of the interface. The user can then select
projects to add to the proposal using the available buttons. When a project is selected to be added to the
proposal it is removed from the Available Projects list and placed in the Projects to Add to Proposal list in the
lower right half of the interface.
The following buttons and fields are available for further input and data manipulation on the search results:
o Add Selected Project 
- 
This button moves the highlighted project from the Available list to the Add list.
o Remove Selected Project 
- 
This button moves the highlighted project from the Add list back to the
Available list.
o Add All Projects 
- 
This button moves all projects in the Available list to the Add list.
o Remove All Projects 
- 
This button moves all projects from the Add list back to the Available list.
o Proposal Description 
- 
This is a free form key-in field for the proposal description. This field is
required.
o Build Proposal 
- 
This button creates the proposal by creating and assigning a Proposal lD and
associating all projects in the Projects to Add to Proposal list to the Proposal lD. Once this button is
selected and confirmed, the proposal is built and the user is brought to the proposal General tab
described in section Error! Reference source not found..
2.4.3 Modify Proposal
The Modify Proposal capability allows users with permission to change which projects are associated with a
proposal. The project association changes are managed through an interface similar to Build Proposal
discussed in the previous section. The user first locates the proposal to modify by entering search criteria,
Note that the proposal search will only locate existing proposals that have not yet been transmitted to Web
Trns* port.
The Search Proposal interface is shown below:
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Figure 53 - Proposal Search Interface
Once a proposal iS selected from the search screen and the modify button is selected, the Modify Proposal
interface is populated with the projects that are currently associated with the proposal. These projects are
displayed in the Projects to Add to Proposal section located in the bottom right of the interface. From this
point, users are able to add and/or remove projects from the proposal.
The Modify Proposal interface is shown below:
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Figure 54 - Modify Proposal Interface
Once modifications are complete, the user selects the Modify Proposal button to save all changes. At this
time the Modify Proposal screen is exited and the proposal General tab is displayed for the recently modified
proposal.
2.4.4 Transmit Proposal
P2S provides the ability to transmit proposals and associated projects to Web Trns*port for letting. The
Transmit Proposal interface is used to facilitate the management of proposals for a specific letting as well as
the transmission of the information into Web Trns*port. The interface allows users with appropriate
permissions to obtain a list of proposals for a specific letting by first choosing a Proposed Let Date. Once this
date is established, the system will return all existing proposals in P2S whose projects match the let date
chosen.
Information is included in the resulting proposal list to aid the user in determining which proposals are ready
for transmission, and which have been previously transmitted along other pertinent information. When a
proposal is transmitted to Web Trns*port, necessary project information associated with the proposal is
transmitted including pay items previously entered into P2S. Note that proposals for the same letting may be
transmitted at different times. This capability is provided understanding that not all proposals may be ready
for transmission at the same time, but those that are ready can be transmitted to allow work in Web Trns+port.
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lmportant things to note:
Proposals for the same letting can be transmitted at different times.
All projects associated with a single proposal must be transmitted at the same time.
Users can only view proposals for a letting that have been previously transmitted. No changes are
allowed.
Once a proposal has been transmitted to Web Trns*port, changes for any transmitted information will
not be allowed.
The mockup below shows the Transmit Proposal interface:
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Figure 55 - Transmit Proposal Interface
The following filter and sort options exist for locating and displaying proposals that match the entered Let Date:
All Proposals 
- 
This radio button displays all proposals that match the Let Date regardless of any other
settings.
Proposals Not Yet Transmitted to Web Trns*port 
- 
This radio button displays all proposals that match
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Proposals Previously Transmitted to Web Trns*port 
- 
This radio button displays all proposals that
match the entered Let Date and that have been previously transmitted to Web Trns*port.
Sort by Incomplete ltems 
- 
When this option is checked, proposals lacking ENVR approval,R/W
certification, or pay items will be shown at the top of the list. ENVR is determined from reading
approved date values from Primavera. This field is shown on the Work Phases tab. R/W certification
will be determined by reading from the R/W system. Lastly, Pay ltems will be read from an indicator
on the Pay ltems tab.
The following information is displayed for the search results:
Check Box 
- 
This indicates that the proposal is selected for transmission to Web Trns*port.
Proposal lD 
- 
This field displays the unique identifier for the proposal.
Proposal Description 
- 




This field displays the unique identifier for the project.
Ver 
- 
This field displays the version number for the project.
Division 
- 
This field displays the division responsible for the project.
Project Type 
- 
This field displays the work type of the project.
Transmit Date 
- 
This field displays the date of transmission for a proposal. lf the proposal has not yet
been transmitted, no date appears in this field.
ENVR, R/W, Pay ltems 
- 
An asterisk (*) in any of these fields indicate that the responsibility has been
met for certification or approvalto transmit pay items.
The search results shown in the mockup above reveal how P2S manages specific cases regarding transmission.
The explanation that follows references the red numbers identifying rows in the mockup.
Row 1- This row of data represents a proposal with a Maintenance project associated with it. lt has
not been previously sent to Web Trns*port since no Transmit Date is shown. ENVR and R/W
certificates have not been obtained, but Pay ltems have been approved to be transmitted. This
proposal is checked and is ready to go. lt will be transmitted when the Transmit button is selected.
Row 2 
- 
This row of data represents a project associated with the proposal listed in row 1 since there
is no proposal lD or description listed next to the project in its own row. Therefore, the proposal listed
on row t has two projects associated with it.
Row 3 
- 
This row represents a proposal that has been previously transmitted to Web Trns*port. lt is
disabled, and the Transmit Date is shown. This proposal is unable to be selected for transmission since
it already exists in Web Trns*port.
Row 4 
- 
This row represents a proposal which is being re-let, evidenced by the "1" as the last digit of
the Proposal lD. Note that the Project lD's version number is set to 1 as well indicating a re-let. This
proposal has received all necessary information for ENVR, R/W and Pay ltems. The check box is
selected for transmission. This proposal is ready to go.
Row 5 
- 
This row represents a proposal for a rehab project. The project is ready to be transmitted, but
the check box is not selected. This proposal will not be included in the transmission.
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o Transmit to Web Trns*port - This button will transmit selected proposals to Web Trns*port via a web
service described later in this section. The user will be asked to confirm the transmission prior to
processing.
o Display Let List 
- 
This link displays the let list for the entered Proposed Let Date field.
o Print 
- 
This link prints the search results.
o Export 
- 
This link exports the search results to Excel.
2.4.5 Re-lets and Withdrawn/Rejected Proposals
P2S will work in conjunction with Web Trns*port to manage proposals that are withdrawn or rejected from a
letting. Associated projects which subsequently require to be re-let are also managed.
c Note: At the time of this writing, it is unclear exactly how the integration between P2S and Web
Trns*port will occur. This design qssumes that Web Trns*port will notify P2S that a proposal has been
rejected or withdrown.
Once P2S becomes aware of the withdrawn or rejected proposal, the following actions will occur:
1. The proposalwill be duplicated with the duplicate proposal's revision digit incremented by 1.
2. The original proposal will no longer allow modifications.
3. Each project will be duplicated with the duplicate project's Revision number incremented by 1.
4. Each original project will no longer allow any modifications.
5. Each original project will contain a remark indicating that it has been withdrawn or rejected from a
letting.
6. The Proposed Let Date for each revised project will be cleared.
7. The program manager for each project associated with the withdrawn or rejected proposal will be
notified of the situation.
c Modilying Re-let Proposals 
- 
lf projects are added or removed from a re-let proposol:
o The user will be olerted that this modification constitutes o new proposol, ond o new Proposol
lD will be ossigned.
o The new Proposal lD will be ossigned when the modifications are saved.
c Revision Numbers 
- 
P2S will alwoys use by default the version of o project with the highest Revision
number. For exomple, oll project seorches will locote ond display the highest revision of o project.
2.4.6 Integration with Web Trns*port Notes and Considerations
The entire proposaltransmission capability and re-let management in P2S is totally dependent on integration
with Web Trns*port 2.0. While discussions have begun, the end results and details of the integration will not
be realized for quite some time. This design is entirely dependent on the outcome of these discussions and
subsequent implementation by all parties necessary.
From our perspective, we suggest the following to aid with integration between Web Trns*port 2.0 and P2S:
1. Functionality exist allowing P2S to serve up all pertinent proposal and project information for input
into Web Trns*port for further editing and subsequent letting. Much information will require to
be transmitted and the details are currently TBD. See the table below containing anticipated data
items. We suggest that a web service created by InfoTech would be the best solution to facilitate
this capability.
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Functionality be added to Web Trns*port to notify P2S when a proposal has been withdrawn or
rejected. We suggest a trigger on a database field in Web Trns*port that would initiate contact
with a P2S web service created by PMG.
Functionality allowing P2S to retrieve pay item information from Web Trns*port. We suggest a
web service created in Web Trns*port by InfoTech.
P2S Data to Transfer to Web Trns*port
It is anticipated that data in the following table will be required to be transferred from P2S into Web Trns*port.
This table shows the relationship between the current PES/LAS field names and the P2S logical field names.
PES/LAS Field Name P2S Field Name Comment
Project Number Project lD (whatever this is eventually
called)
System Generated
Proposal lD Contract lD (2 digit location identifier, 4
digit system generated, 1 digit letting
number)
System Generated "Smart" Number
Spec. Year Spec. Year Dropdown (populate from PES
table?)
Fed/State Proiect No Same as Proiect ldentifier Svstem Generated
Description Proiect Descriotion Text Field
Location Concatenate Termini From and To Text Field
Unit System Unit System (default to E) Dropdown (populate from PES
table?)
Road Name Name of predominant route.
Route Concatenate Route Type, Route
Number. & Route Auxiliarv
Text Field
District (Engi neering) District Dropdown
Beginning Station Beeinnine Station Text Field
Ending Station Endine Station Text Field
Percent of Project
Leneth
Percent of Project Length Percentage (check that they equal
100?)
Categorv Number Catesorv Number System Generated
Catesorv Description Categorv Description Dropdown
Federal Construction
Class
Federal Construction Class Dropdown (populate from PES
table?)
Categorv Length Catesorv Leneth Decimal Field
Bridge lD Bridee Structure Number Dropdown from Route Information
Bridee Lensth Bridee Leneth Populated?
Item Number Item Number Dropdown (populate from PES
table)
Estimated Quantity Estimate Quantitv Number Field
Supplemental
Description




Table 9 - PES/LAS and P2S Logical Field Names
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Within the Contracts section of P2S there are several tabs containing different types of information pertaining
to the selected contract. All of these tabs are described in detail in following sections. They are:
General 
- 
This tab contains high level information pertaining to the contract, including all projects
making up the contract.
Letting 
- 
This tab contains information about the contract vendors and bid amounts.
Bid ltems 
- 
This tab contains estimates of the prices of contract materials.
Contract Status 
- 
This tab contains information about the contracting company, the bonding agent
and the status ofthe contract.
Location 
-This tab lists the routes, bridges and railroad crossings included in the contract.
Contract Management 
- 
This tab contains information about the contract Resident Engineers,
Contracting Company, and Bonding Agent.
Change Orders 
- 




This tab contains information pertaining to contract claims.
A majority of these tabs are designed to mimic the functionality of the CARD File application. These include the
Contract Status, Contract Management, Change Orders, and Claims tabs. While most data for a Contract is
read-only information retrieved from Site Manager and Web Transport, some fields are maintained in P2S and
are editable. The Contracts=>Modify interface allows users with Contract Superuser privilege to modify these
fields.
2.5.1 Modify Contracts
The user may enter the Modify Contracts section of P2S by selecting the "Modify" menu item from the
Contracts menu. This will open a search screen enabling the user to search for and select a contract to be
modified.
The mockup below shows the search screen:
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The following fields are available for entering information to be used as criteria for the contract search:
Contract No. 
- 
This drop-down box is a list of all of the contract lD numbers in the system.
Project Type 
- 
This drop-down box is a list of project types.
Description 
- 
This text box allows the user to type in a contract description. A "wildcard" search is performed
on the entered text.
Let Date Between- This is a date range locating contracts having a let between the dates entered. lf only the
first date is entered, all contracts having the let date greater than or equalto this date will be returned.
RCE 
- 
This drop down box is a list of each Resident Construction Engineer (RCE) in the system.
District 
- 
This drop down box is a list of Districts L-7.
County 
- 
This drop down box is a list of counties in South Carolina.
Route System 
- 
This drop down box contains the route systems of Interstate, Primary, and Secondary.
Route Type 
- 
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Figure 55 - Search Contracts Interface
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Contractor 
- 
This drop down box contains a list of all of the contractors in the system.
The functions on this screen are as follows:
Search 
- 
This button will display a table of search results in the lower portion of the screen. The user will have
the option to select one contract from the table to view its details.
View 
- 
This button will be enabled after the user highlights a contract in the table of search results. Selecting it
will populate the tabs across the top of the screen with information about the selected contract, and take the
user to the General Tab.
Tab Header Information
Every tab in the Search Contracts section of P2S has a header at the top with the same overview information
about the contract.
The following table lists the data source for each field included in the header:
2.5.7.7 General lnfo
Once the user selects a contract returned from the search and selects the Modify button, all of the tabs will be
populated with data for that contract. The General tab is the first tab shown.




Contract lD P25 ContractDetail.Contractl D This is a 7 digit number made up
of ccuuuuv (county, unique
number and version).
Project lDs P2S ProjectDetail. Projectl D All project lD's included in the
co nt ra ct.
Cou nties P2S ProjectRoute.Countyl D and
ProjectCounty, Countyl D
All county names for each project
included in the contract.
Districts P2S ProjectDistrict. Districtl D All districts for each project
included in the contract.
Programs P2S ProjectFu nd i ngTra nsaction. LU Progra m I
D
All programs for each project
included in the contract.
Let Date WebTransport TBD Let date of contract.
Award Date WebTransport TBD Award date of contract.
Table 10 - Data Source for Headers
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Figure 57 - General Tab
Below the header section are the projects included in the current contract. The system will do a query to find
all projects associated with the contract and list them in this area. The columns in this table include:
Project lD 
- 
The user may click on any Project lD number to open a pop-up window showing the summary
report for the selected project.
Project Name 
- 
The name of the project.
Location 
- 
The Location field is a comma separated list of counties or districts included in the project.
Length 
- 
Total number of miles for all route segments included in project.
Hurricane Evacuation 
- 
lf this checkbox is selected, at least one route in the project is on a hurricane
evacuation route.
Official Engineer's Estimate 
- 
Only users having permission to view the Official Enginee/s Estimate, as
assigned through User Maintenance, will see this column.
The following table lists the data source for each textbox on the General tab:
6ereral Infonnation - Contract ID 13O&OO
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DBAT. T-CO NT-CR I T-DT. CO NT-I D,
D BAT.T_CO NT_C R IT_DT. CR I T_DT_T,






The label for this
field is a hyperlink,









Paid to Date SiteManager SELECT DBAT-T-CONT.CONT_I D,
Su m (DBAT_T_CO NT_EST. C U R_AMT_P D
) AS SumOfCUR_AMT_PD
FROM DBAT-T-CONT-EST INNER JOIN
DBAT-T-CONT ON
D BAT_T_CO NT_EST. CONT_I D =
DBAT_T_CONT.CONT-ID
GROUP BY DBAT T CONT.CONT ID
















may edit this field.
NOI P25 Contract Deta i l.ContractN O I Checked if a Notice




may edit this field.
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contract. A
Contracts Superuser
may edit this field.
Table 11 - General Tab Textbox Data Source
2.5.7.2 Letting
The Letting tab lists information about the vendors that bid on the contract and their bid amounts. The
following mockup shows this tab with example data:
Figure 58 - Letting Tab
The textboxes and data table on this screen contain read-only information retrieved from Web Trns*port. The
letting and award dates are shown above the table. The table lists each vendor and their total bid amount. The
lowest bid is ranked first and placed at the top of the list. Each successively higher bid is listed below it along
with the percent it goes over the lowest bid,
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Lettirg - Contract ID l304OO0
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TBD % Over low
bid
Table 12 - Letting Tab Data Source
2.5.7.3 Bid ltems
The Estimates tab lists the estimates of the prices for materials that will be used under the contract. The pay
items listed on this tab will list combined estimates for identical item numbers for each project.
The following mockup shows this tab with example data:
This screen contains read-only information retrieved from Web Trns*port. lt lists all of the pay items, their
estimated quantities and estimated costs. These amounts are summed to reach the total estimate.
The following table lists the data source for each field on the Bid ltems tab:
Field Source Column Definition Description
Bid Items - Contract Ib l304Am
proja,rDr, 
ru 
































Figure 59 - Bid ltems Tab
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2.5.7.4 Contrad Status
The Contract Status tab shows detailed information about the dates and amounts associated with the contract.
The following mockup shows this tab with example data:
Estimated
price per item







Table 13 - Bld ltems Tab Data Source
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The following table lists the data source and column definition for each field on the Contract Status tab:















No SiteManager SELECT DBAT.T_CONT_CRIT_DT.CONT-I D,
DBAT. T_CONT_C R IT-DT. C R IT_DT_T,
DBAT.T_CONT_CRIT-DT.ACTL_DT FROM





No SiteManager SELECT DBAT.T-CO NT-CRIT-DT.CONT-I D,
D BAT.T_CO NT-C RIT-DT. C RIT-DT-T,
DBAT.T-CONT_CRIT_DT.ACTL_DT FROM
DBAT.T_CONT-CRIT-DT WH ERE






No SiteManager SELECT DBAT.T_CONT-CRIT-DT.CONT-I D,
D BAT.T_CO NT_C RIT-DT. C R IT-DT-T,
DBAT.T-CONT-CRIT-DT.ACTL-DT FRO M
DBAT.T CONT CRIT DT WHERE
Su bsta ntia I
work
complete
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No SiteManager SELECT DBAT.T-CONT_CRIT-DT.CONT-I D,
DBAT.T-CO NT-CR IT-DT. C R I T_DT_T,
DBAT. T-CONT-CR IT-DT.ACTL_DT FRO M
DBAT.T_CONT_CRIT-DT WHERE






No SiteManager SELECT DBAT.T-CONT-CRIT_DT.CONT-I D,
DBAT. T-CO NT-C RIT-DT. C RIT_DT_T,
DBAT.T_CONT_CRIT-DT.ACTL-DT FROM






























No SiteManager SELECT DBAT-T-CONT. CONT-I D,
D BAT-T-C O NT_KEY_DT. K EY-DT-T,




DBAT-T-CONT_KEY-DT.CONT-I D WH ERE


















No Site Manager D BAT. T-CO NT.TOT-B I D-AMT Original
contract
amount.
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No Site Manager SE LECT DBAT_T-CONT-CO. CONT_I D,
DBAT_T_CO NT_CO. C_O_T,
Su m (DBAT_T_CO NT_CO. C_O_AMT) AS TOTAL
FROM DBAT-T-CONT-CO GROUP BY




S E LECT D BAT-T-CONT-CO. CONT-I D,
D BAT_T_C O N T_C O. C_O_T,
Sum(DBAT_T_CONT_CO.C_O_AMT) AS TOTAL
FROM DBAT-T-CONT-CO GROUP BY
DBAT_T-CONT-CO. CO NT-I D,
DBAT-T-CONT-CO.C-O-T
HAVI NG (((DBAT_T_CONT_CO. C_O_T;="6p1 g";;
+
SELECT DBAT_T_CONT_CO. CONT-I D,
D BAT_T_CONT_CO. C_O_T,
Sum(DBAT_T_CONT_CO.C_O_AMT) AS TOTAL
FROM DBAT-T-CONT-CO GROUP BY
D BAT-T-CONT-CO. CO NT-I D,
DBAT-T-CONT-CO.C-O-T
HAVING (((DBAT T CONT CO.C O T)="EXT'))













No SiteManager SE LECT DBAT-T-CONT-CO. CO NT-I D,
D BAT_T_CO NT_C O. C_O_T,
Sum(DBAT_T_CONT_CO.C_O_AMT) AS TOTAL
FROM DBAT-T_CONT-CO GROUP BY
DBAT-T-CO NT-CO. CONT-I D,
DBAT-T_CONT-CO.C-O-T



















No Site Manager S ELECT DBAT-T-CONT. CONT-I D,
Sum(DBAT_T_CONT_EST. CUR_AMT_PD) AS
SumOfCUR_AMT_PD
FROM DBAT-T-CONT-EST INNER JOIN
DBAT-T-CONT ON
DBAT_T_CONT_EST. CONT_I D =
DBAT-T-CONT.CONT-ID












No P2S P roj ect Fu nd i ng. Fed e ra lS p I it The percent of
federal
funding .
Table 15 - Contract Amounts Data Source and Column Recognition
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2.5.7.5 Locations
The Locations tab lists details about all routes, bridges and railroad crossings for all projects in the contract.
The following mockup shows this tab with example data:
Figure 51 - Locations Tab
The information on this tab is retrieved from the P2S database and is read-only.
2.5.7.6 Contract Management
The Contract Management tab shows information about the Resident Construction and Resident Maintenance
Engineers for the contract. The following mockup shows this tab with example data:
Lx,atiotts - Contract ID 13O4OO0
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The following table lists the data source for each field on the Contract Management tab:













sond Rcauirudfq SrS E El




Resource Firm SiteManager ContractDeta il. Resou rceFi rm This is historical data,
used for reference
purposes only. The list
includes CRM East, CRM
West, and SCDOT.
Contractor SiteManager SE LECT DBAT.T-CONT.CONT-I D,
DBAT.T-VEN D.VEN D-FU LL-N M FROM
DBAT.T_CONT IN N ER JOI N DBAT.T-VEN D
ON DBAT.T_CONT.VEN D_l D =
DBAT.T VEND.VEND ID
Name of the contractor.
Bonding
Company
SiteManager SELECT DBAT.T-VE N D.VE N D_FU LL-N M
FROM ((DBAT.T_CONT rNNER JOtN
DBAT.T-VEND_ASSOC ON
DBAT.T_CONT.CONT_lD =
DBAT.T_VEN D_ASSOC. CONT_r D) | N N E R
JOIN DBAT.T-VEND ON





Name of the bonding
company.
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P2S ContractDetail. ContractBondSAS This box will be checked
if the contract requires a
bond for a Set Aside Job
(SAS). A Contract





SiteManager SELECT D BAT.T-CONT.CONT_I D,
DBAT. PC_USER_DEF. U SE R_N M,
DBAT.T-CONT.PE-UID
FROM DBAT.T-CONT INNER JOIN
DBAT.PC-USER_DEF ON
DBAT.T_CONT.PE_UlD =
DBAT.PC USER DEF.USER ID







SiteManager SE LECT D BAT.T_CONT.CONT_I D,
D BAT. PC_USER_DEF. USE R-N M,
DBAT.T_CONT.PM_UID
FROM DBAT.T-CONT INNER JOIN
DBAT.PC_USER-DEF ON
DBAT.T_CONT.PM_UlD =
DBAT.PC USER DEF.USER ID




Table 16 - Contract Management Tab Data Source
2.5.7.6.7 Contoct lnformation
The labels for each of the names on the Contract Management tab are hyperlinks to obtain detail contact
information. When selected, a popup window will appear with the contact information for the selected link.
Below are example mockups for each and a table listing the fields displayed within the popup.
2.5.t.6.L.t Contractor
The mockup for the Contractor interface is below:
Conhoctor (Dotasourtc : Site lilonogcr)
tlonc
Str.ct Addr"sj






Figure 63 - Contractor
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The fields on this form are:
2.5.L.6.L.2 Bonding Company





Contractor SiteManager SELECT D BAT.T-CONT.CONT-I D,
DBAT.T_VEN D.VEN D-FU LL-N M FROM







SiteManager SELECT DBAT.T_ADDR.ADDR-LN 1
FROM DBAT.T-CONT INNER JOIN
DBAT.T_ADDR ON (DBAT.T_CONT.ADD R_t D






City SiteManager SELECT DBAT.T-ADDR.CITY_N M
FROM DBAT.T-CONT INNER JOIN
DBAT.T_ADDR ON (DBAT.T_CONT.ADDR_l D





State SiteManager SELECT DBAT.T_ADDR.ST-P RVCE
FROM DBAT.T-CONT INNER JOIN
DBAT.T_ADDR O N ( DBAT.T_CONT.ADD R_r D






Zip Code SiteManager SELECT DBAT.T-ADDR. POSTAL_CD
FROM DBAT.T-CONT INNER JOIN
DBAT.T_ADDR ON (DBAT.T_CONT.ADDR_tD






Table 17 - Contractor Form Fields
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The fields on this form are:
Botdittg (Datosounce : Sitc llonogcr)
l.lottc
Strcei Addrrss













SiteManager SELECT DBAT.T-VE N D.VEN D_FU LL-N M
FROM ((DBAT.T_CONT rNNER JOrN
DBAT.T-VEND_ASSOC ON
DBAT.T_CONT.CONT_lD =
DBAT.T_VEN D_ASSOC.CONT_t D) tN N ER JOr N
DBAT.T-VEND ON
DBAT.T_VE N D_ASSOC.ASSOC_VE N D_l D =
DBAT.T_VEND.VEN D_t D) | N N ER JOr N




Address 1 SiteManager SELECT DBAT.T-ADDR.ADDR-LN 1
FROM ((DBAT.T_CONT rNNER JOrN
DBAT.T-VEND-ASSOC ON
DBAT.T_CONT.CONT_lD =
DBAT.T_VEN D_ASSOC.CONT_t D) tN N ER JOtN
DBAT.T_VEND ON
DBAT.T_VEN D_ASSOC,ASSOC_VEN D_l D =
DBAT.T_VEN D.VEND_r D) rN N ER JOr N





Address 2 SiteManager SELECT DBAT.T-ADDR.ADD R_LN 2
FROM ((DBAT.T_CONT rNNER JOIN
DBAT.T_VEND_ASSOC ON
DBAT.T_CONT.CONT_lD =
DBAT.T_VEN D_ASSOC.CONT_t D) | N N ER JOt N
DBAT.T_VEND ON
DBAT.T_VE N D_ASSOC.ASSOC_VE N D_l D =
DBAT.T_VEND.VEN D_l D) | N N ER JOt N
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City SiteManager SELECT DBAT.T-ADDR.CITY-N M
FROM ((DBAT.T_CONT rNNER JOrN
DBAT.T-VEND_ASSOC ON
DBAT.T_CONT.CONT_lD =
DBAT.T_VEN D_ASSOC.CONT_tD) | NN ER JOt N
DBAT.T_VEND ON
DBAT.T_VEN D_ASSOC.ASSOC_VEN D_l D =
DBAT.T_VEND.VEND_r D) | NN ER JOI N




State SiteManager SELECT DBAT.T_ADDR.ST_P RVCE
FROM ((DBAT.T_CONT TNNER JOrN
DBAT.T_VEND-ASSOC ON
DBAT.T_CONT.CONT_lD =
DBAT.T_VEN D_ASSOC.CONT_tD) | NN ER JOI N
DBAT.T_VEND ON
DBAT.T_VEN D_ASSOC.ASSOC_VEN D_l D =
DBAT.T_VEN D.VEN D_t D) | NN ER JOt N




Zip Code SiteManager SE LECT DBAT.T-ADDR. POSTAL_CD
FROM ((DBAT.T_CONT rNNER JOtN
DBAT.T_VEND_ASSOC ON
DBAT.T_CONT.CONT_ID =
DBAT.T_VEN D_ASSOC.CONT_r D) | N NER JOIN
DBAT.T_VEND ON
DBAT.T_VEN D_ASSOC.ASSOC_VEN D_l D =
DBAT.T_VEN D.VEN D_r D) lN N ER JOr N
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Table 18 - Bonding Company Form Fields
2.5.1.5.1.3 Resident Construction Engineer
The mockup for the Resident Construction Engineer interface is below:
F'IVF
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Figure 65 - Resident Construction Engineer Interface
The Resident Construction Engineer's name is retrieved from the SiteManager database. However, the
addressandphonenumberinformationresidesintheP2Sdatabase. Forthisreason,userswithContract
Superuser permission may edit the address and phone number data.
Save and Close 
- 
Changes will be saved to the P2S database and the interface will be closed.
Cancel- Changes will not be saved to the P2S database and the interface will be closed.








No SiteManager SE LECT D BAT.T-CONT.CONT_I D,
DBAT. PC_US E R-D E F. USER_N M,
DBAT.T-CONT.PE-UID
FROM DBAT.T-CONT INNER JOIN
DBAT.PC_USER-DEF ON
DBAT.T_CONT.PE_UlD =
DBAT.PC USER DEF.USER ID
Name of RCE.
Street Yes P25 ContractResidentConstE ngineer.Street Street address
ofthe engineer.
City Yes P25 ContractResidentConstE ngi nee r. City City of the
engineer.
State Yes P2S ContractResidentConstEngi neer.State State ofthe
engineer.
Zip Code Yes P2S ContractReside ntCo nst E ngi neer.Zip Zip code of the
engineer.
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Work Phone Yes P25 ContractResidentConstEngineer.WorkPhone Work phone
number of
engineer.
Cell Phone Yes P2S ContractResidentConstEngi neer.Cel I P hone Cell phone
number of the
engineer.
Table 19 - Resident Construction Engineer Forms
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2.5.L.6.t.4 Resident Maintenance Engineer














Figure 65 - Resident Maintenance Engineer Interface
The Resident Maintenance Engineer's name is retrieved from the SiteManager database. However, the
address and phone number information resides in the P2S database. Forthis reason, users with Contract
Superuser permission may edit the address and phone number data.
Save and Close 
- 
Changes will be saved to the P2S database and the interface will be closed.
Cancel- Changes will not be saved to the P2S database and the interface will be closed.
The fields on this form are:
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No SiteManager SELECT DBAT.T-CONT.CONT-I D,
DBAT. PC-USER-DE F. USER-N M,
DBAT.T-CONT.PM_UID
FROM DBAT.T-CONT INNER JOIN
DBAT.PC-USER-DEF ON
DBAT.T_CONT.PM_UlD =
DBAT.PC USER DEF.USER ID
Name RME.
Street Yes P2S ContractResidentMaintEngineer.Street Street address
of the ensineer.
City Yes P25 ContractResidentMai ntEngineer.City City of the
engineer.
State Yes P25 ContractResidentMai ntEngi neer.State State ofthe
engineer.
Zip Code Yes P2S ContractResidentM ai ntEngineer.Zi p Zip code of the
engineer.
Work Phone Yes P2S ContractResidentM ai ntEngineer.WorkP hone Work phone
number of
engineer.
Cell Phone Yes P2S ContractResidentMai ntEngineer.Cel I Phone Cell phone
number of the
engineer.
Table 20 - Resident Maintenance Engineer Form Fields
2.5.7.7 Change Orders
The Change Orders tab shows a list of all of the change orders that have been applied to the contract. This tab
replaces the "Open SA" and "Open CMR" links that were in the old card file interface. The following mockup
shows this tab with example data:
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Figure 67 - Change Orders Tab
From this tab, the user is able to filter the change orders by:
o Cost Adjustments Only
o Time Adjustments Only
o Both Cost and Time Adjustments Exist
o All Change Orders
The Change Order Summary table shown in the example above has been filtered by change orders having cost
adjustments.
Chanee Order Details
To see details such as individual line items for a change order, the user may select a summary row. The details
for the selected summary row will be shown in the table below the summary information. ln the example
above, notice that "Change Order #0O1" was selected in the surnmary section so that the detail information is
shown in the detoil table below it.
The tables and textboxes on this tab contain display-only information read from SiteManager. Both the
summary and the detail sections can be printed and exported by clicking the links provided.
The following lists the data source for each field on the Change Order Summary tab:
Bid ltanr\ Cortmd StdttYLocdtiorc\Corrtrsct I'tqont\ Obtac Ondcr\Clorins'
Change Orders - Contract ID 13O4O0O
Frqirct fDsr CuntLt: o'''*' 
[TIil
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Chanee Order Detail
Item # SiteManaser T CONT CO ITM. LN ITM NBR Line item number
Description SiteManaeer T CONT CO ITM.ADDNL DESC
Quantitv SiteManaser T CONT CO ITM.C O ITM Qry Number of units
Unit Price SiteManager T CONT CO ITM.UNT PRIC Price per unit
Item Cost SiteManager N/A This is derived by
mu ltiplying the Quantity
column by the Unit Price
column
Table22 - Change Order Detail Data Source
2.5.7.8 Cloims
The Claims tab will provide the ability to view information pertaining to contract claims. This tab will also be
editable by users with Contract Superuser access. All other users will not be able to edit the contents or see
the buttons supporting these options.
The following mockup shows the fields that will be available on the Claims tab:
Field Source Database Column Definition Description
Grand Total
Change Order
SiteManager N/A This is the sum of the
Change Order Amount
column
Change Order SiteManager T CONT CO.C O NBR Chanee Order number
Comment SiteManager T CONT CO.CHNG DESC Chanse Order description
Reason Type SiteManager T CONT CO.REAS T Chanee Order reason tvpe.
Change Order
Status
SiteManager T CONT CO.C O STAT T Change Order status.




SiteManager Number of days between
T_CONT_CO.APPR_DT and
T CONT CO.LAST MODFD DT.
Number of days added
since last date modified.
Change Order
Amount
SiteManager T_CONT-CO.C_O_AMT Change Order amount.
Table 21 - Change Order Summary Tab Field Data Source
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Figure 68 - Claims Tab
All of the information on this screen will be retrieved from the P2S database. lf there is more than one claim
on the contract, the user will be able to scroll through them using the navigation arrows at the bottom of the
screen.
The available functions on the Claims tab include:
Previous 
- 
This button will display the information for the previous claim. lt will only be enabled if there is
more than one claim and the user has moved past the first claim in the list.
Next 
- 
This button will display the information for the next claim. lt will only be enabled if there is more than
one claim and the user has not yet reached the last claim in the list.
For Contract Superusers, additional buttons are available as described below:
Add New Claim 
- 
When selected, a new blank claim record will be created. The user may fill in as many fields
as desired and may select the Save Changes buttons to write the new record to the database.
Delete Claim 
- 
When selected, the currently displayed claim will be removed from the database. Prior to
actual deletion, a message will display asking the user to confirm the deletion.
Save Changes 
-When selected, any new records or changes made will be written to the database.
Contract t 1A4AKF Claims
Prcj.* rD': 
l-o*-r"*T$ 
coarics' f*trffn-f Districtr: ffi 
Prosmro: 
f*--T trt oorc liilidffil
I H I U LU Awrd Dorc lor/Jol--ffi|
T^dd N.' o.et' | [ o"hr" ct hr 1
aon * [-l
Dot of L.nr f7, --l F
htotk. of Intcat Dotcd f-7-i-_l F
r.loticc of rn-r s,orin"aFi-7--l fii!
Disticil.r.r f-Z--l F
Dorc Rrc in ooc f-7-7--l fif
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Cancel Changes 
- 
Changes will not be saved and all fields that were changed will be refreshed with the
previous values.
The following table lists the data source for each field on the Claims tab:
Field Editable Source Database Column Definition Description
Claim # Yes P2S Database ContractClaim.ContractClaimlD System generated
unique number.








Yes P25 Database ContractClai m. DateOfNOlSu bmit This is a Date Picker
field.




Yes P25 Database ContractClaim. DateReclnDOC Date received in the
Director of
Construction office.








Yes P2S Database ContractClaim. RequestedAmou nt This is a decimal entry
field.
Tvpe of Claim Yes ContractCla im. LUTvpeOfCla i m I D This is a pick-list.
Reply Letter Yes P25 Database ContractCla im. DateOf ReplyLette r This is a Date Picker
field.
Offered Amt Yes P25 Database ContractCla i m.Offe redAm ou nt This is a decimal entry
field.
co# Yes P25 Database ContractClaim.Cha ngeOrderNo Change Order
Number. This is a Text
box field.
Date Created Yes P25 Database ContractClai m. DateCreatedO n This is a system
generated field set to
the date the claim was
entered.
Settlement Amt Yes P2S Database ContractClaim.SettlementAmount This is a decimalentry
field.




and Date (Date Picker)
of claim resolution.








Yes P25 Database ContractCla im. ReferredToDRB
(text)
Explanation (Text Box)
and Date (Date Picker)
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2.6 Reports
2.6.'l StandardReports
P2S will provide the ability to create several pre-formatted standard reports. Standard reports are different
from advanced (ad-hoc) reports in that standard reports are created with a pre-defined format and have the
benefit of optionally having calculated fields and totals. Most standard reports are also displayed as PDF files
whereas advanced reports are displayed in the HTML format since formatting is unknown. Each standard
report will have a query front-end to allow the user to narrow the results. The standard reports to be provided
are the following:
o Project Location Conflict Report
o Contract Status Report
o Maintenance Routes Report
. Obligations Value Report
r Tentative Let List Report
o LettinB List Report
o Project Financial Report
o Obligations Management PR2 Report
o Planned Projects Report
o Programmed Projects Report
The user will access the list of standard reports by selecting "Standard Reports" from the Reports menu, as
shown in the figure below:
Field Editable Source Database Column Deffnition Description
ContractClai m. DateReferredToDRB
(date picker)
of referral to the
Dispute Review Board.
Table 23 - Claims Tab Field Data Source
Stordod Reprts
August 4,zOtI
Figure 59 - Location of Standard Reports lnterface
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When "Standard Reports" is selected from the Reports menu, the window to the right will display an interface
listing each standard report for the user to choose from. Once a report is selected, a criteria interface at the
bottom of the window will reflect the criteria filter fields applicable to that report. The following mockup
shows the Select Report list box on the Standard Reports window:
S.hct f.Dort
Figure 70 - List ofStandard Reports
After the user selects a report, the View Search Criteria button will be enabled. The user may press this button
to display search query fields in the area below the list. Each report will have its own custom search criteria,
enabling the user to filter the results of the report. See the sections below for more information about the
reports, and a description of each report's search filter fields.
2.6.7.7 Projed Locotion Conflid Report
P2S will provide the ability to detect conflicting projects due to location, and to display the results in a report
and/or map. This ability will be provided "on-demand" as it will be conducted at the request of a user. The
ability to enter criteria to narrow the project list for conflict detection will be made available. Projects are in
conflict when any portions of their defining milepoints overlap on the same route within the same county.
Direction will be taken into account for routes that are divided highways. Options will exist to compare:
e All Planned projects
o All Programmed projects
o All projects in the system
The user may run the Project Location Conflict Report at any time by selecting it from the Reports ) Standard
Reports list box. After selecting the View Search Criteria button, a search interface will appear that assists the
user in selecting the projects to include in the conflict report. The following mockup shows the search interface
for the on-demand Project Location Conflict Report after some filter criteria have been entered:
Cmlroct gt!||r Wt
lloht idrc. R(r|.' n pft
OHi3n|bttl *lorogcrrrf Fna lcpct
IffiT#
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Figure 71 - On-Demand Project Location Conflict Search
The query options are as follows:
Project Phase 
- 








The user must select one out of this group of seven radio buttons. The region categories
include Statewide, Regional Production Group (RPG), District, Metropolitan Planning Organization
(MPO), Council of Governments {COG), County and My Projects. lf anything but Statewide is chosen,
the user must also select from the associated drop-down box or list box.
The My Projects radio button will be available if the application detects that the current user is a user with the
ability to plan or program projects. The list box below it will be populated with all of the projects in the user's
area of responsibility. Multiple projects may be selected from the list.
o Route Type 
- 
The user may select one or more of the Route Type checkboxes. The available route
types include Interstate, Primary (US or SC) and Secondary,
Buttons within Criteria Interface
Clear Criteria 
- 
Selecting this button clears any user entered criteria from the screen so that the user
can build a new query.
Run Report - After entering search criteria, the user may press the Run Conflict Report button to
generate a PDF report that includes all projects returned by the search. The following mockup shows
the resulting report based on the search criteria entered:
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FigureT2 - Project Location Conflict Report
Each conflicting project returned from the search results will be listed on the report in a section header. Under
each project header will be a listing of the routes for this project that overlap with routes in any other project.
The user may click on any hyperlinked project lD number in the table to bring up that project's Summary
Report in another window. The user may also press the Map Projects link to see all the conflicting projects
together on a map. See section 2.Lfor more information about the map display.
2.6.7.2 Contract Status Report
The Contract Status Report displays details about the current state of a selected contract. A large amount of
facts and figures pertaining to the contract are shown on the page in a printer-friendly format. Information
listed on the report includes the location of the contract, a breakdown of the projects included in the contract,
and the vendor, dates and dollar amounts associated with the contract.
The user may run the Contract Status Report by selecting it from the Reports ) Standard Reports list box.
After selecting the View Search Criteria button, a search interface will appear that assists the user in selecting
the contracts to include in the status report. The following mockup shows the search interface for the Contract
Status Report after some filter criteria have been applied:
South Corolim Dcpartncnt of Transportotion
PROJECT LOCATION COhFLTCT REPORT
oSnumrr
Projctt O691251 - US 76 EB 8ridgr ovcr liill f,rcck
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us-76 6 080 t0 400
us-76 0.000 8.69?
us-76 12 000 t8.061
F"cjGGt PrcJGt
ID &rcrhthn
5467S9$ Port'ciPotion Agneernent with Ctty of Columbio
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Figure 73 - Contract Status Report Search
The user may fill in as many of the search fields as desired. The query options are as follows:
Contract No. 
- 
This drop-down box is a list of all of the contract lD numbers in the system.
Project Type 
- 




This text box allows the user to type in a contract description.
District 
- 
This drop down box is a list of Districts 1-7.
County 
- 
This drop down box is a list of counties in South Carolina.
Route Type 
- 
This drop down box is a list of route types. The available route types include Interstate,
Primary (US or SC) and Secondary.
Route Number 
- 
This numeric entry field allows the user to type in a route number.
RCE 
- 
This drop down box is a list of each Resident Construction Engineer (RCE) in the system.
RME 
- 
This drop down box is a list of each Resident Maintenance Engineer (RCE) in the system.
Contractor 
- 
This drop down box contains a list of all of the contractors (vendors) in the system.
The functions on this screen are as follows:
o Clear Criteria 
- 
Selecting this button clears any user entered criteria from the screen so that the user
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Search 
- 
This button will display a table of search results in the lower portion of the screen. The user
will have the option to select contracts from the table to include in the report.
Run Report 
- 
This button will generate the Contract Status report containing the selected contracts.
The report will open in a new window in the PDF format.
The following mockup shows the resulting report if the user selects the first contract in the list and presses the
Run Report button:
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Figure 74 - Contract Status Report
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The selected contract lD will be listed near the top of the report along with all of the contract details that are
shown in the above example. The report will be displayed in the PDF format from which the user may save or
print the report. lf more than one contract is selected, a separate report page will be generated for each
contract. All of the pages will be output to one PDF file.
2.6.7.3 Maintenonce Routes Report
The Maintenance and Pavement Management offices support each other in providing the most up-to-date list
of routes that should be considered for improvement. In the past, it was often difficult to keep this list current.
However, with the development of P2S, steps have been taken to assist both the Maintenance office and the
Pavement Management office in managing these routes. Specifically, the workflow supported by P2S is as
follows:
The Pavement Management office, with the help of the Maintenance office, will provide the list of
routes that are up for improvement. These routes will be maintained by the Pavement Management
office and will reside in the tables INT_FINAL (for Interstate routes), PRIM_FINAL (for US and SC routes)
and SEC_FINAL (for secondary routes).
Using the Maintenance Routes report provided by P2S, Maintenance users with special permission will
be able to view the routes included in the above tables by district.
From this interface, routes that have previously been included in a maintenance project will be
indicated so that they may be exported to an Excelfile. This file would be given to Pavement
Management personnel so that the routes in the file could be removed from the applicable database
table(s).
After the tables have been updated, the Maintenance user can re-run the Maintenance Routes report
and once satisfied with the routes for a district, can mark them as "Approved."
Once routes have been "approved," they will be made available to Maintenance personnel so that
they can be used to assign routes to a P2S project. This capability is provided from the Maintenonce
Route Helper from within the Road tab of P2S (see the Road Selection Helpers section for more details
on the Maintenance Route Helper).
Only "Maintenance Superusers," as assigned by the P2S administrator, will have access to the Maintenance
Routes report. All other users will not see this report in the list. The following mockup shows the search
criteria interface once the report has been selected:
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Figure 75 - Maintenance Routes Report Search Criteria
The search criteria options are as follows:
Engineering Districts 
- 
Each engineering district is listed with the last approval status, The very first
time this report is run, o// districts will show the status of "Not Approved." lt is up to a Maintenance
Superuserto select a district radio button and one-by-one, approve each district, when feasible. The
district radio button selected will indicate which district to limit the search results. For example, if the
district 1 radio button is selected, the report will return only routes in engineering district l from the
INT_FlNAL, PRIM_FINAL and SEC_FINAL tables.
Conflicting Locations 
- 
The Maintenance Routes report will always indicate if a returned route has any
section of it previously included in a maintenance project (only those projects having the work type of
Rehabilitation, Reconstruction or Preservation). The user can choose to narrow down how stringent
the filter should be by setting a date range on the Substantial Work Complete for previous projects.
This filter will default to not using a date filter so that all maintenance projects planned or
programmed that overlap a route from the pavement management tables are displayed.
Run Report 
- 
Once the user has selected a district and optionally entered a substantial work complete
range, the Run Report button will be used to generate the report.
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In the following mockup, the user has selected engineering district 1 and has chosen not to filter by the
substantial work complete date:
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Figure 75 - Maintenance Routes Report Results
Notice that of the displayed routes, sections from 3 of them were previously included in a maintenance project
as indicated by the asterisk (*).
The columns included in the report are as follows:
Checkboxes 
- 
Checkboxes are provided so that the user can specify which routes to include in the
export file. By default, all route sections previously included in a maintenance project will be selected.
The user may choose to select or unselect a checkbox for any route 
- 




The Project lD identifies the project containing the route section. The lD is a hyperlink so
that when selected, the summary report for the project is displayed in a separate window. This field is
only populated when the route section was previously included in a maintenance project.
County 
- 
The county of the route section.
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o Route 
- 
The route type, route number and route auxiliary of the route section. The route auxiliary of
"Mainline" is not shown, since this is the auxiliary type for the majority of routes.
o BMP 
- 
The beginning milepoint of the route section.
o EMP 
- 
The ending milepoint of the route section.
o Work Type 
- 
The work type of the route section. This field is only populated when the route section
was previously included in a maintenance project.
o Treatment Description 
- 
The treatment description of the route section. This field is only populated
when the route section was previously included in a maintenance project.
o Treatment Year 
- 
The substantial work complete date for the route section. This field is only
populated when the route section was previously included in a maintenance project.
The functions available from the report include:
o Export Selected Routes 
- 
After reviewing all of the routes and manually selecting or unselecting
applicable checkboxes, the user may choose to export the selected route sections to an Excel file. To
do this, the Export Selected Routes button will be selected. Once downloaded, the Maintenance user
can send this file to the Pavement Management office and discuss next steps.
. Approve District 
- 
The currently selected District number will display on this button. The button will
only be enabled if the selected district is not currently approved. The user may press the button to
indicate that the list of routes is now satisfactory, and is approved to be shown to Maintenance office
users who plan and program projects.
o Disapprove District 
- 
The currently selected District number will display on this button. The button will
only be enabled if the selected district is currently approved. The user may press the button to indicate
that changes need to be made to the list of routes, and that it should not be viewed until it is approved.
o Close 
- 
This button closes the report window.
o Print 
- 
This link will print the report. This report is not displayed as a PDF file because of the
interactive checkboxes. However, you may choose to print to a PDF queue.
o Export All Routes 
- 
This link will export the contents of the entire report to Excel, regardless of
whether the checkbox is selected. Please note that this is different than the Export Selected Routes
button which only exports the selected routes.
2.6.1.4 Obligations Value Report
The Obligations Value Report displays authorized and proposed obligation amounts for projects and proposed
obligation amounts for PE, RW and CON work phases.
The Obligation Values report is comprised of four sections. These sections are:
o Obligation Value Summary - This section reports the STIP Goal, Authorized and Proposed obligation
amounts for projects broken down at the Program level.
o Proposed Obligations (PE) - This section reports the proposed obligation amounts for the Preliminary
Engineering work phase broken down at the Project level.
o Proposed Obligations (RW) - This section reports the proposed obligation amounts for the Right of
Way work phase broken down at the Project level.
o Proposed Obligations (CON) - This section reports the proposed obligation amounts for Construction
work phases broken down at the Project level.
?l{@
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The user may run the Obligations Value Report by selecting it from the Reports ) Standard Reports list box.
After selecting the View Search Criteria button, a search interface will appear that allows the user to specify
the month range for which to generate the Obligations Value Report. The following mockup shows the search
interface for the Obligations Value Report:
The query options are as follows:
Project Status 
- 
The user may select one or more of the project status types. The available Project Statuses
include Active, Inactive and Completed. Active is selected by default. At least one project status must be
selected for a report to be generated.
Month Range 
- 
Within this group box the user is required to specify a begin month/year and an end
month/year. Only projects whose proposed obligation or authorization date for a funding transaction is within
this user specified range will be included in the report. The end month/year entered must be the same as the
begin month /year or a month/year that occurs after the specified begin month/year.
In addition to the user specified criteria options, the system will add the following internal criteria filters when
generating the report:
The Obligation Value Summary section of the report will only include those Programs which have been
denoted to be included in this report. The Programs included will be as specified by SCDOT and will be
denoted in the InObligationValueRpt column of the P2S LUProgram table.
The Proposed Obligations (PE) section of the report will only include those projects which have an
associated Preliminary Engineering work phase.
The Proposed Obligations (RW) section of the report will only include those projects which have an
associated Right of Way work phase.
Obligntioas l*onogcml PR? Rcpri
Oblignlions Rccanc{iotion R.porl





FigureTT - Obligations Value Report Search lnterface
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The Proposed Obligations (CON) section of the report will only include those projects which have an
associated Construction work phase.
Buttons within Criteria Interface
Clear Criteria 
- 
Selecting this button clears any user entered criteria from the screen so that the user
can build a new query,
Run Report - After entering search criteria, the user may select the Run Report button to generate an
Obligations Value Report in PDF format that includes all projects returned by the search.
2.6.7.4.7 Obligation Value Summary Section
The following mockup is an example of the Obligation Value Summary section of the Obligation Values Report:
ITMS Task Order 8 
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Figure 78 - Obligations Values Report - Obligation Value Summary
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This is the Program Category, as defined in the LUProgramCategory database table.




This is the Program, as defined in the LUProgram database table. Only those Programs which
have been denoted to be included in this report will be displayed.
STIP Goal 
- 
This is the amount of STIP money allocated for the Program.
Authorized 
- 
This is the total initial authorized obligation amount across all projects for the program type.
The value included in this total for each project is determined using the following logic:
o For each Project, at the work phase funding transaction level find the transactions whose Program
is set to the report row Program, whose Action is set to "lnitial" and whose Authorization Date
contains a value.
o From this set of transactions, find the transaction with the earliest Authorization Date.
o Add the Obligation Amount from this transaction into the value reported for the Authorized report
column.
o All other authorized work phase funding transactions, regardless of the Action value, for the given
program of the project will be added into the Authorized value reported on the "Modifications &
Final Closeouts" report row.
Proposed 
- 
This is the total initial proposed obligation amount across all projects for the program type.
Only projects which have no Initial Authorized funding are included in this column. The value included in
this total for each project is determined using the following logic:
o For each Project, at the work phase funding transaction level find the transactions whose Program
is set to the report row Program, whose Action is set to "lnitial" and whose Authorization Date
does not contain a value.
o From this set of transactions, find the transaction with the earliest Obligation Date.
o Add the Obligation Amount from this transaction into the value reported for the Proposed report
column.
o All other proposed work phase funding transactions for the given program in the project will be
added into the Proposed value reported on the "Modifications & Final Closeouts" report row.
Obligation Value 
- 
This is the total obligation value for the program. lt is calculated as the sum of the
Authorized and Proposed report columns.
Variance 
- 
This is the difference in the amount of funds allocated for the STIP Goal and the Obligation
Value. This value is calculated as difference between the STIP Goal and Obligation Value columns.
A total summation line is included at the end of the report, named "Federal STIP Planned Obligation Total"
which reports the total of each report column across all programs.
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2.6.7.4.2 Obligation Value Summory Section
The following mockup is an example of the Proposed Obligations (PE) section of the Obligation Values Report.
The Proposed Obligations (RW) and Proposed Obligations (CON) sections of the report will look identical to this
mockup, with the exception of the data reported in each section:
Figure 79 - Obligation Values Report - Proposed Obligations (PE)
This report is grouped by month and sorted by the project lD within each monthly grouping. A summary
record is included at the end of each month group to report amount totals for the month. A report total
record is included at the end of the report to report amount totals for the entire report.
Each of the three Proposed Obligation sections of the report will contain funding data for project work phases
as follows:
Proposed Obligations (PE) 
- 
This section reports the proposed obligation amounts for the Preliminary
Engineering work phase broken down at the Project level.
Proposed Obligations (RW) 
- 
This section reports the proposed obligation amounts for the Right of
Way work phase broken down at the Project level.
Proposed Obligations (CON) 
- 
This section reports the proposed obligation amounts for Construction
work phases broken down at the Project level. Multiple work phases are classified as Construction
work phases and are denoted as such in the LUWorkPhase database table. Examples are Road
Construction, Bridge Construction and Other Construction.




This is the unique Project lD for the project.
Project Name 
- 
This is the name of the project.
The route information for each project is reported in the County and Route fields. All routes associated with a
projectarenotlistedinthereport,ratheronlytheroutewiththemostmileageisreported. lftheprojectis
defined at the state, district or county level only with no associated routes, then this will be reflected in the
County column and no value will be reported for Route.
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County 
- 
This is the County of the route. lf the Project is defined at the state, district or county level only with
no associated routes, then this column will contain the text "Statewide," or a comma separated list of the
unique district numbers or the unique county names included in the project.
Route 
- 
This is the short description of the route, using the format <Short Route Type><Route Numbep<Short
Route Auxiliary>. Examples are "US L7,' "SC 1 ALT."
lmprovement Type 
- 
This is the improvement type associated with the work phase for the project.
Obligation Date 
- 




This is the total amount of proposed obligations for the project. Based on the report, this
will be either the total for the PE work phase, the RW work phase or the CON work phases.
Federal Obligation 
- 
This is the portion of the total obligation amount from federal sources.
State Obligation 
- 
This is the portion of the total obligation amount from state sources.
Other Obligation 
- 
This is the portion of the total obligation amount from other sources
Let Date 
- 
This is the proposed letting date for the project.
2.6.7.5 Tentotive Let List
The Tentative Let List Report displays project and route details for all contracts with a proposed letting date
within a user specified month range. This report option actually generates multiple tentative let list reports for
a user specified month range. Monthly reports will be generated for each month within the user specified
month range along with five category reports generated for each of the following lmprovement Type
categories: (1) Bridge, (2) Enhancement, (3) Operational, (4) Rehabilitation & Resurfacing and (4) Widening &
Safety lmprovements. Projects included in each of the five category reports will be those with a proposed
letting date in the user specified month range. Projects included in each monthly report will be just those with
a proposed letting date in the specific month of the report. For both report types, only projects which contain
a construction work phase that has been denoted as included in the letting of the project will be included in a
report.
The user may run the Tentative Let List Report by selecting it from the Reports ) Standard Reports list box.
After selecting the View Search Criteria button, a search interface will appear that allows the user to specify
the month range for which to generate the Tentative Let List Report. The following mockup shows the search
interface for the Tentative Let List Report:
FstU@
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Figure 80 - Tentative Let List Report Search
The query options are as follows:
Letting Month Range 
- 
Within this group box the user is required to specify a begin month/year and an end
month/year for which each of the tentative let list reports will be generated. The begin month/year entered
must be either the same as the current system month/year or a month/year that occurs after the current
system month/year. The end month/year entered must be the same as the begin month/year or a
month/year that occurs after the specified begin month/year. The end month/year may be no more than 18
months after the begin month/year.
In addition to the user specified criteria options, the system will add the following internal criteria filters when
generating the report.
. Only Active Projects will be included in the report
o A Project must have a value specified for the Proposed Letting Date
o A Project must have at least one Construction work phase associated with it, where the "lnclude in
Letting" flag is checked for the work phase.
Buttons within Criteria lnterface
Clear Criteria 
- 
Selecting this button clears any user entered criteria from the screen so that the user can build
a new query.
Run Report - After entering search criteria, the user may select the Run Report button to generate PDF report
files that includes all projects returned by the search. The report files generated are one per month in the
letting month range specified and five for the improvement type categories. Upon selection of the Run Report
button the user will be presented with a page that displays links to each of the generated tentative let list
reports. The user may click on the links individually to review each PDF report file. From this page the user
may also specify to post the reports.
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The following mockup is an example of the Tentative Let List Report listing page:
From the above Tentative Let Listing Reports listing the user may click on each of the monthly and
improvement type category report links to view each report individually. The following is a mockup of a
monthly report:
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Figure 81 - Tentative l-et List Reports Listing
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Figure 82 - Tentative let List Report - Monthly
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The following is a mockup of an improvement type category report:
Figure 83 - Tentative Let List Report Listing - lmprovement Type Category
Each project returned from the search results will be listed in the report, where the projects are grouped first
by letting date and then by contract. Letting Months are visually separated in the report by a double line.
Contracts are visually separated in the report by a single line. Within each contract grouping, the projects will
be sorted by Project lD. lf a project contains multiple route locations then these will be listed one per report
row.
The following defines the fields included in the report at the Project level:
Status 
- 
This column is used to denote if a change has occurred to the listed contract since the last Tentative
Let List report. The following defines the status symbols used in the report. Note that these symbols may




fnis symbol denotes that the contract has been added since the previously generated report.
I 
- 
fnis symbot denotes that the contract has been removed since the previously generated report.
O-fnissymboldenotesthatthecontracthasbeenchangedsincethepreviouslygeneratedreport. A
contract will be denoted as changed when it's let date have been modified to a new month.
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Let Date 
- 
This is the Proposed Letting Date for the project.
Project lD 
- 
This is the unique Project lD for the project.
Project Name 
- 
This is the name of the project.
The following defines the fields included in the report at the Location level. lf the project is defined at the
state, district or county level only with no associated routes, then values will only be reported in the County,
Work Type and Mileage columns as defined below.
County 
- 
This is the County of the route. lf the Project is defined at the state, district or county level only with
no associated routes, then this column will contain the text "Statewide," the unique district numbers or the
unique county names included in the project.
Route 
- 
This is the short description of the route, using the format <Short Route Type><Route Number><Short
Route Auxiliary>. Examples are "US t7," "SC 1 ALT."
Work Type 
- 
This is the work type assigned to the route. lf the project is defined at the state, district or county
level only with no associated routes, then this column will be the Work Type for the project.
Mileage 
- 
This is the length of the route. lt is calculated as the EMP 
- 
BMP for the route segment. lf the
project is defined at the state, district or county level only with no associated routes, then this column will be 0
or will be the mileage for the project if one has been entered.
Termini From 
- 
This is the termini description for the beginning of the route.
Termini To 
- 
This is the termini description for the ending of the route.
The functions available from the report include:
Post Reports 
-This button allows the user to post the tentative let listing reports to a share location. When
this button is selected the user will be prompt to verify that they wish to post the tentative let listing reports.
lf the user selects to continue then the user will be prompted to specify a location to which to save all report
PDF files. In addition to posting the PDF report files to a location, the system will also store the information
withinallofthereportstohistoricaltentativeletlistreporttablesinthedatabase. Thecontentsofthese
historical tables will be used when generating the tentative let list reports to determine when to include a
status symbol for a contract in the report. The system will keep a maximum of 12 instances of each report in
the historical tables. For example, the system will save l-2 instances of the March 2012 monthly report and 12
instances of the Bridge improvement type category report. Each time a new set of reports are posted, the
system will automatically purge the oldest saved copy of each report type. lf a set of tentative let list reports
has already been posted for a begin/end month range and the user selects to post reports again for this same
month range, then the system will simply replace the previously saved reports for this month range in the
historicaltable. The system will not purge any reports saved in the historicaltables in this case.
Close 
- 
This button closes the report window.
FsNI@
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2.6.7.6 Letting List Report
The Letting List Report displays project and route details for all contracts with a proposed letting date within a
user specified month. The report will contain details about each of the projects within each contract along
with a listing of the routes within each project. Projects included in the report will be those with a proposed
letting date in the user specified month which also contain a construction work phase that has been denoted
as included in the letting of the project.
The user may run the Letting List Report by selecting it from the Reports ) Standard Reports list box. After
selecting the View Search Criteria button, a search interface will appear that allows the user to specify the
month for which to generate the Letting List Report. The following mockup shows the search interface for the
Letting List Report:
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Figure 84 - Letting List Report Search
The query options are as follows:
Letting Month 
- 
The user must enter a month/year for which the report is to be generated. The month/year
entered must be either the same as the current system month/year or a month/year that occurs after the
cu rrent system month/yea r.
In addition to the user specified criteria options, the system will add the following internal criteria filters when
generating the report:
. Only Active Projects will be included in the report.
o A Project must have a value specified for the Proposed Letting Date.
o A Project must have at least one Construction work phase associated with it, where the "lnclude in
Letting" flag is checked for the work phase.
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Buttons within Criteria lnterface
Clear Criteria 
- 
Selecting this button clears any user entered criteria from the screen so that the user can build
a new query.
Run Report - After entering search criteria, the user may select the Run Report button to generate a Letting
List Report in PDF format that includes all projects returned by the search.
The following mockup is an example of the Letting List Report:
Figure 85 - Letting List Report
Each project returned from the search results will be listed in the report, where the projects are grouped first
by letting date and then by contract. Contracts are visually separated in the report by a single line. Within
eachcontractgrouping,theprojectswillbesortedbyProjectlD. lfaprojectcontainsmultipleroutelocations
then these will be listed one per report row.
The following defines the fields included in the report at the Project level:
Let Date 
- 
This is the Proposed Letting Date for the project.
Project lD 
- 
This is the unique Project lD for the project.
Project Name 
- 
This is the name of the project.
Program Manager 
- 
This is the program manager for the project.
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Commission Approval Date 
- 
This is the commission approval date for the project.
Initial Authorization Date 
- 
This is the initial authorization date for the project. The value reported here is the
earliest Authorized Date for an "lnitial" work phase funding source transaction for the project, where the work
phase has been denoted as "lncluded in Letting."
Environmental Approval Date 
- 
This is the date of the environmental document approval for the project.
The following defines the fields included in the report at the Location level. lf the project is defined at the
state, district or county level only with no associated routes, then values will only be reported in the County,
Work Type and Mileage columns as defined below.
County 
- 
This is the County of the route. lf the Project is defined at the state, district or county level only with
no associated routes, then this column will contain the text "Statewide," the unique district numbers or the
unique county names included in the project.
Route 
- 
This is the short description of the route, using the format <Short Route Type><Route NumbepcShort
Route Auxiliary>. Examples are "US 77,' "SC l- ALT."
Work Type 
- 
This is the work type assigned to the route. lf the project is defined at the state, district or county
level only with no associated routes, then this column will be the Work Type for the project.
Mileage 
- 
This is the length of the route. lt is calculated as the EMP 
- 
BMP for the route segment. lf the
project is defined at the state, district or county level only with no associated routes, then this column will be 0
or will be the mileage for the project if one has been entered.
Termini From 
- 
This is the termini description for the beginning of the route.
Termini To 
- 
This is the termini description for the ending of the route.
2.6.7.7 Projed Financial Report
The Project Financial Report provides details on the financial funding amounts for the Preliminary Engineering,
Right of Way and Construction work phases of a project at the work phase funding source level.
The user may run the Project Financial Report by selecting it from the Reports ) Standard Reports list box.
After selecting the View Search Criteria button, a search interface will appear that assists the user in selecting
the project to view in the Project Financial Report. The following mockup shows the search interface for the
Project Financial Report:
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Figure 85 - Project Financial Report Search
The user may fill in as many of the search fields as desired. The query options are as follows:
Project Status 
- 
The user may select one or more of the project status types. The available Project Statuses
include Active, Inactive and Completed. Active is selected by default. At least one project status must be
selected for a report to be generated.
Contract lD 
- 
This is a drop down list box of Contract lDs.
Project lD 
- 
This is a drop down list box of Project lDs.
Project Name 
- 








This is a drop down list box of all P2S users who are program managers.
District 
- 
This drop down box is a list of Districts 1-7.
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County 
- 
This drop down box is a list of counties in South Carolina.
Route Type 
- 
This drop down box is a list of route types. The available route types include Interstate, Primary
(US or SC) and Secondary.
Route Number 
- 
This numeric entry field allows the user to type in a route number.
The functions on this screen are as follows:
Clear Criteria 
- 




This button will display a table of search results in the lower portion of the screen. The user will have
the option to select a project from the table to display in the report.
Run Report 
- 
This button will generate the Project Financial Report containing the selected project. The report
will open in a new window in the PDF format.
The following mockup shows the resulting report if the user selects the second project in the list and presses
the Run Report button:
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Figure 87 - Project Financial Report
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The following defines the header fields in the report.
Project lD 
- 
This is the unique Project lD for the project.
Project Name 
- 
This is the name of the project.
Project Location 
- 
This is the location of the project. Based upon how the location of the project is defined,
this field will contain the value "Statewide," a list of Districts or a list of Counties.
Program Manager 
- 
This is the P2S user who is responsible for the project.
Office 
- 
This is the Office of the program manager.
Contract lD 
- 
This is the Contract of the project.
The Project Financial Report contains funding information grouped by PE, RW and CON work phases. Within
each work phase, funding totals are reported for each work phase funding source for the project. The
following defines the fields within in grouping.
Program 
-This is the program for the work phase funding source.
InitialDate-Thisistheinitialdatefortheworkphasefundingsource. ltissettobetheearliestauthorization
dateforall"lnitial"transactionsoftheworkphasefundingsource. lfnoauthorizationdateexists,thenitisset
to be the earliest proposed obligation date for all "lnitial" transactions of the work phase funding source.
Funding 
- 
This is the funding source for the work phase. lt is comprised of both the Funding Category and the
Funding Code, using the format: <Funding Code> - <Funding Category>.
Total Obligation 
- 




This is the sum of the Federal portion of the Total Obligation for all transactions of the
work phase funding source.
State Obligation 
- 








This is the charge code for the work phase funding source.
Expenditures 
- 
This is the total expenditures for the work phase funding source.
Variance 
- 
This is the variance between the total obligate funds and the total expenditures for the work phase
funding source.
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2.6.7.8 Obligations Monagement PR2 Report
The Obligations Management PR2 Report provides details on the financial funding amounts for a single project.
The report is comprised of two pages. The first page contains details on the funding sources for the project
while the second page contains details on all route locations of the project.
The user may run the PR2 Report by selecting it from the Reports ) Standard Reports list box. After selecting
the View Search Criteria button, a search interface will appear that assists the user in selecting the project to
view in the PR2 Report. The following mockup shows the search interface for the PR2 Report.
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Figure 88 - PR2 Report Search
The user may fill in as many of the search fields as desired. The query options are as follows:
ProjectStatus-Theusermayselectoneormoreoftheprojectstatustypes. Theavailableprojectstatuses
include Active, Inactive and Completed. Active is selected by default. At least one project status must be
selected for a report to be generated.
Contract lD 
- 
This is a drop down list box of Contract lDs.
Project lD 
- 
This is a drop down list box of Project lDs.
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Project Name 
- 
This is a text box which allows the user to type in a project name or a portion of a project
name. A wildcard search will be performed on the entered text.
Description 
- 
This is a text box which allows the user to type in a project description or a portion of a project
description. A wildcard search will be performed on the entered text.
Program Manager 
- 
This is a drop down list box of all P2S users who are program managers.
District 
- 
This drop down box is a list of Districts 1-7.
County 
- 
This drop down box is a list of counties in South Carolina.
Route Type 
- 
This drop down box is a list of route types. The available route types include Interstate, Primary
(US or SC) and Secondary.
Route Number 
- 
This numeric entry field allows the user to type in a route number.
The functions on this screen are as follows:
Clear Criteria 
- 




This button will display a table of search results in the lower portion of the screen. The user will have
the option to select a project from the table to display in the report.
Run Report 
- 
This button will generate the PR2 Report containing the selected project. The report will open in
a new window in PDF format. Prior to generating the report a popup window will be displayed to the user to
allow the user to enter Remarks text to include in the PR2 Report. The following is a mockup of this popup:
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Figure 89 - PRil Report Remarks Entry Interface
The user is not required to enter any remarks text in this interface. lf remarks are entered, then they are
included in the PR2 report on the second page. The Remarks field will allow the user to enter as many
characters that will fit on the 2nd page of the PR2 report within the remarks field.
The following defines the buttons available in this interface:
Generate Report 
- 
When selected the PR2 Report is generated. lf remarks are entered in this interface then
they will be included on the second page of the report.
Cancel Report 
- 
When selected the generation of the PR2 report is cancelled.
The following mockup shows the first page of the resulting PR2 report if the user selects the first project in the
list and selects the Run Report button:
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The first page of the PR2 report is comprised of the following three sections. These sections are the Header
section, the General Information Section and the Funding Section. Each of these sections are described below:
2.6.7.8.7 HeaderSection




This is the date the PR2 Report is generated.
Project lD 
- 
This is the unique lD value of the project.
Project Name 
- 
This is the name of the project.
Description 
- 
This is the description of the project.
Contract lD 
- 
This is the lD of the contract to which the project is associated.
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This is the P2S user who is responsible for the Project.
Office 
- 
This is the Office of the Program Manager.
LPA 
- 
This is the Local Public Agency responsible for the work performed on this project.
ProjectCheckboxes-Thesefourcheckboxesdenotethestateoftheproject. Thefourcheckboxesare:New,
Modify, Close and Reopen. Only one of these will be checked for a project.
2,6.7.8.2 General Information Section
This section contains location, environmental and STIP information.
Summarized Location lnformation
In the Summarized Location Information area, the route with the most mileage is reported. Details on this
route and any additional routes will also be reported on the second page of the report. The following defines
the fields used to report the route with the most mileage.
County 
- 
This is the county of the route with the most mileage. lf the Project is defined at the state, district or
county level only with no associated routes, then this column will contain the text "Statewide," or a comma
separated list of the unique district numbers or the unique county names included in the project.
Route 
- 
This is the route with the most mileage.
BMP 
- 
This is the beginning milepoint for the route with the most mileage.
EMP 
- 
This is the ending milepoint for the route with the most mileage.
Region 
- 
This field denotes if the route is either "Rural" or "Urban." This value will be pulled from the RIMS
database at the time the report is generated. The logic used to determine the value to report in this field is as
follows:
o lf the RIMS Functional Class is one of the following then the value reported is "Rural"
o "L- Rural -- Principal Arterial- Interstate"
o "2- Rural 
- 
Principal Arterial- Other"
o "3- Rural 
- 
Minor Arterial"






o "9-Rural -- Local"
o lf the RIMS Functional Class is one of the following then the value reported is "Urban"
o "Lt- Urban 
- 
Principal Arterial- Interstate"
o "L2- Urban -- Principal Arterial - Other Freeways & Expressways"
o "L3- Urban -- Principal Arterial 
- 
Othe/'
o "74- Urban -- Minor Arterial"
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lf the reported segment encompasses more than one functional class value, then the value reported will be
based on the functional class with the most mileage along the route segment.
NHS 
- 
This checkbox denotes if the route segment is on the NHS. lf checked, then the route segment is on the
NHS. This value will be pulled from the RIMS database at the time the report is generated. lf the reported
segment encompasses both portions of both NHS and non-NHS, then the value reported will be the one with
the most mileage along the route segment.
Functional Class 
- 
This is the functional class of the route segment. This value will be pulled from the RIMS
database at the time the report is generated. lf the reported segment encompasses more than one
functional class value, then the value reported will be the one with the most mileage along the route segment.
System Code 
- 
This is the System Code of the route segment. This value denotes if the route is Federal Aid
Eligible or not. This value will be pulled from the RIMS database at the time the report is generated. The logic
used to determine the value to report in this field is as follows:
o lf the RIMS Functional Class is either "5-Rural 
- 
Minor Collector", "9-Rural -- Local" or "1.8-Urban 
-
Local" then the value reported is "Not on F.A. Hwy."
o lf the RIMS Functional Class is not "S-Rural -- Minor Collector", "9-Rural -- Local" or "18-Urban 
- 
Local"
then the value reported is "On F.A. Hwy."
lf the reported segment encompasses more than one functional class value, then the value reported will be
based on the functional class with the most mileage along the route segment.
Bridee/Railroad
The following defines the fields used to report the bridges and railroad crossings. lf no bridge or railroad
crossings are associated with a project, then this section will be empty. lf there are additional bridge/railroad
locations that do not fit on the first page then they will also be reported on the second page of the report.
County 
- 
This is the county of the location of the bridge or railroad crossing.
Route 
- 
This is the route on which the bridge or railroad crossing is located.
MP 
- 
This is the milepoint location on the route of the bridge or railroad crossing.
Structure 
- 
This is the structure number of the bridge.
Rating 
- 
This is the Bridge Sufficiency Rating for the bridge. This value will be pulled from the Structure table
in the RIMS database based upon the Structure Number at the time the report is generated.
RR Crossing 
- 
This is the railroad crossing number.
Consressional Districts
This area lists all of the Congressional Districts that the projects falls in and the approximate percentage of how
much of the project is in that District.
tru6
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This is the type of Environmental Document needed for the project.
Approval Year 
- 
This is the year of approval.
Approval Month Day 
- 




This is the STIP ltem for the project.
*STIP Page 
- 
This is the STIP Page for the project.
*STIP Revision 
- 
This is the STIP Revision for the project.
*Note: STIP informotion may be reported in o different manner based on how the new STIP module is designed.
2.6.7.8.3 FundingSedion
This section contains funding details at the work phase funding source level. Funding is grouped by the
funding source and then the work phase.
The following two fields are reported at the funding source level:
Funding Code 
- 
This is the funding code for the funding amounts reported in the associated table.
Charge Code 
- 
This is the charge code for the funding amounts reported in the associated table.
The following fields are reported at the work phase level within a funding source:
Work Phase 
-This is the work phase. Examples are PE, ROW, CON.
lmpr. Type 
- 
This is the improvement type of the work phase. lt is reported as the improvement type lD value
instead of the textual improvement type name.
Contract 
- 
This checkbox denotes if the funds are to be obligated for contract work or for SCDOT labor. When
checked, the funds are to be used for contract work.
Former Total 
- 
This is the former total funding amount for the work phase. This value is calculated as the sum
of the Obligation Amounts for all funding transactions for the work phase and funding source where the
Obligation Status is set to "Authorized."
Total Variance 
- 
This is the difference between the former total funding amount and the new total funding
amount. This value is calculated as the sum of the Obligation Amounts for all funding transactions for the work
phase and funding source where the Obligation Status is not set to "Authorized."
New Total 
- 
This is the new total funding amount for the work phase. This value is calculated as the sum of
the Obligation Amounts for all funding transactions for the work phase and funding source.
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Fed Percent 
- 
This is the percentage of funding that comes from Federal sources.
Former Federal 
- 
This is the former total funding from federal sources for the work phase. This value is
calculated as the Former Total amount multiplied by the Federal Percent.
Federal Variance 
- 
This is the difference between the former total funding from federal sources and the new
total funding from federal sources.
New Federal 
- 
This is the new total funding from federal sources for the work phase. This value is calculated
as the New Total amount multiplied by the Federal Percent.
State Funds 
- 
This is the funding amount that comes from State sources. This value is calculated as the sum of
the State Portion of the Obligation Amounts for all funding transactions for the work phase and funding source.
Other Funds 
- 
This is the funding amount that comes from Other sources. This value is calculated as the sum




This is the earliest authorization date for the work phase of the funding source.
The second page of the PR2 Report is used to report the remarks entered by the user when the report is
generated along with details on all routes and bridge/railroad locations associated with the project, including
the route, bridges and railroads reported on the first page. The following is a mockup of an example of the
second page of the PR2 Report:
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The following defines the fields reported in the second page of the PR2 report:
Remarks 
- 
This box displays the remarks entered by the user at the time the report was generated.
Location Information 
- 
This box displays details on o// routes associated with the project, including the route
reported on the first page of the report. The fields reported for each route will be the same as the fields
reported for the route with the most mileage on the first page of the report.
Bridge / Railroad Information - This box displays details on o// bridge and railroad crossings associated with
the project, including the ones reported on the first page of the report. The values reported for each bridge or
railroad location will be the same as the values reported for bridges and railroads on the first page of the
report.
2.6.L.9 Planned Projects Report
The Planned Projects Report displays details about all projects that are planned, but not yet programmed. A
project will show up in this report if initial information has been entered about the project, but a request to
obligate funding has not yet been made. The report will list the office, project lD, project name, general
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Figure 91 - PR2 Report -Page2
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funding type, location and proposed start date for each project that meets the user entered criteria in a
printer-friendly PDF format.
The user may run the Planned Projects Report at any time by selecting it from the Reports ) Standard Reports
list box. After selecting the View Search Criteria button, a search interface will appear that assists the user in











Figure 92 - Planned Projects Search
The user may fill in as many of the search fields as desired. The query options are as follows:
Office 
- 
This is a drop down list of SCDOT offices.
Project Name 
- 
This is a free form key-in field. A wild card search will be executed on whatever text is entered.
For example, if the user enters only the text "Rehabilitation," any project with the word Rehabilitation will be
shown in the results.
Funding Type 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the funding types available for selection.
District 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the names of the Engineering Districts.
County 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the names and numbers of all counties in South Carolina.
Work By 
- 
This is a drop down list which identifies the party performing the work. The three options are:
o SCDOT
o Consultant Firm
o Local public Agency (LpA)
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Proposed Start Date Between 
- 
This is a date range locating projects between the dates entered.
Buttons within Criteria lnterface
Clear Criteria 
- 
Selecting this button clears any user entered criteria from the screen so that the user can build
a new query.
Run Report - After entering search criteria, the user may press the Run Report button to generate a PDF report
that includes all projects returned by the search. The following mockup shows the resulting report based on
the search criteria entered:
The title of the report and the date that the report was generated will be shown at the top of the page. The
search criteria will be printed above the results table. Each planned project returned by the search will be
listed in the table, grouped by office.
The following information about each project will be included in the report:
Office 
- 
The office that is responsible for the project.
Project lD 
- 
The 7-digit project lD number.
Project Name 
- 
The project description, as listed on the project General tab.
General Funding Type 
- 




A comma-delimited list of all counties or districts included in the project. lf the project is defined at
the state level, then this column will contain the text "Statewide."
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Figure 93 - Planned Projects Report
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Proposed Start Date 
-The proposed start date forthe project, as listed on the project General Tab.
2.6.7.70 Programmed Projeas Report
The Programmed Projects Report displays details about all projects that are programmed. A project will show
up in this report if a request to obligate funding has been made. The report will list the office, project lD,
project name, general funding type, location, and proposed letting date for every project that meets this
criteria. lt will also summarize the funding details for each phase of each project. This information will be
presented in a printer-friendly PDF format.
The user may run the Programmed Projects Report at any time by selecting it from the Reports ) Standard
Reports list box. After selecting the View Search Criteria button, a search interface will appear that assists the
user in selecting the projects to include in report. The following mockup shows the search interface for the
Progra mmed Projects Report:
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Figure 94 - Programmed Projects Search
The user may fill in as many of the search fields as desired. The query options are as follows:
Office 
- 
This is a drop down list of SCDOT offices.
Project Name 
- 
This is a free form key-in field. A wild card search will be executed on whatever text is entered.
For example, if the user enters only the text "Rehabilitation," any project with the word Rehabilitation will be
shown in the results.
Funding Type 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the funding types available for selection.
District 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the names of the Engineering Districts.
County 
- 
This is a drop down list containing the names and numbers of all counties in South Carolina.
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The three options are:Work By 
- 
This is a drop down list which identifies the party performing the work.
o SCDOT
o Consultant Firm
o Local Public Agency (LPA)
Proposed Let Date Between 
- 
This is a date range locating projects between the dates entered.
Buttons within Criteria lnterface
Clear Criteria 
- 
Selecting this button clears any user entered criteria from the screen so that the user can build
a new query.
Run Report - After entering search criteria, the user may click the Run Report button to generate a PDF report
that includes all projects returned by the search. The following mockup shows the resulting report based on
the search criteria entered:
?|vw
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Figure 95 - Programmed Projects Search
The title of the report and the date that the report was generated will be shown at the top of the page. The
search criteria will be printed above the results table. Each programmed project returned by the search will be
listed in the table header along with its office, lD number, name, generalfunding type, location and proposed
letting date. Under each header will be listed the obligation/authorization date and total obligated amount for
each phase ofthe project.
The following information about each project will be included in the report table header:
Office 
- 
The office that is responsible for the project.
Project lD 
- 
The 7-digit project lD number.
Name 
- 
The project description, as listed on the project General tab.
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Funding 
- 
The project general funding type (State, Federal or CTC), as listed on the project General Tab.
Location 
- 
A comma-delimited list of all counties or districts included in the project. lf the project is defined at
the state level, then this column will contain the text "Statewide."
Proposed Let Date 
- 
The proposed letting date for the project, as listed on the project General Tab.
The following information about each project phase will be included in the report table:
Phase 
- 
The name of the project work phase, as listed on the Work Phases tab.
Obligation Date 
- 
The earliest proposed obligation date out of all of the work phase's funding transactions. lf
funding has been authorized for the project, this column will be left empty.
Authorization Date 
- 
The earliest authorization date of all of the work phase's funding transactions. lf no
funding has yet been authorized, this column will be left empty.
Total Obligated Amount 
- 
The total amount of money obligated for all of the work phase's funding
transactions.
2.6.2 Advanced Reports
P2S will provide the ability for users to search and query the system from an ad-hoc query and reporting tool
called Advanced Reports. All pertinent information within the project programming database will be available
for query. The capability to include logical operators will exist for queries, along with several options for
output. Users will have the ability to select specific columns to be included in the output as well as choose
whether the report will be in tabular format (i.e. HTML), displayed on a map, or both.
The user may run the Advanced Report at any time by going to the Reports ) Advanced Reports sub-menu.
The opening screen will be a query builder interface that assists the user in constructing a custom search. The
following mockup shows the available query options:
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When constructing a search, the user would move from left to right through the options on this screen. First,
they would decide whether to search for projects, contracts or routes. Then, they would pick a Filter Category.
The Filter Category is similar in function to choosing a database table name, without requiring in-depth
knowledge of the structure of the various databases that store information used by P2S. For example, if the
user wants to do a search for contracts based on original contract amount, they need not know that that
information is stored in SiteManager in the T_CONT table. They only need to pick "Amounts/Revisions" as the
filter category. At this point, a list of attributes related to monetary information for contracts will appear in the
Item drop-down box. The ltem list is similar in function to choosing a database table column. However, the
attributes in the ltem list will be given descriptive names instead of actualtable column names.
Next, the user would choose a Logical operator from the drop down box, and type a Value in the text box. lf
the user was looking for current contract amounts over one million, then they would choose "greater than"
from the Logical drop down box, and type 1000000 in the Value text box. Finally, the user would choose a
Boolean value of "and" or "or." The Boolean value is only applicable when joining more than one search
phrase together. For example, if the user also wanted to include contracts with an Amount of Adjustments
over $100,000 in the search, they could choose "and" and select the Add button. This will add the first search
phrase to a list at the bottom ofthe screen. Then the user would construct a second search phrase by entering
all the same values except this time choosing "Amount of Adjustments" from the ltem drop-down. After
selecting the Add button a second time, the resulting search string stated as a sentence would be: Find
Contracts where the Current Contract Amount is greoter thon L,OOO,OOO ond the Amount of Adjustments is
greoter than LOO,OO0. The user may continue appending as many phrases as desired.
The search options on this screen include:
Search For 
- 
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Figure 95 - Advanced Report Query Builder lnterface
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Filter Category 
- 
This drop down box is a list of categories used to filter the ltem drop down box.
Item 
- 
This drop down box allows the user to specify the attribute that will be searched. The attributes will be
filtered according to the selected filter category.
Logical 
- 
This drop down box allows the user to specify the logical operator (greater than, less than, equal to,
etc.) that will be used in the search phrase.
Note: The user may incorporate wildcards in the search with the use of the "like" or "not like" operators. For
exampfe, the user may run a search for Projects where Project Name is like "rehab." The "like" or "not like"
logical operators will only show up in the list if the user has selected a character string search attribute.
Value 
- 
This text box allows the user to type in the value that will be searched for within the selected database
table column. lf the search attribute selected is a code-list, then the Value field will be a drop-down list,
allowing the user to select the appropriate code-list value.
Boolean 
- 




This button adds the search phrase to the table at the bottom of the screen. lt is enabled once the first
search criteria has been filled in.
Filter Cateeories
The Filter Categories are based on the tab names in the contract and project areas of P2S. The list of filter
categories includes:
. Approvals: Information to manage the approval processes.
o Change Orders: All ofthe change orders that have been applied to a contract.
o Claims: Information pertaining to contract claims.
o Contract Management: Name of the contractor, bonding agent, RCE and RME.
o Contact Status: Information regarding the status of key dates and monetary amounts.
o Bid ltems: Bid items and prices of contract materials.
o Funding/Work Phases: Funding and Work phase information for projects.
o General 
- 
Contracts: High level summary information pertaining to the contract.
o General 
- 
Projects: High level summary information pertaining to the project.
o Letting: Information about the contract vendors and bid amounts.
o Location: The routes, structures and railroads affected by a contract or project.
. Pay ltems: Project Pay ltems used for letting.
o PPMS: Legacy PPMS data for projects initiated in PPMS and now maintained by P2S.
o Remarks: Comments about the project.
These categories roughly correspond to the tab names in the contract and project areas of P2S. In general, if a
data field appears on the same-named tab, it will show up in the list of ltem attributes when that filter is
selected.
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The System Administrator will have the power to customize the list of Filter Categories through editing the
LUFilterCategory lookup table in Code List Maintenance. This lookup table will have only one value for the
Administrator to enter 
- 
the Filter Category name (i.e. Estimates, General 
- 
Contracts, etc.). The system will
generate a unique numeric code for the filter. The System Administrator can then use System Table
Maintenance to assign a filter category to each column in the database. PMG will initially populate the filter
category list and assign default values to each column.
The following mockup shows an example of the Advanced Report search interface after the user has added
three search phrases:
Figure 97 - Example of Advanced Report Search Criteria
The selections that were used to build the third search phrase are shown in the upper portion of the screen. All
three search phrases are listed in the lower table. The user may check the box next to any of these phrases and
select the Remove Selected button to remove it from the list.
The capability to build more complicated searches that require parenthesis will be provided in this interface.
Each row will have a designated area to insert any number of opening parenthesis at the start of the search
phrase row and closing parenthesis at the end ofthe search phrase row (right before the Boolean value). By
default, the system will put one parenthesis before the first and after the last value, as shown in the mockup
above. These default parentheses around the entire search string do not affect the search behavior. However,
parenthesis inserted around middle search phrases will affect behavior by determining the order of search
operation. The system will conduct the search for phrases inside the parenthesis first before searching for
phrases that are outside the parenthesis. In this way, a search for contracts where (Work Phase = PE and
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Once search criteria have been added to the table, the user may enter a Report Title in the box at the bottom
the screen. lf no title is entered, the system will default to "P2S Advanced Report." Then, the user may press
the Column Headings button to tailor-make the output of the report, or may jump straight ahead to the Run
Report button.
The following mockup shows the Column Headings interface as it would appear if the user clicks on it after
entering the search criteria shown above:
Figure 98 - Column Headings Interface
The left-side box holds a list of every available report data column, grouped by Filter Category. The right box
holds a list of every column that is currently selected to be shown on the report. By default, all columns that
the user queried on will be added to the current selections. (ln this example, those were the Work Phase,
Authorization Date and COG). The columns are listed in the format FilterCategory.ColumnName.
The following functions are available on the Column Heading screen:
Add 
- 
This button will add the selected item from the "Available" list to the "Current" list.
Remove 
- 
This button will remove the selected item from the "Current" list.
Report Title 
- 
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Run Report 
- 
This button generates the report with the selected columns from this window and search criteria
from the Advanced Report interface.
Save and Close 
- 
This button will save the selected columns for this report and return the user to Advanced
Report search criteria window.
Cancel 
- 
This button will return the user to Advanced Report search criteria window without making any
changes to the selected columns or report title.
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Figure 99 - Adding Column Headings
In this example, the user has decided to add the Project Description column to the report. lf the user selects
the Run Report button, an Advanced Report will pop up in a new window. The following mockup shows the
report that would be generated based on the search criteria and selected columns shown in the above
example:
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Figure 100 - Advanced Search Results Report
The previously entered report title is shown at the top of the page. The entire search string that was used is
shown above the report. All reports will list the lD number of each returned project or contract, followed by
any of the database columns that the user selected on the Column Headings screen.
The hyperlinks on this screen include:
Print 
- 
This link will bring up the printer setup dialog, allowing the user to print the report.
Export 
- 
This link will allow the user to export the report to Excel 2OtO or a comma separated text file.
Project/Contract Number 
- 
This link will open the project or contract's Summary Report in a separate window.
Map Projects 
- 
This link will display all of the projects in the report on the map.
Run Location Conflict Report 
- 
This link will use all of the projects in the table as input into a Location Conflict
Report. The report will search for any overlapping projects based on project location.
Note: lf the report is showing contracts, the map/location conflict report will be generated based on all of their
associated projects.
2.7 Funds
P2S will provide the ability to view and in some cases, modify information regarding obligation limitations and
apportionments. All users will have view capability. However, only users with OM Super User access will have
the ability to add/modify specific data.
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2.7.1 Obligations Limitation
The ability to view the obligation limitation for the current or past fiscalyears is provided by the Funds )
Obligations Limitation menu option as shown below:
Figure 101- Funds- Obligations Limitation Menu ltem
When selected, the current fiscal year obligation limitation amount is shown. The following is a mockup of this
interface:
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Figure 102 - Funds - Obligation limitations lnterface
Controls on this interface include:
Filter
Current Fiscal Year 
- 
When the window is displayed, by default the system will retrieve the information
for the current fiscal year.
Fiscal Years Between 
- 




When selected, the report will refresh the data based on the selected filter.
Obligations Limitotion Summary Report
This report will total all Work Phases/Funding transaction records where the Authorization date is within the
given fiscal year ond where the associated funding code has been delegated as a "subject to annual limitation."
This designation is input by the System Administrator using Code List maintenance for "Fund Codes."
FY 
- 
Fiscal year of apportionment.
Apportionment 
- 
The federally allotted apportionment for the given fiscal year. lf it is the first time that
this interface has been run for the current fiscal year, then the apportionment amount will be empty.
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Funds that have been rescinded out ofthe DOT's contract authority, thus decreasing the
unobligated balance. This field is editable by OM Superusers for the current fiscal year. All other users
will have view-only capability.
Bafance 
- 
Calculated as Apportionment 
- 
(Obligotion + Rescission).
Show Details Button 
- 
When selected, the Obligations Limitation detail report is displayed for the
currently selected row. lf only one row is displayed, the report will display detailed Obligations
Limitation results for that row. This report will individually list every transaction included in the
Obligation column for the selected Obligation Limitation Summary record.
An example of this report is shown below:
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Figure 103 - Obligations Limitation Detail Report
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When initially displayed, the available Fiscal Year filter will default to the fiscal year from the selected (or
only) row on the Obligations Limitation Summary window. Users will also have the ability to change the
filter and create a new report. The ability to Print and Export the results will also be provided.
Save Changes Button - When selected, any change to the Apportionment or Rescission amounts will be
saved. This button is onlyvisible to OM Superusers.
Discard Changes Button - When selected, any change to the Apportionment or Rescission amounts will




When selected, the user will be able to print the report to the desired print location.
Export 
- 
When selected, the user will be allowed to save the data in the report to the Excel format.
2.7.2 Apportionments
The ability to view apportionments for the current or past fiscal years is provided by the Funds )
Apportionments menu option as shown below:
Figure 104 - Funds - Apportionments Menu Option
Following is a mockup of the Apportionment Summary interface:
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Figure 105 - Apportionment Summary Interface




The user is required to select a fund from the drop down list for which the report will be
generated.
Current Fiscal Year 
- 
The user has the option to select the Current Fiscal Year for which to display the
Apportionment summary. The actual current fiscal year (i.e. 2011) will also be displayed. This radio
button is selected by default.
Fiscal Years Between 
- 




When selected, the report will refresh the data based on the selected filter.
Apportio n ment Su m ma ry Report
This report will total all Work Phases/Funding transaction records where the Authorization date is within the









The allotted apportionment. This field is editable by OM Superusers for the current
fiscalyear. All other users will have view-only capability.
Available 
- 
The total of the apportionment plus any remaining balance from the previous fiscal year.
Obligation 
- 
The total of all authorized transactions for the given fiscal year having the fund code as
designated by the filter.
Rescission 
- 
Funds that have been rescinded out ofthe DOTs contract authority, thus decreasing the
unobligated balance. This field is editable by OM Superusers for the current fiscal year. All other users
will have view-only capability.
Bafance 
- 
Calculated as Available 
- 
(Obligotion + Rescission).
Show Details Button 
- 
When selected, the Apportionment detail report is displayed for the currently
selected row. lf only one row is displayed, the report will display detailed Apportionment results for
that row. This report will individually list every transaction included inthe Obligotion column for the
selected Apportionment Summary record.
An example of this report is shown below:
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When initially displayed, the available Fiscal Year filter will default to the fiscal year from the selected (or
only) row on the Apportionment Summary window. Users will also have the ability to change the filter
and create a new report. The ability to Print and Export the results will also be provided.
Save Changes Button - When selected, any change to the Apportionment or Rescission amounts will be
saved. This button is only visible to OM Superusers.
Discard Changes Button - When selected, any change to the Apportionment or Rescission amounts will




When selected, the user will be able to print the report to the desired print location.
Export 
- 
When selected, the user will be allowed to save the data in the report to the Excel format.
Close
Projcci ro [-R Fund
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Figure 106 - Apportionment Detail Report
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2.8 System Administration
P2S will provide a System Administrator module to allow for the maintenance of sensitive and high level
capabilities. System Administration capabilities will be available to only those with the appropriate security
level. Examples of System Administrator functions include:
o User Maintenance
o Workflow Maintenance
o Code List Maintenance
. System Table Maintenance
A screenshot of the menu and sub-menus is shown below:
Figure 107 - System Administration Menu
Each of these interfaces will be described in detail in this section.
2.8.1 User Maintenance
P2S will provide the ability to create and modify users of the project programming system. A User
Maintenance interface will be available from within the System Administration module to provide a System
Administrator with this functionality. Several security permissions will be created which grant access for
specific system capabilities and views. One or more of these permissions may be assigned to each user.
Examples of these permissions are the ability to view the Official Engineer's Estimate, Plan a Project, Program a
Project and Obligate Funding for a Project. lt is not required that a user be entered into the User Maintenance
module to access the project programming system. However, all users not found in this system will only have
read access and will not have access to any functionality that has security permission such as the ability to view
the official enginee/s estimate.
The following shows an example of the User Maintenance interface:
F3M@Design Document- Version 2
>Systen Administrotion
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Figure 108 - User Maintenance Interface
The User Maintenance interface is divided into two sections.
All Users - This table provides a read-only listing of all users currently defined in P2S. Values displayed
for each user are Last Name, First Name, Division, Office and Email Address. A checkbox is provided to
the left of each user entry to allow the System Administrator to delete one or more users from the
system.
Edit User - This area provides editable fields for all columns in the user table. The values shown in
these fields will be automatically set each time a row is selected in the All Users table. These fields are
also used to allow the System Administrator to add a new user to the project programming system.
The following defines the fields that are displayed for each user.
Delete Checkbox - Functionality is provided to allow one or more existing users to be removed from the
project programming system. In order to delete a user, the System Administrator simply checks the checkbox
to the left of the user's entry in the All Users table. Once all users to be removed have been checked, the
"Delete Selected" link at the bottom of the table is selected. All identified users are removed from the system
andthecontentsoftheAllUserstableisupdatedtoreflecttheremovedusers. lfthesystemisunableto
remove a user becausethe user is referenced elsewhere in the system as a creatorof a project, program
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manager, etc., then a prompt will be displayed stating that the user cannot be deleted and will instead be set
to have an "lnactive" status. This is to insure that historical user information for projects is maintained.
Last Name 
- 
This is the last name of the user. This field is required.
First Name 
- 
This is the first name of the user. This field is required.
Username 
- 
This is the user name of the user. Since the project programming system does not have a login
screen, this is the user name for the use/s domain login account. The project programming system will match
the current user name against this field in the Users table to determine the functionality available to the user.
This field is required.
UserStatus-Thisisthestatusoftheuser. Statustypesare"Active"or"lnactive." lfauserhasanlnactive
status, then the use/s name will no longer be available from any user selection list. The permissions for this




This is the user's internal SCDOT email address. This email address will be used by the P2S




This is the division in which the user is located. This field will have an associated drop down list.
This drop down list will be populated with all available divisions as defined in the LUDivision code list table.
This field is required.
Office 
- 
This is the office in which the user is located. This field will have an associated drop down list. This
drop down list will be populated with all available offices as defined in the LUOffice code list table. This field is
required.
4 Digit Pin 
- 
This is the unique PIN value the user will use when specifying their approval during a step in the
Approval Workflow process. This field is required for all users that may be part of an Approval Workflow
process. This field will be encrypted in the database.
Program Manager 
- 
This is the P2S user who is the program manager for all projects planned or programmed
by the current user. This field will have an associated drop down list. This list will be populated with all
existing P2S users. The Program Manager selected may be the same as the current user.
Four buttons are located at the bottom of the User Maintenance interface:
Add New User 
- 
This button allows a new user to be added to the project programming system. When
this button is selected the fields in the Edit User entry area are cleared so that the new user may be





This button discards any changes made to the user and resets the fields back to the
original values since the last save.
ttv@
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2.8.7.7 P2S User Update Utility
In order to simplify the creation of users in P2S, a desktop application named the "P2S User Update Utility" will
be provided that will retrieve all domain users from the SCDOT Active Directory. All attributes such as
username, first name, last name, email, etc. that can be loaded into the P2S user table will be copied. Any
attribute not found, such as PlN, will be left blank and it will be the responsibility of the P2S system
administrator to input these fields, when necessary. After the initial run of the utility, subsequent runs will
only create new users if they do not exists and will only update the attributes of existing users.
NOTE: The P2S User Update utility can be scheduled to be run on a machine at any interval
desired. However, it must be set to run as a domain user that has read access to the Active
2.8.7.2 Permissions
The user maintenance area contains a list box displaying the list of permissions currently assigned to the user.
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Figure 109 - Assign Permission Interface
From this screen, the administrator will be able to add and/or remove permissions for the current user. The
Avoilable area shows the list of permissions not yet given to the user but ones that are available. The Current
area shows the list of permissions currently assigned to the user. The administrator may select a permission
from either side and select the applicable Add or Remove button to change the assigned permissions.
Following is a list of the available P2S permissions.
Ability to View Official Enginee/s Estimate 
- 
When assigned to a user, the user will be granted the ability to
view the Official Engineer's Estimate.
Designer 
- 
When assigned to a user, the user will be granted the ability to create pay item categories and
enter pay item information.
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Contract Superuser 
- 
When assigned to a user, the user will have the ability to modify the editable fields on
the Contracts tabbed interface.
Maintenance Superuser 
- 




When assigned to a user, the user will be granted the ability to change obligation status and enter
authorization information for work phase funding sources.
OM Closure 
- 
When assigned to a user, the user will be granted all of the same permissions as OM but will also
be able to add "Final" transactions to projects and change project status to Completed.
OM Super User 
- 
When assigned to a user, the user will be granted OM Superuser privileges. These privileges
include being able to modify a work phase funding source and funding transactions when one or more
obligation statuses are set to Authorized. This user will also have the ability to edit apportionment and
limitation amounts for the current fiscal year.
Plan 
- 
When assigned to a user, the user will be granted the ability to plan a project.
Program 
- 
When assigned to a user, the user will be granted the ability to program a project.
Proposal Maintenance 
- 




When assigned to a user, the user will be granted System Administrator privileges.
These privileges include being able to access all functionality within the P2S System Administration module.
There are no Save or Cancel buttons on this window. To close the window, the user will select the C/ose
hyperlink in the upper-right corner of the screen. Any permissions added or removed will be reflected in the
User Maintenance window. From this window, the administrator will have the ability to Save or Discard all
changes for the user, including the assigned permissions.
2.8.7.3 Subordinotes
User Maintenance allows the administrator to assign "subordinates" to the current user. The purpose of
assigning subordinates is so that projects may be edited by more than just the original creator or Program
Manager of a project. As a subordinate, users with the appropriate permission will be able to modify any
project originally created by the current user. The reverse case is also true: any project created by a
subordinate may be edited by the current user with the appropriate permission. To edit the list of
subordinates, the user will select the "Edit" hyperlink. When selected, the following screen will be displayed:
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Figure 110 - Assign Subordinates - Edit Hyperlink
From this screen, the administrator will be able to add and/or remove subordinates for the current user. The
Availoble area shows the list of all P2S users not assigned as subordinates to the user. The Current area shows
thelistoftheuserscurrentlyassignedassubordinatestotheuser. Theadministratormayselectasubordinate
from either side and select the applicable Add or Remove button to change the assigned subordinate.
There are no Save or Cancel buttons on this window. To close the window, the user will select the C/ose
hyperlink in the upper-right corner of the screen. Any subordinates added or removed will be reflected in the
User Maintenance window. From this window, the administrator will have the ability to Save or Discard all
changes for the user, including the assigned subordinates.
2.8.2 Ghange PIN
All users will have the ability to modify their assigned 4-digit PIN value. lf the current P2S user is defined in the
Users table then there will be a "Change PlN" hyperlink in the upper-right corner of most P2S pages. When
selected, a form will be displayed that allows the user to change their 4-digit PIN from its current value to a










Figure 111 - Change PIN
The First Name and Last Name of the current user are displayed in read-only format on the form for user
verification purposes. To change the PIN value, the user must first enter the Old PIN so that the system can
confirm the identity of the user. Next, a new 4-digit PIN value should be entered into the New PIN field,
followed by entering the same value into the Confirm New PIN field. lf the value entered into the Confirm
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New PIN field does not match the value entered into the New PIN field, the user will be prompted to re-enter
the new PIN value in the Confirm New PIN field again. The new PIN value will be encrypted and saved to the
database when the user selects the Save button. lf the user wishes to discard the PIN changes, the Cancel
button can be selected which will close the window without saving.
2.8.3 Workflow Maintenance
During the life of a project in P2S, many changes may occur that require approval by DOT personnel having
direct or indirect responsibility for the project. Workflow Maintenance is a system administration function
that manages the list of users receiving "requests for approvals" as discussed in section 2.3.2.8.L of this
document. The P2S process of what triggers the requirement for an approval and who gets the request is
caf led a workflow. This section describes how to add users to a particular workflow and what changes
constitute the need for an approval. Below is a mockup of the Workflow Maintenance screen after it has been
selected from the System Administration ) Workflow Maintenance menu:
2.8.3.7 WorkflowMointenancelnterface
A workflow is made up of a Program Manager, an Event and one or more P2S users. This section describes
how each are used on the Workflow Maintenance interface, as well as some additional options.
Program Manager 
- 
This list will be populated with all users who have been assigned as a Program




The event lists logical names given for when one or more pre-determined project fields have
been changed. The user must select a program manager and an event before a user can be assigned
to a workflow. The event list is described in detail later in this section.
Re-assign Program Manager - This option allows the user to re-assign a program manager. This option
is described in detail later in this section.
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Figure 112 - System Administration - Workflow Menu




This section of the interface displays all active users maintained by the P2S User
Maintenance module. One or more users from this list may be added to the "Current" users for the
selected program manager/event pair.
o Current 
- 
This section of the interface displays the names, divisions and offices of users that have been
assigned to a program manager/event pair. For all events, with the exception of Notification, this
interface also contains a number in the rightmost column which indicates the order in which the user
should be in the workflow cycle.
o Add >> - This button will add the selected user or users from the Available list to the Current list.
. << Remove 
- 
This button will remove the selected user or users from the Current list.
For all events, with the exception of Notification:
A
. A The up arrows will move the selected user in the Current list up one row thereby changing that
user's position in the approval sequence.
v
. v The down arrows will move the selected user in the Current list down one row thereby changing
that use/s position in the approval sequence.
o View All 
- 
When selected, are report will be displayed listing all program manager, events and the
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Figure 113 - P2S Workflows Report
. Save Changes 
- 
This button saves all changes made.
o Discard Changes 
-This button discards all changes and sets values back to their state since the last
save.
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2.8.3,2 Workflow Events
As mentioned earlier, workflow events occur when one or more pre-determined project field has been
changed. Each event is given a logical name and is described below.
Funds Requested for Obligation 
- 
This event is triggered when a new or an additional fund has been
requested for obligation.
Proposed Let Date/Prop. Oblie. Date Changed FY 
- 
This event is triggered when the Proposed Let Date or the
Proposed Obligation Date is changed to the next fiscal year. For example, if the previous Proposed Obligation
Date for a fiscal year fund was changed from 6/2OL1.to 10/20tL, then this event would be triggered (06/207I
is in fiscal year 2011 whereas 70/2OI1is in fiscal year 2012).
Proposed Let Date/Prop. Oblig. Date Changed FY qTR 
- 
This event is triggered when the Proposed Let Date or
the Proposed Obligation Date is changed to the next fiscal year quarter. For example, if the previous Proposed
Obf igation Date for a fiscal year fund was changed from LO/2OLLtoOt/20L2, then this event would be
triggered (LO/IOLL is in the first quarter of fiscal year 2012 whereas OL|2OI2 is in the 2nd quarter of fiscal year
2OL2).
Proposed Let Date/Prop. Oblig. Date Changed Within FY qTR - This event is triggered when the Proposed Let
Date or the Proposed Obligation Date are changed within the same fiscal year quarter. For example, if the
previous Proposed Obligation Date for a fiscal year fund was changed from 5/2OLLto 6/2OIt, then this event
would be triggered (5/2OLLand 6/2Ott are in the same quarter of fiscalyear 2011).
Notification 
- 
This event is triggered when the user selects the "Notify" link. This event is not dependent on a
change to a project field. This is also the only event that does not require approval. The users assigned to the
Notify event will simply be notified.
Phases Added/Removed 
- 
This event is triggered when a work phase is added or removed from the project.
Project Creation 
- 
This event is triggered when a new project is saved for the first time.
Project Information Changed 
- 





o Location (road, bridge or railroad crossing)
o Project Status
2.8.3.3 Re-assigning o Progrom Manager
Re-assigning the program manager may be necessary when a person either leaves the DOT or changes
departments. When a program manager is re-assigned, all users and active projects having the previous
program manager will now be assigned to the new program manager. All workflows will also be transferred
from the previous program manager to the new. To re-assign a program manager, select the desired program
manager from the list. Then select the "Re-assign Program Manager" link. The following window will be
displayed:
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Figure 114 - Re-assign Program Manager Window
From here, the user will select from the "New Program Manager" list the person replacing the current program
manager. The New Program Manager list will contain all active P2S users. Once the new program manager
has been selected, the Save & Close button will be selected. A confirmation box will display, giving the user a
2no chance to verify that they intend to re-assign the program manager. An example of this message is shown
below.
Wonirg: All uscrs ord cctiw projecir lrcvirg Arnold Wotson os
thc Prog'run llomgcr rill nry bc ru-orsbrrd to Wcyr Wollac
Do yor still rirh to contiruc?
Figure 115 - New Program Manager Confirmation Box
lf the user selects "Yes," the program manager will be re-assigned and the user will be returned to the
Workflow maintenance interface. lf "No" is selected, the program manager will not be re-assigned and the
user will be returned to the Re-assign Program Manager interface.
2.8.4 Code List Maintenance
A Code List Maintenance interface will be available from within the System Administrator module of P2S. This
interface will provide a system administrator user with the ability to maintain all P2S code lists. A code list is a
set of items that have at least two pieces of information: a description and a database "code" that is
associated with the description. The purpose of a code list is so that users can be presented with a descriptive
text instead of the short database code that is stored in the database table. For example, a "coLlnty" code list
wouf d af fow the user to select Richland from a pick-list instead of the code "40." The following shows an
example of the Code List Maintenance interface for the County code list.
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Figure 115 - Code List Maintenance
The Code List Maintenance interface is divided into the following three sections:
Code List selection dropdown list - This dropdown list contains all available code lists, as defined in the
P25CodeList table.
Code List entries region - This region provides a read-only listing of all entries currently defined in the
selected code list. Regardless of the code list selected, this table will always display the four columns
shown. This region is automatically populated each time a code list is selected from the code list
selection dropdown list.
Code List entry area - This area provides editable fields for all columns in the selected code list. These
fields are also used to allow a user to add a new code list entry. The Code List entry area may change
based on the code list selected. For example, when the County code list is selected, the District field is
also shown in the Code List entry area so that the user can associate the correct district to the selected
county.
Four buttons are located at the bottom of the interface and are as follows:
o Add New Code 
-This button allows the user to add a new code list entry to the current code list.
When this button is selected the fields in the Code List entry area are cleared so that the user may
define the new code list entry using these fields.
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o Save 
- 
This button saves all changes to the code list to the database. After the save is complete the
user remains in the Code List Maintenance interface.
o Cancel 
- 
This button closes the Code List Maintenance interface without saving any changes made by
the user.
o Save & Close 
- 
This button save all changes to the current code list to the database. After the save is
complete the Code List Maintenance interface is closed.
The following defines the four standard fields that are displayed for each code list in the Code List entry area:
o lD 
- 
This field defines the unique code associated with a code list entry.
r Name 
- 
This field defines the textual description for a code.
o Display Order 
- 
This field defines the order in which each code appears in all drop-down lists. lf the
display order is not given, the system will default to showing the code descriptions in alphabetical
order.
o Obsolete Code 
- 
This field is used to denote if the code is obsolete and therefore is no longer allowed
to be used in the system. When checked, the code is marked as obsolete.
. Additional Fields 
- 
In addition to these four standard code fields, some code lists may also include
additional fields. For example, as shown in the prior Code List Maintenance figure, the County table
also includes a District field which is used to denote the Engineering District for the County. In cases
where a code list contains more than the standard four columns the additional column(s) will be
included in the Code List entry area.
2.8.5 System Table Maintenance
Within the P2S database there are two system tables, P2STable and P2SColumn, whose purpose is to maintain
information related to all of the tables and their associated columns within the P2S database. Examples of the
type of information kept in these two tables include table description, column description and information
about the column's associated code list, if applicable. In order to provide the system administrator with the
ability to select how a code list is displayed to the users of P2S, as well as the ability to provide descriptions of
each table and column, a System Table Maintenance interface will be available from within the System
Administrator. The following shows an example of the System Table Maintenance interface.
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Figure 117 - System Table Maintenance
The System Table Maintenance interface is divided into four sections:
. System Table List - This table provides a read-only listing of all P2S tables, as currently defined in the
P2STable table.
. System Table Description Area - This area provides the name and description of the selected table in
the System Table List. The values shown in these fields will be automatically set each time a table row
is selected in the System Table List.
o System Table Column List - This table provides a read-only listing of all columns for the selected
system table, as currently defined in the P2SColumn table. The contents of this table are automatically
set each time a table row is selected in the System Table List.
. System Table Column Edit Area - This area provides editable fields for the selected table column in the
System Table Column List. The values shown in these fields will be automatically set each time a row is
selected in the System Table Column List.
The following defines the fields in the System Table Edit Area:
o Table Name 
- 
This field defines the name of the table. This field may not be edited by the user.
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o Table Description 
- 
This field defines the textual description for the table. This field is editable and will
be used for system administrator reference purposes only.
The following defines the fields in the System Table Column Edit Area:
o Column Name 
- 
This field defines the name of the column. This field may not be edited by the user.
o Column Description 
- 
This field defines the textual description for the column. This field is editable
and will be used for system administrator reference purposes only.
o Code List 
- 
This field defines the name of the code list associated with the column, if applicable. The
associated drop down list will contain the name of all available code lists in the P2S system.
o Code List Entry Format 
- 
This field defines the format to use when displaying the contents of the
specified code list in the drop down list associated with the column. Available formats are: Code,
Name, Code-Name. This field will only be editable if the column has an associated code list.
o Cof umn Display Format 
- 
This field defines the format to use then displaying a selected code list entry
in a data field. Available formats are: Code, Name, Code-Name. This field will only be editable if the
column has an associated code list.
As an example of the code list format choices, given the County code list is associated with a data field then if
the Code List Entry Format is set to "Code-Name" then the contenfs of the drop down list would include
entries: "L 
- 
Abbeville" , "2 - Aiken", "3 - Allendale", etc. lf the Column Display Format is set to "Name" then if
the user selects "2- Aiken" from the drop down list, the value displayed in the data field would be "Aiken."
Three buttons are located at the bottom ofthe interface:
o Save 
- 
This button saves all changes made to both the system table and system column data to the
database. After the save is complete the user remains in the System Table Maintenance interface.
o Cancel 
- 
This button closes the System Table Maintenance interface without saving any changes made
by the user.
o Save & Close 
-This button save all changes to the system table and system column data to the
database. After the save is complete the System Table Maintenance interface is closed.
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3. Architecture
The P25 architecture is designed to provide optimal balance between performance, flexibility and scalability.
P2S, being a young application, must meet adequate performance standards while maintaining an
environment that allows for change and growth which is sure to present itself. The P2S architecture approach
encourages integration overwarehousing, and strives to access information where it is created and
maintained as opposed to gathering all data and housing it together in one place. This enterprise integration
approach was born in ITMS years ago, and it is under this ITMS umbrella that P2S finds its place. P2S will
make use of several existing ITMS components as well as the ITMS application itself. This will enable P2S to
retrieve and edit information throughout the SCDOT enterprise.
3.1 DataflowArchitecture
The diagram below shows the relationship of P2S to its integration points along with anticipated methods for
data transfer:
t}...4 P2S retrieves data from external system
ffi+ P2S uPdates external sYstem
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Figure 118 - P25 Dataflow Architecture
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3.2 Systemarchitecture
3.2.1 Overvlew
The P2S application uses a layered approach to its architecture allowing for scalability. Application
architecture is often described in terms of logical layers. lt is important to remember that these layers are
simply a convenient way to describe various functionality components of the application. They are conceptual
divisions rather than a physical deployment pattern. The deployment of physical application layers is driven by
their interaction with each other and the distinctive requirements they possess in terms of security, operations,
and communication. The main benefits of layering produce a more scalable, flexible application, and provide a
foundation for organized enterprise application development, maintenance, and deployment.
August 4,2OtL
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3.2.2 User Interface Components
The main functionality provided by the User lnterface Components is accepting user input, rendering data, and
formatting values appropriately for display. P25 will utilize dynamically generated HTML elements and use
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) to render the interface.
3.2.3 User Process Components
The main functionality provided by User Process Components is to combine user Interface elements into
interaction flows, track user interaction state, and maintain internal business states. P2S will utilize
Asynchronous JavaScript (AJAX) to retrieve data and provide a smooth user interaction.
The user process components will be deployed in a .NET class that is separate from the user interface logic to
facilitate reuse and easy maintenance.
3.2.4 Business Logic Layer
The Business logic layer is invoked by User Process Components or Service Interfaces. This layer is the root of
transactions, validates input and output, and orchestrates business components to complete work. P2S will
retrieve data from the database using .Net DataSets and convert it to JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) which
will then be consumed by the User Process components to create the Interface Components.
3.2.5 Data Access Layer
The DALC layer contains SQL specific code. This layer mainly performs loading, updating, deletion and insertion
(CRUD) of data. This layer is a single location for logging, performance monitoring and database connections.
P2S will use the native database driver for optimal performance whenever possible.
3.2.6 Shared Framework
The shared framework provides a location for sharing entity definitions as well as utility functionality across
layers in the P2S application without having to deal with circular referencing. This shared framework will often
be re-used from application to application.
3.2.7 ITMS Web App
The existing ITMS web application will be enhanced to use specific information from P2S regarding projects.
The ITMS application will also serve as a display and analysis toolfor P2S.
3.2.8 ITMS Web Services
Existing web services will be used and enhanced in some cases to provide additional functionality as required
by P2S. The main responsibility of this layer is to provide access to various information sources including GIS
enabled data. This layer will provide services that perform spatial analysis of this data.
3.2.9 P2S Nightly Utility
In some cases, P2S will retrieve information from other data sources and house this information in its database.
The P2S Nightly Utility is a desktop application that will retrieve data from various databases and populate the
P2S database accordingly. Examples of data that will be retrieved from the nightly process include Award
Dates and Actual Letting Dates from SiteManager, as well as expenditure information from the "General
Ledger" (imported from the Projects in Process file). Primavera will also be queried to return Environmental
document information for each project. lt is recommended that this utility be run nightly but can be scheduled
to be run as needed by SCDOT staff.
?1M@-
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3.2.10 P2S Web services
P2S will make use of web services to facilitate the transfer of information between systems. lt is anticipated
that most of the web services necessary for P2S will reside as part of the P2S application, but the potential to
use web services created by integration point applications exists. An example is Web Trns*port. lt is
anticipated that Web Trns*port will contain a new web service to allow P2S to insert Proposal, Project and Pay
Item information into the Web Trns*port database. The P2S Web Service will facilitate the transfer of
information between P2S and external applications, such as ITMS, CBES, PMEntry and Web Trns*port.
3.2.11 Virtual Data Store
The virtual data store facilitates access to all data sources and integration points of P2S. They are arranged
into SQL Server and Oracle Groups and are stored across several virtual machines.
4. Database Migration and System Integration
4.1 PPMS Data Migration
The P2S database will be stored in SQL Server 2008. Details of the database structure are described in the
document "ITMS TO8 - P2S Database Design.docx" previously provided to SCDOT. So that P2S will continue to
provide maintenance and viewing capability to projects created prior to the development of P25, data from
the current project programming system, PPMS, will be migrated into the new P2S database.
The "live" PPMS data is stored in a mainframe database. However, for ease of reference by other applications
SCDOT has created a SQL Server database version of the PPMS database into which the latest PPMS data is
routinely copied. P2S will migrate the PPMS data from this SQL Server database. lt will be the responsibility of
SCDOT to insure that all necessary PPMS tables containing the latest data be available from the PPMS SQL
Server database prior to the P2S data migration.
It will be the responsibility of the DOT to modify any PPMS data that does not meet the approved P2S
database design. For example, it is often the case during large database migrations that some records are
required to be modified to meet the constraints of the target database. lt is anticipated that this may be the
case during this migration effort.
4.1.1 Pseudo-code for Migrating PPMS Projects into P2S Projects
The current PPMS database is Work Phose driven, whereas P2S will be Project driven. PPMS uses PCN and
Suffix to identify a project, however P2S will assign one identifier 
- 
Project lD. In order to migrate the PPMS
PCN/Suffix data into the new P2S database, the following set of rules will be used to copy a PPMS project into
the P25 database while still maintaining the existing relationships.
1. Query PPMS ProjectDefinition table for all PCNs that do not have an entry in the ProjectRelationship table.
sel-ect * from ProjectDefinition
where
ProiecfPcn nol in (select SubordinatePcn from ProiectRefationshi-p union select
.Sr;neri orPcn f rom ProiectRelationship)
a. Insert each distinct ProjectPcn as a new Projectld into the P2S ProjectDetail table.
b. Insert an entry for each PCN/suffix pair into the P2S LegacyProjectDetailtable.
c. Insert an entry for each PCN/suffix pair into the P2S ProjectWorkPhase table.
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2. Query PPMS ProjectDefinition table and retrieve each unique SuperiorPCN/Superior Suffix pairs that ore
nof also a SubordinatePCN/SubordinateSuffix in the ProjectRelationship table.
select * from ProjectDefinition where
(CAST ( [ProjectPcn] as varchar) I ProjectSuffixr in {
SELECT distincL CAST( [SuperiorPcn] as varchar' I Superiorsuffix
FROM Pro j ectRelationship
where (CAST( [SuperiorPcn] as varchar) + SuperiorSuffix) r-rot in(select CAST( SubordinatePcn as varchar) + SubordinateSuffix from
Pro j ectRel-ati-onship )
)
and ProjectPcn in (select SubordinatePcn from ProjectRe]ationship union select
SuperiorPcn from ProjectRel-ationship)
a. Insert each distinct ProjectPcn as a new Projectld into the P2S ProjectDetail table.
b. Insert an entry for each PCN/suffix pair into the P2S LegacyProjectDetail table.
c. Insert an entry for each PCN/suffix pair into the P2S ProjectWorkPhase table.
3. Query PPMS ProjectDefinition table and retrieve each the remaining PCN/Suffix pairs.
select * from ProjectDefini-tion where
(CAST( [ProjectPcn] as varchar; - Projectsuffix, noL in !
SELECT distlnct CAST( [SuperiorPcn] as varchar) + SuperiorSuffix
FROM ProjectRelationship
where ,CAST ISuperiorPcn] as varchar) ' SuperiorSuffixl noL i n(select CAST( SubordinatePcn as varchar) + SubordinateSuffix from
Pro j ectRe l- ations hip )
)
and ProjectPcn in (select SubordinatePcn from ProjectRelationship union select
SuperiorPcn from ProjectRelationship
a. When a group of Subordinate PCN's associated with a Superior PCN uses the same Contract
number, insert the Contract PCN/Suffix as a new Projectld in the ProjectDetail table.
b. Insert the subordinate PCN/Suffix pairs as phases in the LegacyProjectDetail table
c. Insert the subordinate PCN/Suffix pairs as phases in the ProjectWorkPhase table.
4. Update the legacyContractld/legacyContractSuffix of the P25 ProjectDetail table with the PPMS
ContractPcn/ContractSuffix.
5. For legacy purposes, save the work phase, funding level, add user, add date, update user, update date
fields to the P2S LegacyProjectDetailtable.
6. To get the funding information for each phase, perform a lookup in the PPPMS FundingHeader table using
the funding information and populate P2S ProjectFunding table.
7. Retrieve each Transaction from the ObligationTransaction table and store in the P2S
ProjectFu ndingTra nsaction ta ble.
8. Retrieve each FileNumber from the ProjectFile table and store it in the P2S LegacyProjectFilenumber table.
Here is an example that shows how the projects PCNs may be retrieved, grouped, and inserted in to the new
P25 system:
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Figure 120 - Project PCN Example
ln this case, ProjectPCN's of 30615, 30617...30633 (all suffix X) have the same contract number "3OGt5 X". So
instead of making each of these a unique project in the ProjectDetail table, they become child records of
30616 X in the ProjectFunding table. For legacy purposes, we need to store the ProjectPCN's for each of these
in the ProjectWorkPhase table.
So to reiterate, for each distinct SuperiorPCN/Suffix pairs, each unique Work Phase will be retrieved (both
subordinate work phases and the superior work phase 
- 
notice that the superior work phase is reported for
every record 
- 
it's 3 in this example.) As an example, below are the unique work phases for project lD 30616X.
They are L,2,3,4,5. Notice in this example that PCN 30614 has a different contract number than the rest. This
is a unique case. For these cases, then PCN 30614 becomes its own projectlD in the PRJP2S ProjectDetail table.
And it will have one work phase record of type "4."
Note: All PPMS projects that have individualfederal project numbers must be imported into P2S as a
separate (standalone) project. However, for these projects, their original Superior PCN (i.e. "superior with
no superiors") will be included as a reference.
4.1.2 Pseudo-code for Associating Projects with Proposals in Web Transport
1. For each legacyContractlD/suffix pair that has been inserted into the ProjectDetail table, query the Web
Trns*port database to find the Contract lD assigned to this project. An example select statement to
accomplish this is:
2. sefect * from propproj where pcn like '%30616%'order by pcn;







3. To determine which Contid to use as this projects contractlD, query the LETPROP table such as:
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from letprop where fcontid in ( '09.123BR1' '09.123B') and letting =







4. Update the Contract lD for this project in the P2S ProjectDetail table.
In this case, LCONTID = 09.123BR1 has the latest Letting date so to update the ProjectDetail table, an
update such as the following would be issued:
Update ProjectDetail set contractlD="09.1238R1", legacyContractlD = 30616, legacyContractSuffix="X"
where
ProjectDetail.projectl D = 30616 a nd
ProjectDetail.suffix = "X";
4.2 System Integration
The P2S application allows users to create, manage and view project and contract information. Although much
ofthe data is captured and read from the P2S database, other data will be read from external systems that are
equally important to the management of projects and contracts. Furthermore, there are times when P2S will
update other systems with project and/or contract information so that data common to both can be shared.
The communication mechanism between P2S and the external systems will vary based on what interfaces are
available. Below are the external systems (i.e. data sources), the anticipated method of communication and
the types of data that will be viewed and or transferred between each. Most data to be retrieved from each
system has been specified in various "field to data mapping" tables in the applicable sections (i.e.
Contractor/Contract status section 2.5.1.4). Although these data items will not be repeated in this section, a
general description of the type of data retrieved from or pushed to the external system will be mentioned.
4.2.1 Web Trns*port
The Web Trns*port application provides the DOT with tools to manage proposals and to facilitate the letting
process. Although the details have not yet been worked out, it is anticipated that Web Trns*port will provide a
web service for P2S to use to retrieve data from and push data to the Web Trns*port database. Specifically,
P2S will need to retrieve data for viewing purposes regarding actual let dates, vendor information, pay items
NOTE:
Only PPMS data elements deemed pertinent to the new P2S system will be migrated. However, for reference
purposes this will include the legacy project identifiers of superior PCN and file number, among others. Also
note that it was mutually agreed upon that the data port process will not migrate expenditure data from
PPMS, but instead load the initial expenditure data from a general ledger file.
After the final port of the PPMS data into the P2S database, the legacy PPMS database (mainframe or
otherwise) will neither be updated bv P2S nor queried to retrieve data.
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and more. P2S will also need the ability to push to Web Trns*port a proposal with the associated projects, pay
items and other proposal related attributes.
4.2.2 SiteManager
The SiteManager application is used by the DOT to track and report contracts, manage the payment of
contractorsandanalyzecontractdata. ManyoftheSiteManagerdataitemsusedtokeeptrackofthis
information are needed in the P2S application for viewing purposes. Examples of this information include
contractor information, key dates, monetary amounts, change orders and the assigned Resident Construction
Engineer. At this time, it is expected that P2S will connect directly to the SiteManager database and retrieve
information as needed. In order for this to be possible, a read-only connection to the SiteManager database
willbe required.
4.2.3 R|MS
The RIMS application manages roadway data for the DOT. This data not only contains the routes and milepoint
ranges for each route, but also contains the functionaland system classification of roads, road names, physical
characteristics of roads, bridge information, etc. The data from the Roads and Bridges/RR Xings tabs in P2S is
directly tied to this data in RIMS, For example, P2S will query the RIMS database to validate the existence of
roads, bridges and railroad crossings. Other information that P2S will retrieve from RIMS includes the NHS and
Functional Classification of a road segment, the city in which a road segment resides, the sufficiency rating of a
bridge, etc. P2S will query the RIMS database using a direct, read-only database connection.
4.2.4 Primavera
The Primavera P6 application provides the DOT with the ability to plan, schedule, and track time for projects.
P2S will query the Primavera database to retrieve information to be displayed on the Schedule tab. Key dates
for environmental will also be obtained from Primavera. In addition to retrieving data, P2S will have the need
to insert projects into Primavera. lt is anticipated that the Primavera API will be used to interface between P2S
and the Primavera database. lf an API cannot be provided, P2S will directly connect to the Primavera database
to query for schedule information. However, it is unknown at this time if the ability to insert new projects
directly into the Primavera database is allowed or feasible if an API is not provided.
4.2.5 PM Entry
PMEntry is an in-house application used to add and update action items and comments for active projects,
among other things. PMEntry will need to be modified so that project related information can be read from
P2S. Examples of the data needed by PMEntry are project lD, program manager, project name and route
information. PMEntry will also need to be altered so that it can update P2S with Let Date, Obligation Date and
a remark regarding the Obligation date (i.e. "This date changed from <date> to <new date>).
PMG will provide 80 hours of support to aid SCDOT in the integration effort required to provide PMEntry with
the data it needs from P2S and to make the data available from PMEntry to P2S.
4.2.6 General Ledger
P2S keeps track of funds obligated for a project. However, SCDOT's general ledger application keeps track of
all expenditures for a project. In order for P2S to report on these expenditures, data must be imported from
the general ledger application into P2S. Section 2.3.2.4.3 of this document provides details forthis process.
F:'N/@
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4.2.7 CBES
CBES is an in-house application that supports the Maintenance office in estimating pay items for projects and
grouping projects into proposals. As such, CBES needs each project's road segment information from P2S so
an estimate can be adequately determined.
P2S will provide a web service for CBES to use for retrieving and pushing information back and forth between
the systems. Specifically, web methods from the P2S web service will be provided for:
o Retrieving projects and the associated routes from P2S.
o Inserting proposals, the associated projects and pay items into P2S.
o Updating the "current cost estimate" for each project in P2S.
It will be the responsibility of SCDOT to modify the CBES application to call the P2S web methods. Additionally,
CBES should be modified so that:
o Beginning and ending milepoint values may be adjusted within CBES and changes uploaded to P2S.
o Proposals, projects, routes and pay items will no longer be exported to PES/LAS (Web Trns*Port).
The P2S web service required to support CBES will be done using the 80 hours of support stated in the P2S
sow.
5. Modifications to Related Systems
5.1 ITMS Modifications
PMG will modify ITMS to accommodate the use of the new P2S database. The P2S database will replace both
the Master LRS table and the PPMS database. All systems that use the master LRS table willtherefore need to
be modified or retired. The PCN Admin tab in the ITMS web application and the Master LRS/PCN desktop
update utility will no longer be needed to maintain the list of routes. The routes will be created and
maintained in the P2S system.
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Figure 121 - PCN Admin Interface Removed
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Figure 122 - IRS-PCN Data Maintenance Removed
Since the PPMS database will no longer be used and the data will be migrated to the new P2S database, the
ITMS interface will only have a minor change. A new information type, Project lD, will take the place of
PCN/Suffix number and will appear as follows. Please note that since the PPMS data will be migrated into P2S,
the PCNs from the legacy PPMS will become the Project lDs and can still be searched in the same manner.
New projects created in P2S will no longer have PCN suffix.
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Figure 123 - ITMS with Project lD Information Type
While there will be minor interface changes as a result of the new P2S system, the underlying software of ITMS
will have several significant changes. The PPMS information adapter will be discarded and a new P2S adapter
will be designed and developed. The Construction and ODS information adapters will be modified to use the
P2S adapter where PPMS data was used previously. The INFO_TYPES table will also be modified to include the
new project programming data items in place of the PPMS data items.
5.2 Google Active Projects Modifications
PMG will modify the Google Active Projects web application to reference the P2S database instead of the
PPMS database and the Master LRS table. The application will retrieve the routes from the ProjectRoute table
of the new P2S database, dynamically segment the data with GIS HIWHAYS table using GeoMedia WebMap,
generate KML, and display in a Google map. PMG will develop and test the Active Projects map helper
application on the Intranet SMPITMS server and then provide the updated software in an installable MSI file
format to SCDOT. SCDOT will integrate this map portion with their existing Active Projects website and deploy
the application to the Internet.
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PROGRAM ACTION REQUESTS (PAR) PROCEDURES DOCUMENT
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this document is to provide written guidance for the process of completing a Program Action
Request (PAR). These guidelines are intended to assist department personnel in the earliest stage of a project's
development. By providing a reference for completing the electronic PAR form, Federal Program Administration
anticipates improved consistency of project and program data into Preconstruction Project Management System
(PPMS) an dPrimaveraproject trackingsystems. Additionally, newe fforts to better trackprogram funding
according to fiscal years is intended to assist with improved STIP monitoring.
The process outlined in this document is intended to capture the majority of the activities performed by SCDOT




The initiation of a project begins with one of the following actions:
o The project is listed on the Commission Approved Project Priority list
o The project is added to the STIP or State Program
o The project falls on a priority list that has "Programmatic" approval from the Commission (ie: I\'IPO TIP)
o The project is a programmatic project in which funding is approved by the Commission (ie: Interstate
Guardrail)
o The project is selected by the CTC and is programmed by the C Program Coordinator **
Preliminary Project Schedule
After pr oject a pproval, a preliminary sch edule is r equired. A Proglarn Man ager completes an d submits a
Schedule Request Form to the Program Controls Unit. The request form can be accessed via the Preconstruc'lion
Resourc'e llTanagemenl Inlranet site using the Program Controls tab, and selecting Forms. The Schedule Request
Form has been combined with the PAR form and can be filled in by checking the Schedule Request box at the top
of the form. All information in the General section will be shared between documents. Project templates are also
available o n t he P rogram Controls se ction o f the I ntranet s ite a nd c an be us ed t o t ailor a preliminary pr oject
schedule. A preliminary schedule will be returned to the Program Manager and Regional Design Manager (if
applicable). This schedule can be used as the starting point for your project scoping meeting and can be further
modified as necessary.
Once a p reliminary schedule i s complete a P rogram Action Request ( PAR) is needed to create new project
identifiers. The PAR form can be accessed via the Preconslruction Resource A4unusement Intrurtet site usins the
Federal Program Administration tab, and selecting Forms.
**NewC Projectidentifierswillbecreatedby theC ProgramCoordinator afterCTCprojectselectionand
SCDOT acceptance. U pon project creation, a placeholder transaction will be created in PPMS until a PAR is
received from the Program Manager to revise obligations. All other procedures will be the same. **
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PAR FORM COMPLXTION
Actions Requiring a PAR Submittal
A PAR is required for the following project actions:
o To create a New Project and provide project identifiers such as project number, file number, and relevant
PCNs.
o To revise funding obligation and/or letting dates for any phase ofan existing project.(NOTE: Obligationand/orl ettingdatesc anb em oved atthemonthlyPrimaryMeetingw iththe
exceptionofthosechangesthatwillmovetheprojectfromonefiscalyeartoanother.A fiscalyear
change requires a PAR submittal.)
o To revise project cost estimates. New cost estimates will be used to update obligations/authorizations in
PPMS and to update program tracking records (ie: FMSP projects).
o To inactivate a PCN or project that will no I onger be used or pursued; a PAR will also be required to
reactivate a PCN if needed.
o To request to close a project to actual expenditures.
Guidelines for Completing a PAR
When completingaP ARf orm, p lease use the guidelines belowto ensure accuracy and co nsistency across
departments. F ollowingthesestepscan eliminate processingdelaysor PARsbeing returnedby theFederal
Prosram Administrator.
General Information Section
A PAR is unable to be submitted without completing the below required fields.










. MPO / COG (usedfor geographical purposes only)
. Beginning & Ending Mile points
. Project Description
. STIp page
Commission Approval Date is required for any project on the Commission Approved Priority list. A
Program Manager should use the last approval date that the Commission took action on the project (ie:
Use the date that the Commission approved a STIP Revision to use additional funds). If a PAR is being
submitted on a project developed before the Commission Priority I ist was implemented, denote this by
entering "Priorto Act 114". WhenprogrammingSales Taxor othernon-approved programprojects,
enter "N/A" in this field.
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Request Date ispopulated automatically whenthe PARisapprovedby the appropriateDirectoror
designated representative;this isto ensure thatthedateis the PARsubmittal date andto eliminate
confusion in PAR processing.
When Program Manager is selected, the Department and Approved by fields are automatically populated.
When selecting the project Program, please ensure that it corresponds with the STIP distribution chart (ie:
an MPO project falls under the Urban System Upgrade program and COG projects are under the Rural
System Upgrade).
The Rd,uRoute field should consist of a Route prefix, Route Number, and if applicable a Route suffix. In
order tomaintainrouteconsistency,itis requested toonlyuse thefollowingformatswheninputting
informationinthe Rd/Route field. Routeprefixesshouldbe limitedtol-,SC,US,S-,orL-. Route
suffixes should be limited to AL (Alternate), BP (Bypass), BS (Business), CO (Connector), or SP (Spur).
(ie: S-128 not 3-46-128; US l7 BS not US l7 Business). This field combined with the Beginningand
Ending Mile points are used to create project maps in ITMS. These maps are used in several applications
such as FMSP, PSRs and the Actil'e Projects Internet site. Mile points are also required by FMIS for any
project with federal funding. When programming Intersection Improvement projects, use the major route
to define the Rd/Route freld and indicate any c rossing r oute(s) i n t he a dditional Rle fields. When
programming a project with multiple routes such as resurfacing projects, type "Various" in the Rd/Route
field and attach a document with a list of all routes and their associated mile points.
Bridge Information Section
When programming a project that includes work on an existing bridge, the Bridge Structure Number and
its Sfficiency Rating must be included. If more space is needed for multiple bridges, use the Project
Details section.
Funding & FMIS Input Section
Identify funding sources using the appropriation type c heckboxes and their corresponding dropdown
selections. Multiplefunds canbe denotedin thissection,howeverusethe Remarks boxtoshowthe
specific breakdown or fiscal year amounts as outlined in the STIP.
If aproject has federal funding being utilized, the D,r/em Code, On National Highway System,and
Funcliorul C'las^r designations m ust be selected for input i nto F MIS. For intersection improvement
projects, al ways use the major route when defining federal code designations. The System Codes are
defined by FHWA as follows:
Interstate: A subset of the NHS system and are federal, limited access highways, etc.
NHSNon-lnterstate:Anyroutethatdoesnotmeetthelnterstate classification butcanstillbe
found on the NHS system.
Other Federal-Aid Hwy: These routes are eligible for STP funding. Through elimination, they
do not include interstates or NHS routes. They also do not include rural minor collectors and
local roads and streets.
Not on Federal-Aid Hwy: Roads not on Federal-Aid H uy i nclude t he two I owest functional
systems, local roads and streets and rural minor collectors. This system of roads is generally not
eligible for federal-aid, except in circumstances such as off-system bridge work and certain safety
activities.
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The Functional Class codes are defined by the SLIDOT Higllv,ay Dsrign A{anuul(Chapter 9.4) as follows:
Freeways & E xpressways: The h ighest level o fp rincipal a rterial. These f acilities are
characterized by full control ofaccess, high design speeds and a high level ofdriver comfort and
safety.
Other Principal Arterial: These facilities are usually two or four lanes with or without a median.
Partial control ofaccess is desirable alongthese facilities.
Minor Arterial: In rural areas, these facilities will provide a m ix of interstate and intercounty
travelse rvice. I nu rbanareas,t heym aycar ryl ocalb usroutesandpr ovidei ntercounty
connections, but they will not for example, penetrate neighborhoods.
Major Collector: These routes act as intermediate links between the arterial system and points of
origin and destination; they will have lower traffic volumes and speeds than arterials.
Minor Collector: These serve intercounty travel needs and provide connections to the arterial
system; they will have lower traffic volumes and speeds than arterials.
Local: All public roads and streets not classified as arterials or collectors; they are characterized
by their many points of direct access to adjacent properties and their relatively minor value in
accommodating mobility.
No Functional Class: A road where no functional class has been defined.
Road Data Services has functionally classified all public roads and streets within South Carolina that are
maintained by the Department. F or highway design, it is necessary to identi$ the predicted functional
class ofthe road or street for the selected design year (e.g., 20 years beyond the project completion date).
Road Data Services will provide this information to the designer.
Obligation Table
The Obligation Table is made up of calendar fields that can be used to indicate obligation months by
phase. These are entered using month/year format.
Obligation totals are to be shown in $1000's of dollars. When revising an obligation total, please indicate
what the total obligation should be for that phase/PCN in the table. U se the Remarks section to further
explain the increase or decrease in the amount.
Whenrequesting changesto anexisting project,thePCNnumbermustbe includedon thePARfor
processing purposes. If new project identifiers have been requested, the Obligations Management Office
will use these fields to assign new PCN numbers.
If projects are intended to be in the same construction contract, they should be linked together. To link a
project, a Contract or lead PCN (lowest Construction File Number PCN) must be defined for reporting
purposes. The Contract PCN is entered into the Link to PCNfield for correct setup in PPMS.
STIP Compliance
Federally funded projects must be in the Statewide Transportation Improvement Program before a PAR
can be processed. The Program Manager is required to denote the STIP Page on the form for verification
by the Federal Program Administrator. Use the comprehensive updated STIP to find the latest STIP page
and revision number that the project is included on. When programming a project that is not required to
be in the STIP. mark "N/A" for this field.
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Remarks Section
The Remarks section is used for any additional or important explanation of the action beingrequested.
This section is for PM and RPG leaders to add comments pertaining to the project. Comments can be
distinguished bychangingthefont,color, or attributes associated tothe remarks. Items such as the
Contract ID on a Consultant contract, SCDOT's maximum contribution on a Participation Agreement,
and/or a specific monetary breakdown of multiple funds are examples that can be shown inthe Remarks
section.
Schedule & Attachments
A preliminary project schedule should be prepared with the Program Controls Unit, and indicated by
checking the box in the bottom left corner of the form. The preliminary project schedule does not need to
be submitted to the Federal Program Administrator if it has been prepared through the PCU office.
Any attachments to the PAR can be indicated using the See Attachmer?ls checkbox also located in the
bottom left hand corner of the form. I n order to attach documents directly to the PAR, Adobe Acrobat
Professional must be installed on the user's machine. By clicking on the paperclip icon in the bottom left
corner of the application and selecting "Add", the user will be prompted to "Save A Copy". This copy of
the PAR will not have reader-extended capability but will allow the user to attach documents within the
PAR itself. Save the PAR to a network or local folder. Close the open version of the PAR and open the
saved local copy, choose the paperclip icon and select the Add button at the top of the Attachment menu.
Attachments can be any document format.
If Adobe Acrobat Professional is not installed, attachments can be added to the submittal email message.
A member of the Federal Program Administration office will attach the documents within the PAR for
processing and archival purposes.
Please refer to Attachment A for any other field details or restrictions.
Importing Data from Previous Version
Informationonan existingPAR(version9l8l2009 or2124l20l0)canbe importedinto the newformto
avoid having to re-enter data if Adobe Professional is installed on the machine. To do this:
Open the old form
Choose Forms > Manage Form Data > Export Data
Save the xml file
Open the new PAR form
Select the "Import Previous" button at the top of the form
Navigate to the xml file and select
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PAR APPROVAL & SUBMITTAL
Regional Production Groups
All PARs being submitted by or for a member of a Regional Production Group (RPG) must be submitted and
approved by the RPG leader. A PAR can be emailed to the RPG leader for concurrence by using the Email icon
at the top left of the Adobe application screen. R PG leaders have the capability of making any changes to the
PAR as warranted and can use the Remarks section for any comments in addition to those made by the Program
Manager.
Director / Supervisor
Before PARscan beacceptedbytheFederalProgramAdministrationoffice,theymustbe approved bythe
corresponding Department Director / Supervisor. The following have signature authority:
o Director of Preconstruction
. Director of Construction
o Director of Traffic Engineering
. Traffic Operations Engineer
. Traffic Safety Engineer
o Director of Maintenance
o Director of Planning
. Research Engineer
o Director of Mass Transit
o Director of Administration
. Local Program Administrator
o Director of Business Development & Special Programs
To request approval by a Director / Supervisor, use the Submit for Approval button located at the top right hand
side of the PAR form. A Save dialog box will open to save a local copy of the filled out form for recordkeeping
purposes. Once saved, an email message will open. The "To" box will be populated based on the corresponding
Director / Supervisor. The "Subject" will be populated based off of the County_Rd/Route fields. This name will
be usedforarchivalpurposesandmustbe includedinthePARsubmittalemail. T he "Body" ofthe email
message will be populated using the Requested by freld and can be changed to fit the user's needs.
TheDirector/ Supervisorcan makeadjustments tothePARasn ecessary. Oncecomplete, theDirector /
Supervisor can denote his / her approval and concurrence by clicking on t he Approved by freld, saving a local
copy, and applyinghis / her signature. W hen finished an emailmessage will open to submitthe PARto the
FederalProgramAdministrationoffice. The "To" boxwillautomaticallybe populatedwith thegroupemail
address, the "Subject" will again be populated using the County_Rd/Route ftelds and the "Body" of the message
will include the Director / Supervisor's title information. Again, this can be customized to fit the user's needs
before submittal.
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Federal Program Administrator
Once the PAR i s submitted to the F ederal P rogram A dministrator, it w ill be I ogged i nto the PAR Record
Management System by a m ember of the FPA office and will be ready for verification and concurrcnce by the
Federal Program Administrator.
TheFederalProgramAdministratorhastheabilitytomakechangestothe PARasn ecessary. T he Federal
Program Administratormay returnany PARthat doesnot comply with the above stated guidelines. Upon
concurrence, the Federal Program Administrator will apply his / her signature, prompting an email message to
Obligations Management. This email will also be courtesy copied to the corresponding Program Manager, RPG
Leader, Director / Supervisor and members of the Federal Program Administration office. If Safety funds are
used, a courtesy copy will also be sent to the Traffic Safety Engineer.
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PAR PROCESSING & ROUTING
Obligations Management
All approved and signed PARs are sent to the Obligations Management Office for processing. Requests made are
initiatedor updated inPPMSandFMlSandanemailnotificationis sent outasfollows. TheObligations
Management staff should use the below guidelines when routing PAR notifications.
o PARsnotificationswillbesent to the correspondingDirector /Supervisor,RPGLeader,Program
Manager and/or Assistant Program Manager.
. A copy of all PAR notifications will be s ent to the Federal P rogram Administration O ffice and the
Program Controls Unit.
o All PAR notifications involving a Local Public Agency in addition to the above will be sent to the Local
Program Administrator and the Local Public Agency Administrator.
o All PAR notifications involving a CTC action in addition to the above will be sent to the Local Program
Administrator and the C Program Coordinator.
o All PAR notifications involving Safety funds in addition to the above will be sent to the Traffic Safety
Engineer.
Once a PAR notification has been received, a member of the Federal Program Administration office updates the
document on the PAR Record Manasement Svstem.
PAR RECORD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
All PARs are imported into the PAR Record Management System, which can be accessed via the Prec'onslructiort
Resource trlanagemenl Intranat site, under the Federal Program Administration tab. This system can be used a s
both a tracking system and a PAR archival system. Data will be exported directly from the submitted PAR and
imported into the Record Management System.
Search Criteria
PARs can be searched by any of the following fields:
. Commission Approval Date (use the following format when searching: M/D/YYYY )r Program
r County
. Road/Route







. FPA Signature Date (use the following format when searching: M/D/YYYY)
. Status
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Tabsto theright ofthesearchfieldsindicate a usercan choosefroma specific list. Asawayoftrackinga
submitted PAR, a Program Manager can search the Status field using three categories. These include:
. In FPA
MeaningthePARresidesintheFederalProgramAdrninistrationofficeandisawaiting
verification by the Federal Program Administrator.
In OM
Meaning the PAR has been signed by the Federal Program Administrator and has been submitted
to the Obligations Management office for PPMS and FMIS processing.
Processed
Meaning the PAR has been processed and is norv stored for archival purposes.
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Search Results





Use the d) Information icon to view the imported data. Use the a NAagniS tool to actually view the stored
PDF. Archived PARs are the finalized document and should include all notations, revisions, and remarks that are




. Director / Supervisor
. Federal Program Administrator
. Obligations Management staff
PARs can be viewed and saved to your local hard drive if needed, but any changes made to a PAR through the
Record Management system will not be saved in order to historically maintain the accuracy of the information
that was submitted and processed.
Forquestions regardingthePARprocedures, electronic PARformor thePARRecord ManagementSystem,
please contact a member of the Federal Program Administration Office.
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DEFINITIONS
Act 114
Actadoptedin200T by theSouthCarolinaGeneral AssemblyrequiringSCDOT toensurethat transportation
projects originate from an established priority list
Active Projects
Internet s ite t o g ive de tailed i nformation t o t he pub lic with r egards t o current projects be ing de signed a nd/or




Financial Management Information System used by FHWA
FMSP
Financial Management Strategic Planning system
FPA
Federal Program Administration office
Functional Class
A FMIS required field that groups streets and highways into classes, or systems, according to the character of
service they provide as classified inthe Highway Functional Classificalion publication.
ITMS
Integrated Transportation Management System
Letting
The date that bids are received from perspective construction contractors
MPO
Metropol itan Planning Organization
Obligation
Future date to commit funds to a project or phase of a project's development
PAR
Program Action Request Form
PCN
Project Control Number; previously refered to as PIN number
PSR
Project Status Report; can be run from the Intranet Project Management Reporting System
Program Controls Unit
Department that creates and manages project schedules through the use of Primavera
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Progran Manager
Individual responsible for all development activities of a project from design through construction
Reader-Extended
Allows the Adobe pdf form to be filled out and saved by those users only having access to the Adobe Reader
application
STIP
Statewide Transportation Improvement Program
System Code
A FMIS required field to indicate the system on which the project is located as described in Federal code23
u.s.c. 103.
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TO: Federal Prosram Administrator COMMISSION APPROVAL
DATE OF REQUEST









(Dropdown - Requrred) | (Populated) Department
(Dropdown - Required)
(Dropdown - Required) Corresponds to STIP Distribution Chart
(Dropdown - Required)
(Text Field - Required) Limited to 20 Characters
(Text Field)
(Text Field - Required) Limited to 25 Characters
(Text Field - Required) Limited to 25 Characters
CITY / TOWN
COMMISSION

















(Dropdown / Text Field - Required)
(Dropdown - Required)
(Numeric Field)
(Attached Calendar) Use latest Approval Date
(Populated Date on Approval Signature)
(Text Field) lf programming a project with existing bridge work, bridge structure number and
sufficiency rating are required. ..BR. STRUCTURE(s):
(Text Field) lnclude a brief project description and/or use this area for any overflow information lf using federal dollars, these
classifications must be selected.




(Dropdown / Text Field)
I NttS Non-Interstate I Other Principal Arterial
! Ottrer Federal-Aid Hwy ! Uinor Arterial
fl ufOlCOC Program (Dropdown) I Local Public Agency f] Not on Federal-Aid Hwy I Vtaior Collector
On National Hwy System I Minor Collector
9E
=H*
(Text Field) For use by the Program l\,4anager and/or RPG Leader
fl s#ettachments fffroject has Schedule
(Text Fields) Use latest
(Signature Field) Indicates Verification by






(Text Field) For use by the Director/Supervisor and/or the Federal Program Administrator
Check to indicate the projecl
has a Primavera schedule
(Signature Field) Indicates Approval by the
corresponding Director/Supervisor
PAR Form 31B-R2: Revised & Distributed 7/1612010 (Populated Field) Director/Supervisor Title
Obligation / Letting Schedule & Obligation Amounts
(Text Field) Use (Text Field)
Right-of-Way
NOTE: lfa PCN has previously been assigned to this project, please note it on the
appropriate phase ofwork. Ifyou are programming a new PCN that needs to be linked to
an existing project, please provide the Contract PCN here: (Text Field)
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1. The Home Screen
The home screen displays the projects which are of interest to the user. The user has several ways to
select which projects are shown by default upon entry to P2S. The user may also change the display
settings for these projects utilizing map functions. These options are defined below.
1.1 Changing the Map Display
Resetting the map: Clicking the Reset Map button will erase previously shown projects, and zoom out
to focus on the entire state rather than a particular project within.
Selecting projects to display: To swap the project displayed on the map with another project, click the
Change Map Display button. You will then be presented with the Map Display Options menu, which
allows you to choose from one of five project display options, as shown below.
Figure 1 - The Home Screen
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Map Oisplay Options
Select prsjects for display:
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Figure 2 - Map Display Options
Select the radio button that pertains to the desired
group of projects to display, and then use the
corresponding dropdown menu to select the criteria
to be displayed. You have the option to save your
chosen criteria so that it may be loaded when the map
loads by checking the Save for Initial Display box.
After choosing the display options, click Refresh to
update the map.
Note; Only the selected radio button's criteria will be
shown once the map is refreshed.
Zooming, panning, and street view: To zoom in and out of the map, use the zoom scrollbar to adjust
the map towards your desired distance. Note: You can also use your mouse wheel or click the + and 
-
buttons to zoom. The zoom toolbar is located on the upper left hand side of the Home screen.
Use the directional pad to pan up, down, left, or right on the map.
To initiate street view, drag the orange humanoid to the desired location on the map. Once in street
view, you may pan or rotate the camera to adjust your view.
Changing between map and satellite: To switch the map mode between Map and Satellite, click the
corresponding button. Note: The Map button has an option to toggle terrain on or off, while the
Satellite button has the option to toggle labels on or off.
Printing the map: To print the displayed portion of the map, click the Print Map button. Your operation
system's standard print options will appear, and you can select the proper options from there.
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Fieure 3 - Chanse PIN Interface
Enter the proper credentials and click Save to save your new PIN or Cancel to cancel the operation.
Viewing a Map Bubble: To view a map bubble, click on any existing project displayed on the map. A
bubble containing the project name, lD, and description will pop up, as below.
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Figure 5 - A Project Summary Report
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The Search function can be used to find project or contract information. This section will focus on
searching for project information.
2.1 Search Tab
There are three main categories to perform a search on: Project ldentity, Funding, and Location. Any
search will be performed on the entered criteria after clicking the Search button. You can also reset the
fields after performing a search by clicking the Reset button (adjacent to Search). Note: Wildcard
searches will be performed with any entered data. Le. if the user enters "306L" into the Project lD, P2S
willdisplay allprojects with 3051as part of their lD.
After searching, projects matching the criteria will be displayed below the Seorch and Reset buttons, as
shown on the next page.
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Figure 6 - The Project Search Screen
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Figure 7 - Project Search Results
Select the project you were searching for from the displayed list and click View Selected Project. This
will automatically take you to the tab containing the general information about the selected project, as
shown below.
2.2 GeneralTab
Figure 8 - Project General lnformation
Note; This screen is read only from the Search screen. lf you wish to modify any of these fields, you will
need to go to either the Project Plan or the Project Program tab.
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The Location tab contains several options for you to define the project location, as defined and display
below.









Read Only Project Location
Note: This screen is read only from the Search screen. lf you wish to modify any of these fields, you will
need to go to either the Project Plan or the Project Program tab.
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2.4 Roads Tab
The Roads tab contains specific location information pertaining to the project.
Rords - Prcjrct 0@O:n0
D&iir d Hthliahi.d &# lsynem €$!otca)
Figure 10 
- 
Read Only Project Roads Information
Note: This screen is read only from the Search screen. lf you wish to modifi7 any of these fields, you will
need to go to either the Project Plan or the Project Program tab.
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2.5 Bridge/RR Tab
The Bridge/RR tab contains specific location information pertaining to the project.
BridgclRR - Projact {XXX}300 Ri(hlrhd cosnty, l- 77
.l
Figure 11 - Read Only Project Bridge/RR Information
Note; This screen is read only from the Search screen. lf you wish to modify any of these fields, you will
need to go to either the Project Plan or the Project Program tab.
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2.6 Phases Tab
At any point, you can expand any information on the rows available from the Phases screen by clicking
the + at the beginning of the row.
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Figure 12 - Read Only Project Phases lnformation
Note; This screen is read only from the Search screen. lf you wish to modify any of these fields, you will




The Schedule tab contains schedule information for the activities associated with the project. The data
on this tab will be retrieved from the Primavera P5 database based on the given Project lD. The
information is obtained using an API provided by Primavera, and is displayed in read-only format.




















































Figure 13 - Project Schedule Information
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2.8 Pay ltems Tab
P2S provides the ability to allow the input and modification of quantities and items required for a given
project. The system calculates the cost of each item given this information. The screen shot below
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Project Pay ltems Tab
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2.9 Remarks Tab
The Remarks tab provides a user with the ability to view all remarks previously entered by P2S system
users for a project. The Remarks tab also provides a user with the ability to associate a remark to a
project.
Rcmarkr - ProJect (xxxt:lm nk$k.d€o6ty. F77
Figure 15 - Read Only Project Remarks
Note; This screen is read only from the Search screen. lf you wish to modify any of these fields, you will




During the life of a project in P2S, many changes will occur that require approval by DOT personnel
having direct or indirect responsibility for the project.
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The PPMS tab contains legacy identifying information about projects originating from PPMS. Whereas
the PPMS system was "work phase" driven, the P2S system is "project" driven. As such, P2S no longer
creates the same identifying information such as project suffix, file number, etc. However, so that users
of the P2S system can still query and locate information by the legacy lD information, much of this data
has been retained for viewing purposes only. The PPMS tab will only be visible for projects which once
existed in PPMS. The data is presented in a read-onlyformat.
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Figure 17 - Project PPMS Information
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The Search tab can be used to find project or contract information. This section will focus on searching
for contract information.
3.1Search Tab
Similarly to searching for project information, you need only to enter the information you wish to search
for in the corresponding fields and click Search. A list of contracts corresponding to the criteria will be
displayed. Similarly to the Project search screen, the Contract search will perform wildcard searches.
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Figure 18 - Contract Search Screen
lf the desired contract appears in the list, click View to view the selected
redirected to the general information screen for this contract, as shown below.
does not appear, you may need to reconsider your search criteria.
contract. You will be
lf your desired contract
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3.2 GeneralTab
Current Completion Date
To view more information about the current completion date than is shown in the field, you may click
Current Completion Date to be redirected to the Chg Orders screen, which is discussed further down in
this section.
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Figure 19 - Contract General Information
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3.3 Letting Tab
The Letting tab lists information about the vendors that bid on the contract and their bid amounts. The
textboxes and data table on this screen contain read-only information retrieved from Web Trns*port.
The letting and award dates are shown above the table. The table lists each vendor and their total bid
amount. The lowest bid is ranked first and placed at the top of the list. Each successively higher bid is
listed below it along with the percent it goes over the lowest bid.
Figure 20 - Contract Letting lnformation
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3.4 Bid ltems Tab
The Bid ltems tab lists the estimates of the prices for materials that will be used under the contract. The
pay items listed on this tab will list combined estimates for identical item numbers for each project. This
screen contains read-only information retrieved from Web Trns*port. lt lists all of the pay items, their
estimated quantities and estimated costs. These amounts are summed to reach the total estimate. This
screen is displayed below.
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The Status tab shows detailed information about the dates and amounts associated with the contract.
Note: This screen is read only from the Search screen. lf you wish to modify any of these fields, you will
need to go to the Modify Contracts tab.
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Figure 22 - Contract Status Information
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3.6 Locations Tab
The Location tab shows detailed information about the dates and amounts associated wlth the contract.
The information on this tab is retrieved from the P2S database and is read-only.
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Figure 23 - Contract Locations lnformation
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3.7 Management Tab
The Management tab shows information about the resident construction and resident maintenance
engineers for the contract.
Viewing Contractor Information: To view information about the contractor, such as the contractor
name, street address, city, state, and zip, click the Contractor button.
Viewing Bonding Company Information: To view information about the bonding company, such as the
bonding company name, streed address, city, state, and zip, click the Bonding Company button.
Viewing Resident Construction Engineer Information: To view information about the resident
construction engineer, such as the resident construction engineer name, street, city, state, zip code,
work phone number, or cell phone number, click the Resident Construction Engineer button.
Viewing Resident Maintenance Engineer Information: To view information about the reisdent
manintenance engineer, such as the resident maintenance engineer name, street, city, state, zip code,
work phone number, or cellphonr number, click the Resident Maintenance Engineer button.
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Figure 24 - Contract Management Information
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3.8 Change Orders Tab
The Change Orders tab shows a list of all of the change orders that have been applied to the contract.
This tab replaces the "Open SA" and "Open CMR" links that were in the old card file interface.
Filtering Results: Located above the Change Order Summary table is a drop-down menu that allows
you to filter any displayed results. You have the option to filter your results by Has Cost Adjustments,
Has Time Adjustments, Has Cost and Time Adjustments, or All Change Orders.
Viewing Change Order Detail: Clicking any order within the Chonge Order Summary'table will cause
that order to be viewed in more detail in the table below, Chonge Order Detoil.
Change Ordcn - Contrrct lD 0L033030
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Figure 25 - Contract Change Orders lnformation
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3.9 Claims Tab
The Claims tab will provide the ability to view information pertaining to contract claims.
Note: This screen is read only from the Search screen. lf you wish to modify any of these fields, you will
need to go to the Modify Contracts tab.
. C.ontEct lD 0{.03!X}30
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Figure 26 - Contract Claims Information
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When a project is planned, particulars regarding the project are captured and logged into the system.
The Project Plan tab allows you to search for and modify existing projects, or start planning a new
project.
4.1Search Tab
Planning an Existing Project: The project plan search page is used in a similar way as the Search tab's
search page. Enter in the desired criteria under the correct fields, and click Search. The difference
between the Search tab's page and the Project's search are the Plan New Project and Plan Selected
Project buttons.
Note: The ptan setected project uruS'fr"i3tnt;liilT:t';l"T'l*"r. ,"rr.h criteria have been entered,
Search has been clicked, and you have selected the project you wish to plan.
Plan a new Project: When you choose to plan a new project, clicking the Plan New Project button will
take you to the General tab in which you can enter information about the project you are planning. This
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4.2 GeneralTab
Figure 28 - Project Plan General Tab
At a minimum, you will need to enter data in each field marked with an asterisk (Project Name, Project
Description, ls Work Cyclical?), although it is recommended that enough identifying information is
entered to assist users in easily locating the planned project from a search. A unique Project lD will be
generated and assigned by the system when the project is saved for the first time.
After the project has been saved, some Status and Funding information will be filled in. You may also
click the Office button located above the Status fields, which will now have information stored.
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The Location tab contains several options for you to define the project location, as defined and display
below.







Figure 29 - Project Plan Location Tab
Specific Roads and Counties ldentified on Roads Tab: This option allows you to enter the project
counties and routes on the Roads tab.
Statewide: This option is available for defining the general area of a project when parts of it lay in
different areas of the state. lf this option is chosen, the Roads tab in P2S will be disabled.
Engineering Districts: This option allows the user to define one or more engineering districts as the
project location. lf this option is chosen, the Roads tab in P2S will be disabled.
Counties: This option allows the user to define one or more counties as the project location. lf this
option is chosen, the Roads tab in P2S will be disabled. Selecting this option will also bring up the
Add/Delete Counties interface. When this link is clicked, you may select the districts to be used in the
project.
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4.4 Roads Tab
Adding a Road: When you first navigate to the Roads tab, there will only be one row enabled in the
table. At any point after filling in the first 6 columns, you may press the Refresh Details button to see
details about the road section in the table at the bottom of the screen. Changes may be made by
editing a field and clicking the Save button. Note: A second row will only be enabled after the first row
has met the proper criteria.
Figure 30 - Proiect Plan Roads Tab
There are two buttons located at the top right of the above image that can assist you in selecting either
roads or intersections to add. lf you want to add a new route based on either criterion, click the Route
or Intersection button, depending on the necessity.
Route Helper: Clicking the Route button will cause the interface displayed below to appear. Enter in the
search criterion and click Search., You will then be able to choose from any of the results, and click Add
Selected Routes to transfer these routes into the Roads display. Note: The Region field requires an
option to be selected in order for the search to work.
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Figure 31 - Project Plan Route Helper
lntersection Helper:
Clicking the Intersection button will cause the
interface displayed on the right to appear.
Enter in the search criterion and click Search.
You will then be able to choose from any of the
results, and click Add Selected Routes to
transfer these routes into the Roads display.
Note: The County and Route fields are
required for the search to work.
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Adding a Bridge: When you first navigate to the Bridge/RR tab, there will be one row enabled in the
table. At any point after filling in the first 5 columns of the Bridge table, you may press the Refresh
Details button to see details about the road section in the table at the bottom of the screen. Changes
may be made by editing a field and clicking the Save button. Note; A second row will only be enabled
after the first row has met the proper criteria.
Adding a Railroad: When you first navigate to the Bridge/RR tab, there will be one row enabled in the
table. At any point after filling in the first 5 columns inside of the Railroad Crossing table, you may press
the Refresh Details button to see details about the road section in the table at the bottom of the screen.
Changes may be made by editing a field and clicking the Save button. Note: A second row will only be
enabled after the first row has met the proper criteria.
Figure 33 - Proiect Plan Bridge/RR
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Figure 34 - Project Plan Bridge Helper
Railroad Helper:
Clicking the Railroad button will cause the
interface displayed on the right to appear.
Enter in the search criterion and click Search.
You will then be able to choose from any of
the results, and click Add Selected Crossings
to transfer these routes into the Roads
display. Note: The County field is required
for the search to work.
Bridge Helper: Clicking the Bridge button
will cause the interface displayed below to
appear. Enter in the search criterion and
click Search. You will then be able to
choose from any of the results, and click
Add Selected Bridges to transfer these
routes into the Roads display. Note: The
County field is required for the search to
work.
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Figure 35 - Project Plan Railroad Helper
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A project is said to be programmed when a request to obligate funding has been approved. This section
is dedicated to programming and modifying planned projects.
5.1 Search Tab
The search function for the Project Programming screen is similar to the search screens previously
mentioned in this guide (enter criteria and click Search). The exceptions here are that the Project
Program search will search for projects in both the planning and programming phases, and that the
View Selected Project button has been replaced with the Program Selected Project button.
Programming: Once criteria is entered and searched for, and a project has been highlighted, click the
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Figure 37 - Project Program General Tab
5.2 GeneralTab
To program the project, you must ensure that, at a minimum, every field marked with an asterisk (*) is
fiffed out (Project Name, Project Description, ls Work Cyclical?). Note: Fields in italics will require
approval if changed. After the search criteria are entered, you may choose to save or cancel your
changes by clicking on the corresponding button.
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5.3 Location Tab
The [ocation tab contains several options for you to define the project location, as defined and display
below.
Specific Roads and Counties ldentified on Roads Tab: This option allows you to enter the project
counties and routes on the Roads tab.
Statewide: This option is available for defining the general area of a project when parts of it lay in
different areas of the state. lf this option is chosen, the Roads tab in P2S will be disabled.
Engineering Districts: This option allows the user to define one or more engineering districts as the
project location. lf this option is chosen, the Roads tab in P2S will be disabled.
Counties: This option allows the user to define one or more counties as the project location. lf this
option is chosen, the Roads tab in P2S will be disabled. Selecting this option will also bring up the
Add/Delete Counties interface. When this link is clicked, you may select the districts to be used in the
project.
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Figure 38 - Project Program Locations Tab
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5.4 Roads Tab
Adding a Road: When you first navigate to the Roads tab, there will only be one row enabled in the
table. At any point after filling in the first 6 columns, you may press the Refresh Details button to see
details about the road section in the table at the bottom of the screen. Changes may be made by
editing a field and clicking the Save button. Note: A second row will only be enabled after the first row
has met the proper criteria.
Figure 39 - Project Program Roads Tab
There are two buttons located at the top right of the above image that can assist you in selecting either
roads or intersections to add. lf you want to add a new route based on either criterion, click the Route
or Intersection button, depending on the necessity.
Route Helper: Clicking the Route button will cause the interface displayed below to appear. Enter in the
search criterion and click Search. You will then be able to choose from any of the results, and click Add
Selected Routes to transfer these routes into the Roads display. Note; The Region field requires an
option to be selected in order for the search to work.
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Clicking the Intersection button will cause the
interface displayed on the right to appear. Enter in
the search criterion and click Search. You will then be
able to choose from any of the results, and click Add
Selected Routes to transfer these routes into the
Roads display. Note; The County and Route fields are
required for the search to work.
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Figure 41 - Project Program Intersection Helper
5.5 Bridge/RR Tab
Adding a Bridge: When you first navigate to the Bridge/RR tab, there will be one row enabled in the
table. At any point after filling in the first 5 columns of the Bridge table, you may press the Refresh
Details button to see details about the road section in the table at the bottom of the screen. Changes
may be made by editing a field and clicking the Save button. Note: A second row will only be enabled
after the first row has met the proper criteria.
Figure 42 - Project Program Bridte/RR Tab
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Adding a Railroad: When you first navigate to the Bridge/RR tab, there will be one row enabled in the
table. At any point after filling in the first 5 columns inside of the Railroad Crossing table, you may press
the Refresh Details button to see details about the road section in the table at the bottom ofthe screen.
Changes may be made by editing a field and clicking the Save button. Note: A second row will only be
enabled after the first row has met the proper criteria.
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Figure 43 - Project Program Bridges Helper
Railroad Helper:
Clicking the Railroad button will cause the interface
displayed on the right to appear. Enter in the search
criterion and click Search. You will then be able to
choose from any of the results, and click Add
Selected Crossings to transfer these routes into the
Roads display. Note: The County field is required for
the search to work.
Bridge Helper: Clicking the Bridge button will
cause the interface displayed below to appear.
Enter in the search criterion and click Search.
You will then be able to choose from any of the
results, and click Add Selected Bridges to
transfer these routes into the Roads display.
Note: The County field is required for the
search to work.
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Figure 44 - Project Program Railroad Helper
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5.6 Phases Tab
At any point, you can expand any information on the rows available from the Phases screen by clicking
the + at the beginning of the row.
Note: In the image below, the Unlink from P/E Project and Unlink from ROW Project buttons can
interchangeably be Link to P/E Project and Link to ROW Project. This depends on whether or not the
project is already linked to one (or both)of the projects.
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Figure 45 - Project Program Phases Tab
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Link to P/E Proiect: Clicking this button will load the following interface.
After running a search based off of your desired criteria, you may select a project from the list of results
and click Link.
Link to ROW Project: Clicking this button will load an interface very similar to the image shown above.
Search for your criteria, select a project, and click Link if you wish to link the project.
Unlink from P/E Project: Clicking this button will load a confirmation-for-deletion prompt. Make your
choice and carry on.
Unlink from ROW Project: Clicking this button will load a confirmation-for-deletion prompt. Make your
choice and carry on.
Flgure 46 - Proiect Protram tlnk P/E Work Phase Interface
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Add New Work Phase/Funding: This button should only be available when you have been granted the
Ability to Program Projects permission, and there are no work phase funding sources assign to the
project. When the button is clicked it, the interface shown below will appear.
Fill in information as needed.
The Include in Letting checkbox denotes if the work phase is to be included in the letting of the project
or not. This field is associated with the work phase directly such that the checked state applies to all
work phase funding sources for the corresponding work phase. This check box will be unchecked and
disabled for the following work phase types which are never let: Utilities, ROW, and PE.
The Delete Selected button will only delete any row which has been marked by its check box, found at
the beginning of each row. The Delete Work Phase button may be clicked if all funding transactions
have their Obligation Status set to "Proposed."
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Figure 47 - Project Program Add New Work Phase/Funding Interface
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5.7 Schedule Tab
The Schedule tab contains schedule information for the activities associated with the project. The data
on this tab will be retrieved from the Primavera P5 database based on the given Project lD. The






















































Figure 48 - Project Program Schedule Tab
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5.8 Pay ltems Tab
P2S provides the ability to allow the input and modification of quantities and items required for a given
project. The system calculates the cost of each item given this information. The screen shot below
depicts this information in a read-only format.
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The Remarks tab provides a user with the ability to view all remarks previously entered by P2S system
users for a project. The Remarks tab also provides a user with the ability to associate a remark to a
project.
Adding a New Remark: To add a new remark, type your remark in the New Remark field and click Save
Changes. As shown in the image above, it will be added after saving.
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During the life of a project in P2S, many changes will occur that require approval by DOT personnel
having direct or indirect responsibility for the project.
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Figure 51 - Project Program Approvals Tab
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5.11 PPMS Tab
The PPMS tab contains legacy identifying information about projects originating from PPMS. Whereas
the PPMS system was "work phase" driven, the P2S system is "project" driven. As such, P2S no longer
creates the same identifying information such as project suffix, file number, etc. However, so that users
of the P2S system can still query and locate information by the legacy lD information, much of this data
has been retained for viewing purposes only. The PPMS tab will only be visible for projects which once
existed in PPMS. This data is displayed in a read-only interface.
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Figure 52 - Project Program PPMS Tab
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5. Building Proposals
P2S provides the capability to build proposals for letting. The proposal will consist of a Proposal lD, an
associated project or set of projects, and other pertinent information such as project location and pay
item estimate data. A proposal exists in P2S from its creation (i.e. when projects are associated with it)
until contract award. The proposal section of P2S exists to aid in letting preparation and to facilitate the
integration of this data with Web Trns*port where the letting actually occurs. The proposal section of
P2S helps to collate and manage information in P2S for a letting prior to its transmission and subsequent




Figure 53 - Proposals Search
Searching for Projects: Before you can add any projects to a proposal, you will need to search for them.
To do this, enter in your search criteria within the set of Search Projects fields. Note: You must have a
Proposed Let Date in order to search.
Adding Projects to and Removing Projects form Proposals: To add a project to the proposal, click on
the desired project within the Available Projects from Search table and then click Add Selected Project.
lf you wish to add each project that was available from the search, click Add All Projects. Conversely, to
remove a single project or each project from a proposal, click the corresponding button. Once ready,
clicking the Build Proposals button will display a confirmation message that contains a contract number.
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7. Modifying Proposals
The Modify Proposal capability allows users with permission to change which projects are associated
with a proposal. The project association changes are managed through an interface similar to Build
Proposal, discussed previously. The user first locates the proposal to modify by entering search criteria.
Note that the proposal search will only locate existing proposals that have not yet been transmitted to
Web Trns*port.
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Figure 54 - Modifying Proposals Tab
7.1 Search Tab
To search for a proposal, you need only enter in criteria and click Search. Once the search is complete,
you will be displayed a list of results to choose from. Select the proposalyou wish to modify and click
Modify. The screen shown below will appear.
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7.2 Modifying the Proposal
Searching for Projects: Before you can add any projects to a proposal, you will need to search for them.
To do this, enter in your search criteria within the set of Search Projects fields. Note.' You must have a
Proposed Let Date in order to search.
Adding Projects to and Removing Projects form Proposals: To add a project to the proposal, click on
the desired project within the Availoble Projects f rom Search table and then click Add Selected Project.
f f you wish to add each project that was available from the search, click Add All Projects.
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Figure 55 - Modifying Proposals Interface
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8. Transmitting Proposals
P2S provides the ability to transmit proposals and associated projects to Web Trns*port for letting. The
Transmit Proposal interface is used to facilitate the management of proposals for a specific letting as
well as the transmission of the information into Web Trns*port. The interface allows users with
appropriate permissions to obtain a list of proposals for a specific letting by first choosing a Proposed
Let Date. Once this date is established, the system will return all existing proposals in P2S whose
projects match the let date chosen.
Notes; Proposals for the same letting can be transmitted at different times. All projects associated with
a single proposal must be transmitted at the same time. Users can only view proposals for a letting that
have been previously transmitted (no changes are allowed). Once a proposal has been transmitted to
Web Trns*port, changes for any transmitted information will not be allowed.
8.1 Display Let List
To display the let list, click the Display Let List button on the lower left of the Transmit Proposal
interface. Nofe: You may have to make an exception for this in your popup-blocker settings.
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Figure 56 - Transmitting Proposals Interface
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9. Modifying Contracts
Most data pertaining to contracts is read-only. However, there are parts of contracts that may be
modified. The ways to modifying this data are described in this section
9.1 Search Tab
To search for a contract, simply enter the criteria you wish to search for and click Search. A list of
available contracts will appear, as shown in the image above. Select the contract you wish to modify,
and click Modify. You will be taken to the General Information interface, as shown on the next page.
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Figure 57 - Modifying Contracts Search Tab
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9.2 General Information Tab
Clicking the Project lD located under Projects Included in Contract will give you detailed information
about the project. Clicking the Current Completion Date link will take you to the Chg Orders screen,
which is covered later in this guide.
Permits: Three checkbox options appear in the permits field. They are NPDES, NOl, and NOT.
NPDES should be checked if the contract requires a Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit. A
Contracts Superuser may edit this field.
NOI should be checked if a Notice Of Intent has been submitted for the contract. A Contracts Superuser
may edit this field.
NOT should be checked if a Notice Of Termination has been submitted for the contract. A Contracts
Superuser may edit this field.
Current Completion Date: To view more information about the current completion date than is shown
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9.2 Letting Tab
The Letting tab lists information about the vendors that bid on the contract and their bid amounts. The
textboxes and data table on this screen contain read-only information retrieved from Web Trns*port.
The letting and award dates are shown above the table. The table lists each vendor and their total bid
amount. The lowest bid is ranked first and placed at the top of the list. Each successively higher bid is
listed below it along with the percent it goes over the lowest bid.
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Figure 59 - Modifying Contracts Letting Tab
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9.3 Bid ltems Tab
The Bid ltems tab lists the estimates of the prices for materials that will be used under the contract. The
pay items listed on this tab will list combined estimates for identical item numbers for each project. This
screen contains read-only information retrieved from Web Trns*port. lt lists all of the pay items, their
estimated quantities and estimated costs. These amounts are summed to reach the total estimate. This
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Figure 50 - Modifying Contracts Bid ltems Tab
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9.4 Status Tab
The Status tab shows detailed information about the dates and amounts associated with the contract.
Modifying Contract Status: To change any field from Accepted with Exceptions to Final Package
Received within the Contract Status (Time) set of fields, simply click on the field you wish to change and
select a date. Click Save Changes or Discard €hanges depending on how you wish to handle your edits.
F3M@
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The Status tab shows detailed information about the dates and amounts associated with the contract.
The information on this tab is retrieved from the P2S database and is read-only.
Figure 62 - Modify Contracts Locations Tab
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9.6 Management Tab
The Management tab shows information about the resident construction and resident maintenance
engineers for the contract.
Viewing Contractor Information: To view information about the contractor, such as the contractor
name, street address, city, state, and zip, click the Contractor button.
Viewing Bonding Company Information: To view information about the bonding company, such as the
bonding company name, streed address, city, state, and zip, click the Bonding Company button.
Viewing Resident Construction Engineer Information: To view information about the resident
construction engineer, such as the resident construction engineer name, street, city, state, zip code,
work phone number, or cell phone number, click the Resident Construction Engineer button.
Viewing Resident Maintenance Engineer Information: To view information about the reisdent
manintenance engineer, such as the resident maintenance engineer name, street, city, state, zip code,
work phone number, or cellphonr number, click the Resident Maintenance Engineer button.
Manatement - Contnct lD 04,039030
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Figure 53 - Modifying Contract Management Tab
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9.7 Change Orders Tab
The Change Orders tab shows a list of all of the change orders that have been applied to the contract.
This tab replaces the "Open SA" and "Open CMR" links that were in the old card file interface.
Filtering Results: Located above the Change Order Summary table is a drop-down menu that allows
you to filter any displayed results. You have the option to filter your results by Has Cost Adjustments,
Has Time Adjustments, Has Cost and Time Adjustments, or All Change Orders.
Viewing Change Order Detail: Clicking any order within the Change Order Summary table will cause
that order to be viewed in more detail in the table below, Change Order Detail.
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Figure 64 - Modify Contracts Change Orders Tab
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9.8 Claims Tab
The Claims tab will provide the ability to view information
also be editable by users with Contract Superuser access.
contents or see the buttons supporting these options.
pertaining to contract claims. This tab will
All other users will not be able to edit the
Chlms - Contract lD 04.039030
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Figure 65 - Modify Contracts Claims Tab
Modifying the Current Claim: You may modify any of the white fields for each claim associated with the
contract by clicking on the field and entering in data. Click Save Changes or Cancel Changes depending
on how you wish to handle your modifications.
Adding a New Claim: When selected, a new blank claim record will be created. The user may fill in as
many fields as desired and may select the Save Changes buttons to write the new record to the
database.
Deleting a Claim: When selected, the currently displayed claim will be removed from the database.
Prior to actual deletion, a message will display asking the user to confirm the deletion.
Viewing Different Claims: Utilizing the Previous and Next buttons will display information for other
claims associated with the contract.
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10. Standard Reports
The standard report screen offers numerous reports available to the user; such as Contract Status
Report, Planned Projects Report, Tentative Let List report, and more.
10.1 Search Tab
Each report shares a similar criteria search screen. For this example, we will be using the Obligations
Management PR2 Report. Regardless of which report you view, you must highlight it in the report
menu and click View Search Criteria. You may enter in any additional search information that you wish
after highlighting your desired report, and click Search.
Simply highlight the project you want to run the report for, and click Run Report. Note: For some
projects, you may be prompted to enter additional remarks. This is optional.
Although it is not required, you are able to enter any remarks about the report before you generate it.
Cficking Generate Report will continue with the report once all remarks are made (or not). Note: You
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Figure 65 - Standard Report lnterface
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11. Advanced Reports
P2S provides the ability for users to search and query the system from an ad-hoc query and reporting
tool called Advanced Reports. All pertinent information within the project programming database is
available for query. The capability to include logical operators exists for queries, along with several
options for output. Users have the ability to select specific columns to be included in the output as well
as choose whether the report will be in tabular format (i.e. HTML), displayed on a map, or both.
11.1 Constructing a Search
When you begin to construct the report you wish to run, you will need to fill in the query information in
the main table, starting from left to right. That is, you would start with the Category field and work your
way to the right. Once your search information has been entered and there is at least one field in the
Selected Columns table, the Run Report button will be available to click. Clicking it with the above
criteria will produce the results shown on the next page. Note: You may change the ordering of the
columns to be generated by clicking the arrow buttons on the far right. You may also need to disable
your popup blocker for the results to show.
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Located under the Funds tab, Obligations Limitation provides the ability to view the obligation
limitation for the current or past fiscal years.
12.1 Viewing the Limitation
By default, the current year's obligation limitation is shown. You may choose to search for a different
range of fiscal years, and can do so by entering the desired years in the Fiscal Years Between options.
Once done, hit Search. The limitation(s) will be shown below, and you may highlight it and click Show
Detail for more information. A window such as the one on the next page will be displayed.
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Figure 70 - Obligations Limitation Detail
Results may be filtered as desired using any of the filter options at the top of the screen and clicking
Search.
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Figure 71 - Apportionments Funds lnterface
13. Apportionments Funds
13.1 Viewing the Apportionments
Similar to the Obligations Limitation screen, you will choose your range of fiscal years or select the
present fiscal year to search for. You will, however, be required to select a Fund type for the
Apportionments Funds search. Once you have searched, highlighting your option and clicking Show
Detail will display the screen shown on the next page.
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Results may be filtered as desired using any of the filter options at the top of the screen and clicking
Search.
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14. System Admin 
- 
User Maintenance
User Maintenance allows the ability to modify and create users for P2S. The user's name, division,
office, email, and other information can all be entered from this screen.
Figure 73 - System Admin - User Maintenance
14.1 Existing Users
Searching for existing users: To search for a user, type in your search criteria directly next to the Last
Name field at the top left of the User Maintenance interface. The search will automatically filter the
displayed users.
Editing permissions: To edit the permissions of an existing user, select the user from the list and click
the Edit Permissions button located under the Email Address field in the Edit User table. lf you have
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User Maintenance Assign Permissions lnterface
14.2 New Users
Adding New Users: To add a new user, click the Add New User button location to the left of the Save
Changes button. The screen will change slightly, and will remain very similar to the initial User
Maintenance screen. However, you will notice that Edit User has been changed to Add User - Please
enter user information below.
Enter in the information for the user, including editing their permissions (done in the same way as it is
for preexisting users), and click Save Changes when all information is present.
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15. System Admin 
- 
Workflow Maintenance
P2S process of what triggers the requirement for an approval and who gets the request is called a
workflow. This section describes how to add users to a particular workflow and what changes constitute
the need for an approval
Figure 75 - System Admin Workflow Maintenance lnterface
Before a user can be assigned to a workflow, the user must select a Program Manager and Event
(located at the top left of the interface). Once done, you will see the Available and Current lists will
update corresponding to the Program Manager/Event pair.
Assigning or Removing workers from a Manager/Event pair: This is as simple as highlighting the user's
name in either column, and hitting ADD>> or <<REMOVE to add them to the current list, or remove
them, respectively.
Reassigning a Program Manager: To reassign a program manager, clicking the Re-assign Program
Manager will prompt the screen shown on the next page.
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Selecting the new program manager and click Save & Close, and confirmation warning will appear on
screen. ClickYes to save your changes.
Figure 76 - Workflow Maintenance Re-Assign Program Manager Interface
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15. System Admin 
- 
Code list Maintenance
This interface provides a system administrator user with the ability to maintain all P2S code lists. A code
fist is a set of items that have at least two pieces of information: a description and a database "code"
that is associated with the description. The purpose of a code list is so that users can be presented with
a descriptive text instead ofthe short database code that is stored in the database table.
Using the Code List: First, you will need to select which code list to view via the Code List dropdown
menu. The table of codes will update automatically. You may select any code from this table and edit
any of its fields, other than its lD. lf you wish to add a new code, click Add New Code. This will clear all
of the fields below the code list table, and allow you to enter in information for a new code. When
done, click Save Changes.
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FigureTT - System Admin Code List Maintenance Interface
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17. System Admin 
- 
Sys. Table Maintenance
The System Table Maintenance provides the system administrator with the ability to select how a code
list is displayed to the users of P2S, as well as the ability to provide descriptions of each table and
column.
On this screen, simply select the Table that you wish to edit. Results similar to the image shown on the
next page will appear.
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Figure 79 - System Admin Sys. Table Maintenance Results
You can click any field and edit the text, then click Save to save your changes. This will update how the
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Access P2S by entering the following URL in Internet Explorer: http://smpvendl/p2sl
1. Home Screen
The Home Screen displays the projects which are of interest to the user. The user hos severol woys to select which
projects are shown by default upon entry to P2S.
1.1 Change Map Display
1.2 Map Controls
1.3 Map Bubble 
- 
Project Summary Report
Demonstrates how a user can select which projects are shown by default upon entry to P2S
1. Click the Change Map Display button
2. Select the Countv radio button
3. Select "Richland" from the Countv droo-down menu
4. Check the Save for Initial Disolav checkbox
5. Click the Refresh Map button
6. The mao zooms to Richland Countv and shows current proiects within the Countv
7. Close P2S
8. Access P2S at htto://smpvend'J./o2S/
9. Verifv that the loads at the area of Richland
Demonstrates how a user can manipulate the map and reset it to its
1. Click the + button to zoom to Columbia on the
2. Click the 
- 
button to zoom out on the m
3. Drag the to the east to focus on Sumter
4. Click the Satellite button in the corner of the
I
5.
that the map switches to satellite image
Hover over the Satellite button and uncheck the Labels checkbox
7. that the map removes the labels
8. Click the Reset Map button
9. that the reverts to its orisinal state when P2S loads
Demonstrates map bubble functionality and view the Su
1. Click the Chanee Ma button
2. Select the Manaser radio button
3. Select "Gossett, Chris" from the dro
4. Click the Refresh Map button
5. Zoom in using the + to Darl
6. Click the blue nt of US 52
7. Verify that the map bubble shows Project lD:0029220 (US 52 WIDENING)
8. Select the k to view a Project Summary Report
9. Close the S Report bv clickine the x in the corner
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1.4 Map Bubble 
- 
ITMS
Demonstrates map bubble functionality and opening the project in ITMS
L Click the in ITMS nk
2. Verifv that the Preconstruction Fundine Report is opened for Proiect OO2922O
3. Verify that Project 0029220 is highlighted on the ITMS map
4. Click the highlighted project and verify that the information is for Project OO2922O
5. Close ITMS
6. Close the Map Bubble
1.5 Change PIN (For P2S Approvers only)
Demonstrates that a user can ch their PIN number for
1. Click the Chanee PIN button
Enter the information below:
a) Old PIN (default 1111)
b) New PIN
3. Click the Save button
4. A window will appear verifying that the PIN was updated successfully, click OK
5. Click the Close button
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2. Search
The Search function can be used to find project or contrqct informotion. All returned doto is reod-only thru the Search
function. Wildcard seorches will be performed with ony entered doto.
2.1 Projects
2.2 Contracts/Proposals
Demonstrates how a user can search for proiects and view proiect information
1. Choose Search ) from the top level menu bar
2. "379" in the Name field
3. Select P lD 0038226 from the Search Results
4. Click the View Selected button
5. Review associated information on the Generaltab
6. Review associated information on the Location tab
7. Review associated information on the Roads tab
8. Verify that there are no associated bridges or railroads on the Bridge/RR tab
9. Review fundine information on the Phases tab
10. Click on the expenditure hyperlink for Funding Source L1C0 in the Preliminary Engineering phase to display a
Detailed Expenditure Report
11. Choose Export, then Open to view the report in Microsoft Excel
lf oromoted for Username & P
12. Verifv that the in Excel
13. Click on the X in the too rieht corner to close the Detailed Expenditure
14. Review associated information on the Schedule tab
15. Click on + next to Environmental to view detailed activities related to the Environmental Document &
Permits needed
16. Review all comments associated with the proiect on the Remarks tab
t7. To view Legacy PCN, Suffix, File Number, Work Phase, and Federal Project Number information for the P2S
iect. click on the PPMS tab
Demonstrates how a user can search for contracts/proposals and view contract information
1. Choose Search ) Contr als from the top level menu bar
2. Tvpe "OGFC" in the Description field
3. Click on the Let Date field name in the Search results window to Sort in Ascending order
4. Double click on Contract Number 09.040661 for the Search results
5. Review associated information on the Generaltab
6. Review the Bidder information on the Letting tab
z. neuie* the eid nerns ina pril"r io-r ttG-A*;d;d B''dd"r on the aid tab
8. Review Contract Status Time and Amount on the Status tab
9. Review the Routes, Bridges and Railroads within the Contract on the Location tab
10. Review the Contractor, Bonding Company, RCE and DCE for the Contract on the Manage tab
11-. Click on the Resident Construction Engineer to view their contact information
12. Review Change Order information on the Chg Orders tab
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13. Select "Has Time Adjustments" in the Filter By field to verify that the change orders do not affect the current
completion date
14. Review Claim information on the Claims tab
2.3 Charge Codes
Demonstrates how a user can search for code information
L. Choose Search ) Cha Codes from the too level menu bar
2. Type "40394" in the
3. Choose Prelim from the Proiect Phase
4. Click Search to return the available SCEIS charge code information including Cost Center, WBS Element, Fund
and Functional Area
5. Verify that the charge codes is displayed with the Obligation, Expenditure, and Variance amounts
5. Click Reset to clear all search criteria
7. Choose Search bv Contract ID
8. "3883L" in the Contract lD field
9. Select Proiect 0038745 from the available proiects within the Contract
10. Choose Road Construction from the Phase
11. Review the available ch codes returned in the Search window
12. Select the record with Fund M001 and choose View Selected
13. that the selected proiect is shown
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3. Projects ) Plan
The project plan tob ollows the user to seorch for and modify informotion for existing planned projects os well os stort
plonning a new project. Since project information con be edited through the Plon tab, only those proiects that the user
hos occess to will be returned in these seorches.
3.1 Plan A New Project
3.2 Search for a Planned Project
Demonstrates how a user can plan a new
1. Select the ) Plan menu item
2. Select the Plan New button in the upper right corner
3. Fill in available fields on the General tab as below:
Project Name: P2S Test Project for User Name
Project Description: P2S Project for Training Purposes Only User Nome
Full Oversight: Delegated/State Admin.
Project Type: Intersection lmprovement
Work By: SCDOT
Proposed Duration: 3 Years, 0 Months
Proposed Start Date: Current Month
Proposed Letting Date: 7 / 2OL4
ls Work Cyclical: No
Funding Type: Federal
Current Cost Estimate: 51,600,000
4. Select Save Changes and verify that a message is received stating that Project "Pxxxxxxx" has been created
5. Note the Project lD here:
6. Click OK
7. that the Program Project button is now available
8. Close P2S
Demonstrates how a user can search for a ly planned
1. Access P2S at
2. Select the ) Plan menu item
3. the lD noted above in the Proiect lD search field
4. Click Search and verifo that the proiect is included in the results table
5.H the project and click Plan Selected Project
6. Verify that the Status = In Planning Phase
7. Click the Office hvperlink at the top right to review the Ownership information for the
8. Once finished, click Close Window
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3.3 Edit a Planned Project
Demonstrates how a user can edit a ned
L. Select the Roads tab
z. s" r"a tG-r nt"ri".Jion
3. Select the and Richland Cou
4. Select Route T US Route and Route Number 1
5. Click Search
6. Select the Route and Route for Richland US 21
7. Select the Add Selected Routes button
8. Modifv the BMP on US 1to 0.2 and select Add Turn Lane for the Work
9. Modifv the BMP on US 21to 1.0 and select Reconstruction for the Work
11. Review the summarized Route data on the Location tab
L2. Close P2S
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4. Projects ) Program
The project program tob ollows the user to progrom a previously planned project. A project is said to be progrommed
when o request to obligate funding has been opproved. Since project informotion can be edited through the Progrom
tob, only those projects that the user hos occess to will be returned in these seorches.




Demonstrates how a user can am work and fundine for a
1. Access P2S at
2. Select the ) Proeram menu item
3. Search Name for Test
4. When the test oroiect is returned. click the Prosram Selected Proiect button
7. Select Richland Coun
8. Select Route US Route and Route Number 1
9. Add the first with structure number 4020000100100 to the
10. 1415 for Br and 44 for Outside Deck Width
11. Click to Add re Tvoe and choose To Be Determined
12. Click Save
13. Select the Phases tab
14. Click the Add New Work Phase/Funding






Proposed Obligation: Current Month
Oblieation Amount: 60,000
15. Click Save
17. Click Add New Work Phase/Fundi








Choose the Include in Letting checkbox
19. Click Save
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20. Click Add New Work Phase/Funding
21. Fill in the available fields in the Work Phase window as below:






22. ClickSave and Close
23. Review the Work Phases and Funding breakdowns on the Phases tab
Demonstrates how a user can add Remarks to a med project
L. Na to the Remarks tab
2. In the New Remark text box, add "This is a test remark for this programmed project."
3. Click Save Changes, and OK to the notification
4. that the user and date was added to the remark
4.2 Program A Project 
- 
Remarks
4.3 Program A Project 
- 
Approval
NOTE: The project must be approved before continuing to the next step.
5. Access P2S at http://smpvendUp2s/
7. Select Proiects ) Program and search for the test project
8. Once selected, choose the Approval tab and verify the Approval History information
9. Close the Approval Historv report
Demonstrates how a user can initiate the Approval process for a programmed
1. Click the R at the bottom right of the Remarks tab
2. Add a to the Approval and click Send
3. Click OK to the notification that the est was sent successfu
4. Click the Approval tab and verifv that the Approval request has been sent to the
5. Close P2S
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5. Proposals
The proposols tob provides the copobility to build, modify ond transmit proposals for letting. The proposol will consist
of o Controct lD, on ossociated project or set of projects, ond other pertinent information such os project locotion and
poy item doto.
NOTE: Projects must have a proposed letting date to create a proposal. When combining projects into a single
proposal, they must all have the same proposed letting date.
5.1 Build a Proposal
5.2 Modify a Proposal
5.3 Add Pay ltems to a Project in a Proposal
Demonstrates how a user can build a I for lett
1. Select the
2. ln the Pro
) Build menu item
Let Date field, enter 7/2OL4 and click Search
3. Hiehlieht the test proiect that was created earlier and choose >Add Selected P
4. Add a of "P2S Test Proposalfor User Name"
5. Click Build P
6. Verify that the proposal has been created and note the Contract lD here:
Demonstrates how a user can for
1. Select the ) Modifu menu item
2. ln the P I lD field, fill in the lD above and click Search
3. High the test orooosal and select
4. ln the Prooosal Descriotion field add "in Richland Countv" to the existins descri
Demonstrates how a user can add pav items to a
L. Select the Pro ) Program menu item
2. On the Search tab, search for the test project that was created earlier and click the Program Selected P
3. to the Pav ltems tab
4. Verify that the Spec Book Year is 2007
5. Add a Category Description named Items"
6. Add a Category Length of O.27 and a Federal Construction Class of 2
7. In the ltems table, add ltem # 1031000 for Moblization with an Estimated Qty of 1
8. To add other additional items, click the to filter pav items
9. "Excavation" in the ltem Descr field and click Search
10. Select ltem #'s 2031000 and 2033000 and click the Use Selected ltems button and the bottom of the screen
L1. For Pav ltem # 2031000 add an Estimated Qtv of 25.for Pav ltem # 2033000 add an Estimated Qtv of 1970
12. Select Pav ltems for Transmittal
13. Click Save
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The stondard report screen offers numerous reports available to the user. Eoch report shores o similor criterio seorch
screen.
6.1 Contract Status Report
6.2 Letting list Report
6.3 Planned Projects Report
6.4 Programmed Projects Report
Demonstrates how a user can generate a Contract Status report from P2S
L Choose Reports ) Standard Reports from the top level menu bar
2. Verify that Contract Status Report is highlighted in the list of available standard reports
3. Select "Lexington" from the Countv dropdown
4. Select "UNITED CONTRACTORS, LLC" from the Contractor field
5. Click Search
6. Check the box next to Contract Number to select all returned contracts
7. Click Run Report
A._lerify that the retur
9. Close the report window
Demonstrates how a user can
1. Choose Lettins List Report from the list of available standard
2. Cfick in the Lettine Month box and use the calendar to navisate to September 20L3
3. Choose anv date on the calendar to select this month
4.
5.
Demonstrates how a user can senerate a Planned Proiects report from P2S
1. Select the Planned Proiects Report from the list of available standard
2. Click Run Re to return all proiects in the Planning phase
3.
4.
Verify that the report is
Demonstrates how a user can generate a Programmed Projects report from P2S
1. Select the Programmed Projects Report from the list of available standard
2. Select "RPG L 
- 
Lowcountry" from the Office
3. Click the Run button
4. that the reoort is in pdf format
5. Close the report window
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6.5 Project Financial Report
Demonstrates how a user can generate a Proiect Financial report from P2S
1. Select the Project Financial Report from the list of available standard reports
2. Select "Klauk, Brian" from the Responsible Pa
3. Select "York" from the
4. Click "Active" in the Status window
5. Click the Search button
6. Choose Proiect lD 003851L from the returned list
7. Click the Run Report button
8. Verifv that the reoort is
9. Close the reoort window
6.5 Project Location Conflict Report
Demonstrates how a user can generate a Project Location Conflict report from P2S
1. Select the Proiect Location Conflict Report from the list of available standard reports
2. Select "All" under the Phase window
3. Select "All" under the Federal Aid window
4. Select "Charleston" from the Countv dropdown under the Region window
5. Click the Run button
6. that the report is senerated in pdf format
7. Close the window
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P2S provides the obility for users to search ond query the system using an ad-hoc query ond reporting tool. All pertinent
information within the project progromming datobose is ovoiloble for query. The copobility to include logicol operotors
exists for queries, olong with severol options for output.
Demonstrates how the features of Advanced Reports can be utilized
1. Choose Reports ) Advanced Reports from the top level menu bar
2. Key in a Report Title of Test Report for User Initials
3. From the Add to Report buttons, click the Projects button
4. Select a Filter Category of Funding/Work Phases
5. Select an ltem of Funding Transaction Authorization Date
6. Select a Logical operator of ls Greater Than
7. Enter a value of "O9|3O/2OLL"
8. Click the + button to add a Join to the query
9. Select a Filter Catesorv of Fundine/Work Phases
10. Select an ltem of Funding Transaction Authorization Date
11. Select a Logical operator of ls Less Than
12. Enter a vafue of "LO/OL/20L2"
13. Click the + button to add a Join to the query
14. Select a Filter Category of Location
15. Select an ltem of Route Study Area
16. Select a Logical operator of Equals
17. Enter a value of "ARTS"
18. From the Available Columns, choose Funding/Work Phases
19. Double click Funding Transaction Obligation Amount to add it to the report
20. Double click Funding Transaction Program to add it to the report
21. In the Selected Columns table, Remove Route Study Area as a column in the report
22. Move Fundine Transaction Prosram after Proiect Description bv usine the ^ button to the far risht
23. Select Run Report
z+. Y-etitrflhq! lfgle_qo_t rs AeEralqq n pql lolmat
25. Close the report window
Demonstrates how the features of Advanced Reports can be utilized
1. Choose Reset Criteria and Remove All Selected Columns
2. Key in a Report Title of Test Report #2for User Name
3. From the Add to Report buttons, click the Contracts button
4. Select a Filter Catesorv of Contract Details
5. Select an ltem of Contract lD
6. Select a Logical operator of Contains
7. Enter a value of "4.103"
8. Click the + button to add a Join to the query
9. Select a Filter Category of Change Orders
10. Select an ltem of Change Order Amount
11. Select a Losical oDerator of Exists
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12. From the Available Columns. choose Chanse Orders
13. Double click Change Order Number, Change Order Status and Change Order Description to add them to the
report
14. Remove Contract lD and Contract Description from the Selected columns by highlighted them and clicking
the Remove button
15. Move Change Order Number to the top of the list and verify that it is sorted in Ascending order
16. Select Run Report
17. Verify that the report is generated in pdf format
18. Close the report window
Demonstrates how the features of Advanced can be utilized
1. Choose Reset Criteria and Remove All Selected Columns
2. Key in a Report Title of Test #3 User Nome
3. From the Add to Report buttons, click the button
4. Select a Filter of Details
5. Select an ltem of P ID
6. Select a rator of Contains
7. Enter the Project lD of the test project created earlier
8. From the Available Columns, choose Pay ltems
9. Double click Pay ltem, Pay ltem Category and Pay ltem Estimated Quantity to add them to the
10. In the Selected Columns table, Remove Project lD, Project Name and Project Description from the
11. Move Pro Item Catesorv to the
12. Select Run
13. that the tn format
14. Click the View In Excel option, select Open to view the report in Microsoft Excel
lf prompted for Username & Password, choose Cancel
15. Close the window
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Code list Reference
APD Appalachian Development Federa I
ARR American Recovery & Reinvestment Act Federal
BR Bridge Federal
BRD Bridge Discretionary Federa I
CAQ Consestion Mitieation & Air Qualitv Federa I
crc Cou nty Tra nsportation Committee Other
EBS EquiW Bonus Federal
ENH Enhancement Federal
ER Emergencv Relief Federa I
FH Forest Hishwavs Federa I
FL Federal Lands Federal
FTA Federal Transit AuthoriW Federa I
HPP High Priority (Earmark) Federa I
HSP Highway Safetv Program Federa I
IM Interstate Maintenance Federal
IMD I nterstate Maintenance Discretionarv Federa I
LOC Local Funds Other
MTN State Maintenance Funds State
NCB National Corridor Border Federal
NHP National Highway Performance Federal
NHS National Hishway Svstem Federal
NSB National Scenic Bvwavs Federal
OAF Other Allocated Funds Federal
RHP Railroad Hazard Protective Devices Federal
RTP Recreational Trails Federal
stB State lnfrastructure Bank Other
SPR Statewide Plannins & Research Federa I
sRs Safe Routes to School Federal
STF State Funds State
STP Surface Transportation Program Federal
TAP Alternatives Federal
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Pavement & Reconstruction Pavement & Reconstruction
Guardrail Repair
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TIB.P SCTIB Pavments SCTIB Payments
TAP Tra nsportation Alternatives Areas > 200K
Areas >5K & <200K
Areas <5K






Sidewalk / ADA Ramps
Proiect Administration




















PP Previous Programs Previous Programs
ARRA Overruns
PIPP Pavement I mprovement & Preservation Maintenance
Resurfacing
Preservation
SF State Funds State Funded Project
State Funded Safetv
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t New Construction
3 4R Reconstruction Added CapaciW
4 4R Reconstruction No Added Caoacitv
5 4R Maintena nce Resurfacing
b 4R Maintenance Restoration & Rehabilitation
7 4R Maintenance Relocation
8 Bridse New Construction
10 Bridse Replacement 
- 
Added Capacitv
11 Bridee Reolacement 
- 
No Added CaoaciW
13 Bridee Rehabilitation 
- 
Added Capacity












24 Traffic Manaeement Ensineerine-HOV
25 Vehicle Weight Enforcement Program
26 Ferry Boats & Facilities
27 Administration
28 Facilities for Pedestrians & Bicycles
30 Scenic or Historic Hishwav Prosrams
31 Landscaoing & Other Scenic Beautification
32 Historic Preservation
34 Preservation of Abandoned Railway Corridors
35 Control & Removal of Outdoor Advertising
36 Archaeological Planning & Research
38 Safety & Education for Pedestrians/Bicyclists
39 Esta blishment of Transportation M useums
40





46 Desien Build Contract
47 Bridse Preventative Maintenance
48 Bridse Protection






55 Tunnel Inspection and Related Trainins
56 Other Asset Inspection
57 Safetv-Non-l nf rastructure
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How often do you use the P2S applicaffon?
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satisfied have you been wifft tha following?
Anr$ered:8$ Skipp€d: {5
80*
I vrryt*rfrq I Samu*d3rfifi.| ; Dlrtr d
I grt1-nlrt
What do you primarily use PZS for? Select
allthat apply.
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How satified HEre you wtth tre launch and
implementation of ffre new application?
Answed:86 Skippe{k 14
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How can P2S be
useful
improved to make it more
and/or efficient?
1. Grandfathering in all the information from WebTransport, Sharepoint, and PES so that it is accessible in
P2S.
2. Show all obligations past and future in the "key dates" box on the "general" project tab. Add the "map project
button" to the location tab.
3. Combine the project information and charge code information. Once you find the project, you don't have the
search for the charge code too.
4. More training
5. For alot of my job responsibilities having the apportionments fix implemented would be very helpful.
6. I realize that there are several charge codes and to use the highest varience. However not everyone may
know that.
7. the obligation and authorization date is confusing bc there never seems to be anything under obligation date
and we used to refer to everthing as obligation date
8. charge codes- PE or bridge or Road
9. Not all contract lD's are searchable. Often times I have to enter the project number to find a code. 2) Would
be nice to search by charge objects; could help double check our codes. 3) Set up El charge codes for all
jobs. 4) Have a help desUcontact for folks that can't find certain projects/contracts/codes. 5) Set up a
link/event for a class. Lot of folks are still feeling in the dark regarding this application. 6) Work with
accounting to ensure codes are meeting their needs. Help them update their system for new codes. 7) Need
a set of guidelines on what folks can/can't charge to. 8) How will vehicle mileage be handled with new
codes?
10. pay item input and proposal creation could be improved
11. Have the apportionment screens working for all fund codes and have the entry boxes avaialable to update
for all years back to 2000.
12. One must enter the pin again to get the charge codes. lt should be as simple as enter the pin and look at all
tabs. Make a tab for RW obligation, Construction Obligation, and Let date.
13. Check the accuracy of the mapping of the Projects. A few project do not appear in the proper location.
Included an area for % Constructed and Planned Finished Construction date.
retain the assignment of the File Number with the 2 digit county code.
make sure all roads are listed on each project
Make sure it includes the old card file projects.





18. I think the concept is a good one. There have been many problems with it and its integration with CBES.
Also, the Project lD's are sequentially generated and the numbers are not associated with counties. I like the
File Number system better. Also, when exporting a project from CBES back to P2S, it often doesn't bring the
info from CBES in correctly, or it duplicates routes when there are more than one Section in CBES. Also,
there are occasions where the search for Conflicting Routes is not accurate. For example, sometimes P2S
will return a "No Conflicting Routes" message, when there are conflicting routes or portions of conflicting
routes. The point of this is that there are so many bugs, I don't trust it to give me reliable information and
have to double or triple check everything.
19. Not all of the charge code information is given for non federal aid projects / maintenance projects. Many
times only the WBS Element is shown - | need to have Cost Center, Fund, and FunctionalArea as well.
20. Show expenditure breakdowns for PE, RA//, utility relocations, construction, and CE&l
21. I need to learn how to use the advanced report functions.
22. Have more information about environmental and RA// (permits required and dates, tracts needed and status)
23. lt should have clearer general information, including Project lD's, federal project numbers, sceis charge
codes, etc. General information to fill out a PPR should be easily found.
24. We need a better report to go over the primary meetings. A report that covers, PE design, ROW - tracts
acquired, NEPA status, and permit status
It would be helpful to access the proposal for older contracts. I was looking for a proposal for a contract let in
2008 today and really struggled to find it in any application.
Would be helpful to our needs if RCE info could be input in a more timely manner.
Include LPA jobs
Make sure all roads are listed that are in the projects
Show TOTAL sum of expenditures for each phase on the phase tab.
Needs to have correct amounts in it money wise. I just went into one and I have made $31 1,772.02 in Utility
Payments yet it isn't showing any of them. So it shows 785,630.99 as the balance open and that can't be
correct. Project 032523 Utility Agreement No. 12759 (has been closed) on RWDMS. The payments shown
on RWDMS are correct but that balance on P2S can't be correct.
31. To many people changing stuff in P2S that doesn't need to be changed. Most of time it is obligation
management.
32. When providing a link to ITMS, it doesn't actually go to the road in ITMS - just the application. lt would be
GREAT if it actually linked to the road segment itself.
Making the pay item report more easily transferable into a excel file
Communication.
35. Customizable dashboard for each user. Dashboard displays selected projects/contracts and key information
easily. Ability to drill down to data then back out.
We have lost the ability to view RW status information that could be viewed in PPMS.













Please provide any other feedback
regarding the P2S aPPlication'
implementation, documentation and/or
training that you would like us to know.
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1. More training
2. need more classroom training.
3. So far it appears to be a great program. However, I have found that the only way to really feel comfortable
with the program is hands on experience. Unfortuantely that takes time and some growing pains.
4. For training purposes, I think that it would be more effective if the participants could have an example of a
"situation" and to be able to work through it themselves. Having "hands-on" is more beneficial and rewarding
for me.
5. Please set up training ASAP. We handle on average anywhere from 1000-2500 entries a month that we
send to accounting. Want to make sure we're sending correct information.
6. The user interface is very easy to understand.
7. Schedule training for using P2S in the districts.
8. lt seems to have been pushed out to production before the bugs were worked out of the program. Also, it
seems that the new web based CBES program and P2S were developed separately without a lot of
collaboration. Once we find all or most of the bugs and they are corrected, there needs to be a new, very
detailed, user manualwritten and in-depth training offered.
9. Lynsee Gibson did a great job with the class and providing follow-up assistance.
10. Primavera and P2S seem to not communicate very well, this needs to be improved. Schedules are not being
made as new projects are started in P2S. This is not efficient
1 1. Good job....keep it up.
12. I think the program is working great and l'm so glad we eliminated the use of PPMS.
13. Need better "Primary Meeting" report that catches all projects planned and programmed projects, as well as
c-projects and regular projects.
QlC
